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Future act must not be done 
Weld Range Metals Limited/Western Australia/Simpson [2011] NNTTA 
172 
Deputy President Sumner, 21 September 2011 
 
Issue 
In this matter, the National Native Title Tribunal determined pursuant to s 38 of the Native 
Title Act 1993 (Cwlth) (NTA) that certain future acts, namely the grant of four mining leases 
to Weld Range Metals Limited, must not be done. Deputy President Sumner did so primarily 
because of the special significance of the Weld Range area (which includes the area that 
would have been subject to the mining leases) to the Wajarri Yamatji people in accordance 
with their traditions. He concluded on the evidence that: 

[T]he interests, proposals, opinions or wishes of the NTP [native title party] in relation to the use of 
the Tenement area should be given greater weight than the potential economic benefit or public 
interest in the Project proceeding. The Weld Range area (including the Tenement area) is of such 
significance to the NTP in accordance with their traditions that mining on it should only be 
permitted with their agreement—at [343]. 

 
It was noted this ‘is not to incorporate a general right of veto over mining projects into the 
NTA but is a conclusion arrived at in the special circumstances of this case’—at [343]. 
 
This is the second time the Tribunal has determined that a future act comprised of the grant 
of one or more mining leases must not be done. The first was Western Desert Lands Aboriginal 
Corporation v Western Australia (2009) 232 FLR 169; [2009] NNTTA 49 (Holocene, summarised 
in Native Title Hot Spots Issue 30). 
 
Grantee and government parties seeking to have determination set aside 
Weld Range Metals Limited has filed an appeal under s 169 of the NTA (which is limited to a 
question of law) and is also seeking writs of certiorari and mandamus under s 39B of the 
Judiciary Act 1903 (Cwlth). The State of Western Australia has also filed an appeal under s 
169.  
 
Background  
The Wajarri Yamatji people have a registered claimant application over the area concerned 
and so the registered native title claimant for that application was the native title party in 
these proceedings. Weld Range Metals Limited (WRML), as the company seeking the grant 
of the leases, was the grantee party. WRML holds eight mining leases (the granted 
tenements) adjacent to the four dealt with in this matter (the proposed mining leases). 
Together, these tenements comprise WRML’s mining proposal, which is to provide 
chromium and nickel ore for its refined stainless alloys project (the project). The State of 
Western Australia was the government party.  
 
The government party gave notice of its intention to grant the leases in September 1997, as 
required by s 29 of the NTA. This led to negotiations between WRML and the Wajarri 
Yamatji people’s representatives. However, no agreement about the grant of the leases was 

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/NNTTA/2011/172.html
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/NNTTA/2011/172.html
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/NNTTA/2009/49.html
http://www.nntt.gov.au/News-and-Communications/Newsletters/Native-title-Hot-Spots-archive/Documents/Hot%20Spots%2030/Hot_Spots_Number_30.pdf
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reached and so WRML applied to the Tribunal in September 2010 for a determination that 
the mining leases may be granted. Before it could consider WRML’s application, the Tribunal 
had to determine whether negotiations in good faith had taken place with a view to getting 
the native title party to agree to the doing of the proposed acts. In Austmin Platinum Mines 
Pty Ltd and Weld Range Metals Limited/Western Australia/ Simpson [2010] NNTTA 212, Deputy 
President Sumner decided they had.  
 
The native title party submitted the Tribunal should make a determination that the mining 
leases must not be granted or that they should be granted subject to special conditions 
proposed by the Wajarri Yamatji people’s representatives. The native title party’s evidence 
was mainly directed to the cultural and spiritual significance of the area concerned, and 
wider Weld Range area, to the Wajarri Yamatji people in accordance with their traditions.  
 
The grantee and Government parties submitted that the Tribunal should make a 
determination that the leases may be granted without any additional conditions being 
imposed by the Tribunal or subject only to four conditions suggested by the government 
party. The grantee and government parties’ evidence was largely directed at demonstrating 
the economic benefit of, and the public interest in, the mining project going ahead. The 
grantee party’s proposed method of mining was open cut, which would eventually result in 
a pit mine measuring 3.2 kilometres by 700 metres wide and 40 metres deep. 
 
The relevant law 
Section 38 required the Tribunal to determine that the future act:  
• must not be done  
• may be done, or 
• may be done subject to conditions to be complied with by any of the parties. 
 
If the third type of determination is made, s 38(2) prevents the Tribunal from imposing any 
condition that entitles the native title party to payments worked out by reference to the 
amount of profit made, income derived or things produced by the grantee party as a result of 
doing anything in relation to the area concerned after the future act was done.  
 
Section 39 sets out the matters the Tribunal must take into account when making a 
determination under s 38.  
 
Pursuant to s 39(1)(a), the Tribunal must take into account the effect of the act on: 
• the enjoyment by the native title parties of their registered rights and interests 
• their way of life, culture and traditions 
• the development of their social, cultural and economic structures 
• their freedom of access to the area concerned and their freedom to carry out rites, 

ceremonies or other activities of cultural significance on that area in accordance with their 
traditions, and 

• any area or site on the area concerned of particular significance to them in accordance 
with their traditions. 

 
In determining the effect of the act on these matters, s 39(2) mandates that the Tribunal take 
into account the nature and extent of any existing non-native title rights and interests in the 

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/NNTTA/2010/212.html
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area concerned and any existing use of the area concerned. In this case, the area concerned 
was subject to extant non-exclusive pastoral leases and a number of prospecting licences.  
 
Pursuant to s 39(1)(b), the Tribunal must also take into account the native title party’s 
interests, proposals, wishes or opinions in relation to the management, use or control of the 
area in relation to which they have registered native title rights and interests that will be 
affected by the future act. 
 
Pursuant to ss 39(1)(c), (e) and (f) respectively, the Tribunal must also take into account: 
• the economic or other significance of the act to Australia, Western Australia, the local area 

and the Aboriginal peoples and Torres Strait Islanders who live in that area 
• any public interest in the doing of the act, and 
• any other matter the Tribunal considers relevant. 
 
In making a future act determination, the Tribunal must ‘exercise of a discretion which 
involves a weighing of the various effects, interests and other relevant factors referred to in 
the s 39 criteria in accordance with the circumstances before it’—at [11], referring to Western 
Australia v Thomas (1996) 133 FLR 124 at 165 to 166.  
 
Evidentiary principles 
Subsection 109(3) provides that the Tribunal ‘is not bound by technicalities, legal forms or 
rules of evidence’ in carrying out its functions. The following principles are applied by the 
Tribunal in future act matters: 
• Tribunal determinations must be ‘based on logically probative evidence and the 

application of the law’ 
• ‘the rules of evidence ... assist’ to make findings of fact in some cases, including those in 

which the evidence is contested 
• the facts upon which a Tribunal determination is based must be ‘properly established’ 
• documentary evidence is usually admitted ‘unless it is patently irrelevant or otherwise 

inappropriate’ but submissions may be given as to admissibility, relevance and weight, 
and 

• generally, the Tribunal will not have regard to the evidence presented in a ‘good faith’ 
inquiry unless a party seeks to adduce it although the Tribunal may refer to or adopt its 
reasons in a related ‘good faith’ decision if appropriate – at [11]. 

 
In this case, s 31(4) applied because the Tribunal had provided mediation assistance 
pursuant to s 31(3). Therefore, the Tribunal was prohibited from using or disclosing 
information it accessed ‘only because it provided [that] assistance’ for any purpose other 
than providing that assistance or establishing whether there had been negotiations in good 
faith ‘without the prior consent of the person who provided … the information’ to the 
Tribunal. All of the parties ‘waived any confidential and without prejudice privilege. 
Therefore, all of the ‘good faith’ evidence was before the Tribunal and was taken into 
account ‘where relevant’—at [11].  
 
The Tribunal had made directions under s 155 that certain documents ‘must not be disclosed 
to anyone but the parties to the proceedings and must only be used for the purpose of the 
proceedings’ but, in order to ensure the reasons were ‘fully understood and the factual basis 
of any determination is clear’, it was ‘necessary to refer to some of this evidence’ and so the s 
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155 directions were varied accordingly—at [11], referring to Parker v Western Australia (2008) 
167 FCR 340; (2008) 245 ALR 436; [2008] FCAFC 23. 
  
Key places 
The key places referred to by the Tribunal, shown on the map below, are: 
• Weld Range, a series of roughly parallel hills, ridges and valleys extending about 60 

kilometres from south-west to north-east and being around four kilometres wide 
• Wilgie Mia Aboriginal Reserve (the reserve), a 4,250 hectare reserve for the use and 

benefit of Aborigines under Part III of the Aboriginal Affairs Planning Authority Act 1972 
(WA) located in the Weld Range, with its closest point being around three kilometres 
south of the proposed mining lease area 

• Wilgie Mia (Thuwarri Thaa), a traditional ochre mine located within the reserve 
approximately eight kilometres south of the proposed mining lease area which is an 
Aboriginal site registered under the Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972 (WA) (AHA)  and also a 
protected area under s 19 of the AHA because it is an Aboriginal site ‘of outstanding 
importance’ 

• the national heritage listed area (NHL area), about 2,000 hectares encompassing Wilgie 
Mia and another site called Little Wilgie Mia, included on the National Heritage List 
(NHL) pursuant to s 324JJ of the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 
1999 (Cwlth) in October 2010 

• the national heritage listing report application area (NHL report area or the ‘pink box 
area’), consisting of the original 280,000 hectares submitted for inclusion on the NHL 
which encompasses the whole of the Weld Range, including the proposed mining leases 
and the granted tenements. 

 
 
Hearing on country 
The Tribunal decided under s 151(2) that an oral hearing, partly conducted ‘on country’, was 
necessary to adequately determine the matter, taking into account the native title party’s  

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/FCAFC/2008/23.html
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affidavit evidence about ‘the cultural significance of the Weld Range area’ and the fact that 
the mining proposal was for an open cut mine—at [14] to [15].   
 
During the ‘on-country’ hearing, some of the members of the native title claim group 
occasionally conferred with other members of the claim group when answering questions. 
Counsel for WRML asked whether directions should be given about witnesses 
communicating with others ‘once the taking of evidence had commenced’ but Deputy 
President Sumner thought it unnecessary—at [11], referring to Harrington-Smith v Western 
Australia (2002) 121 FCR 82; [2002] FCA 934, sic, should be Nudding v Western Australia (2002) 
121 FCR 82; [2002] FCA 934 at [27] to [28].  
 
The two-day on country hearing, held in early June, involved taking evidence on and around 
the proposed tenement area and a hearing at the Cue Shire Hall.  Pursuant to s 156(5), the 
Tribunal gave leave for all witnesses to be cross-examined. 
 
On the first day, a site visit was conducted. Colin Hamlett, Brendan Hamlett, Ansell Egan, 
Carl Hamlett and Brian Jones, all members of the Wajarri Yamatji claim group, gave 
evidence.   
 
The areas visited, located to the north of Weld Range, were: 
• a site within one of the proposed mining leases identified in oral evidence as part of a 

quarry which runs to the east that is listed as ‘Other Heritage Place’ on the Department of 
Indigenous Affairs (DIA) database (Quarry Stop 1) 

• a second site some distance east of Quarry Stop 1 but which ‘forms part of the same 
quarry line’ which native title party’s witnesses ‘think runs further to the east through 
another’ of the proposed mining leases to an area called Wanderie Bore, which is just 
outside the proposed mining lease area (Quarry Stop 2) 

• Vivienne’s Granite , located about two kilometres north of the northern most part of the 
proposed mining lease area 

• Grinding stone stop, about one kilometre from the nearest of the proposed mining leases, 
where the Tribunal was shown a grinding stone for ochre used in ceremonies and one 
used for grinding seeds to make damper, and 

• an area called Airellas quarry, some five to six kilometres west of the nearest of the 
proposed mining lease and on, or nearby, one of the granted tenements, where Carl 
Hamlett gave evidence of an area further to the west, close to Darbabuma Rock 
Waterhole, called Cosmo or Galaxy, which was a training ground for young Wajarri 
Lawmen (Quarry Stop 3). 
  

On the second day of the hearing, held in Cue on 2 June 2011, Colin Hamlett, Carl Hamlett, 
Silas Piotrowski (archaeologist), Lara Whitton (anthropologist), Neale Edwards (WRML’s 
Chief Geologist) and Peter Fisher (WRML’s Managing Director) gave evidence.  
 
Government party 
The Government party’s evidence established that the tenements sought were entirely 
overlapped by non-exclusive pastoral leases, as defined in s 248B of the NTA. There are no 
Aboriginal communities in or near the proposed mining lease area but the evidence 
established that the reserve is used for camping by Wajarri Yamatji people from time to time. 
DIA documents revealed sites on the Register of Aboriginal Sites as ‘Other Heritage Places’ 

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/FCA/2002/934.html
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on three of the four proposed mining leases. After noting the standard terms and conditions 
on which a mining lease is granted in Western Australia, the Tribunal noted four additional 
conditions that the government party had, during negotiations, offered to impose. 
 
The project 
Among other things, WRML provided affidavit evidence from its Chief Geologist Neale 
Edwards, who had responsibility for dealing with native title issues. WRML (or its 
predecessor) obtained the eight granted tenements between 1992 and 1998.  Mining leases 
previously held in relation to the proposed mining lease area were surrendered in 1991 in 
favour 16 prospecting licences. According to the evidence, the only ground disturbing work 
conducted to date was exploration drilling. 
 
The proposed mining leases and the granted tenements cover areas that are prospective for 
chromium laterite ore, nickel laterite ore and platinum group metals. WRML planned to 
mine the chromium resource first, the nickel resource later and continue to explore for the 
platinum resource. Around 85 per cent of the chromium resource and 79 per cent of the 
nickel resource were within the proposed mining lease area.  
 
Stage One of the project was proposed to commence in 2013/2014 ‘after further evaluation by 
way of a feasibility study’. The Tribunal noted that: 

The exploration phase of the evaluation will involve an extensive drilling program. The scope of 
the Project being evaluated comprises low cut, open cut mining of 600,000 tonnes per annum of 
high grade ore within the chromium resource to produce 305,000 tonnes of refined stainless alloy 
per annum. Over $10 million has already been spent identifying large areas of mineralisation. —at 
[43].  

 
The chromium starter pit would be over 3,250 metres in length and 625-700 metres in width 
down to a depth of about 32 metres and the nickel resource about 40 metres deep. The nickel 
resource covers the total mining proposal area, including the central portion where a 
substantial part of the chromium resource is located. Large waste piles would not be 
necessary ‘because the stripping ratio of waste to ore will be very low’—at [47].  
 
Details of related infrastructure and logistics were provided. According to an independent 
technical review of the project, 20 to 25 people were likely to be employed on-site. The 
proposal was to transport ore from the mining operations area by either rail or road, with the 
former being dependent on the construction of the Oakajee port and railway, among other 
things.  
  
Native title party’s evidence - claimants 
One of the native title party’s witnesses, Colin Hamlett, a winja/bardani (Elder) and one of 
those named as the applicant in the Wajarri Yamatji claimant application, made an affidavit 
on 2 February 2011, subsequently corrected on 31 May 2011 and again in the evidence he 
gave on country. His corrected affidavit evidence included that: 
• the proposed mining lease area is one he knows ‘very well’ 
• he is recognised ‘under the traditional Wajarri laws as speaking for and protecting the 

sites and traditional stories’ of that area, has ‘responsibility to care for and maintain the 
sites’ in that area and regularly visit those sites ‘to make sure they have not been 
disturbed’ 
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• the Weld Range ‘is important to’ his family ‘and to all Wajarri people’ and is ‘a very 
sacred place’ that is ‘important … to Aboriginal people all around the state’ because ‘there 
are dreaming stories which link the Wajarri people with other Aboriginal groups’ 

• one of the dreaming stories is about an injured marlu (red kangaroo) who travelled 
through the Murchison leaving red ochre deposits where he bled after being speared and 
dug out a cavern in which its blood and its bile turned into red, yellow and green ochre 

• there are several law grounds and ceremony grounds in the Weld Range and places 
where ‘old tribal gear for ceremonies and law business were stored and some of it is still 
there’ 

• while the law grounds and ceremony grounds are not ‘specifically located’ in the area of 
the proposed mining leases, that area is within the Weld Range and he considers ‘the 
whole of the Weld Range to be sacred to the Wajarri People’ because ‘the old people who 
would come to the Weld Range for ceremonies and to go through the law would use the 
entire area for various reasons, such as to hunt and to gather stones for the ceremonies’ 

• Wilgie Mia is significant ‘because that is where the marlu in the dreaming story died and 
left all of the ochre’ and so it is ‘the most important ochre quarry in the Weld Range’ and 
Vivienne’s Granite is significant’ because this is where the old people used to camp and 
grind the ochre’ 

• the proposed mining lease area ‘was used as a kind of highway between these sites where 
the old people would hunt, gather stones and ochre and camp’  

• he and many other Wajarri Yamatji people ‘regularly visit the Weld Range’ and some 
families ‘maintain rockholes and camp out during weekends and holidays to teach their 
children about the important places, collect bush food, gather ochre and hunt’ 

• his is ‘aware that there have been lots of mining leases tenements granted to various 
mining companies in the past’ but believes that was prior to ‘the Government recognising 
our rights through the Native Title Act’ 

• he is ‘aware of exploration and prospecting licences being granted since we have had 
rights under the Native Title Act’ but so far ‘there have not been any mines constructed’ 

• the Wajarri people are taught, and he strongly believes, ‘that if we do not look after our 
country, particularly the special sites, then the Wudaji and Mondong spirits will punish us 
and make us sick’ 

• he is ‘concerned about any mining activity’ in the proposed mining lease area because ‘we 
were told by old people and we teach our young people that they need to look after 
country especially areas that are very important such as the Weld Range’, which includes 
the proposed mining lease area, ‘and we need to prevent these from being damaged’. 

 
Evidence from site visits 
At Quarry Stop 1, a lot of artefacts (such as cutting implements and shards of broken off 
rock) where exhibited. Colin Hamlett gave evidence included that there are Wajarri laws and 
customs about who and what activities are allowed in this area, that only initiated Wajarri 
are allowed to come and collect stones or other items from the site and that when Wajarri 
people find artefacts ‘they leave them at their original location’. When asked about the 
importance of this quarry (as compared with others in the area), he said they were all 
important but that, when people were travelling, they would get material from this area 
‘because it was the pathway used when traditional law business was taking place’. In 
relation to the features that mark out the Weld Range, Mr Hamlett talked about ‘breakaways’ 
on the boundaries where people used to camp in caves.  
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When asked about the connection between this area and Wilgie Mia, he said there is a 
connection in a radius of about 30 or 40 kilometres around where people used to ‘go out and 
get stuff’ and that there could be people buried anywhere in the soft ground around this 
area.  
 
He also gave evidence that: 
• people came to the Weld Range ‘from all directions’ to get ochre from Wilgie Mia and for 

traditional law purposes 
• when people travelled to and through the Weld Range, they would follow song lines 
• if areas such as this are damaged, ’Aboriginal people get sick’ and, in another area where 

mining went ahead without ‘proper approvals’, the five people that wanted the mining to 
go ahead all died. Lots of Wajarri people are afraid of things like that happening  

• Weld Range is the most important area in Wajarri country 
• when he talks about the Weld Range, he is referring to Guagabuna (in Wajarri Yamatji 

language), an area that extends into the ‘breakaway’ country, an area marked on a 
topographic map by his son Carl during the on country hearing 

• Wajarri people have ‘a different standard agreement for grantee parties in the Weld 
Range due to its significance’, and  

• the Wajarri have such an agreement with Sinosteel.   
 
Mr Hamlett’s sons Carl and Brendan, both initiated Wajarri men, also gave evidence. 
Brendan Hamlett said he comes to the Weld Ranges a lot, bringing his children with him. His 
son (also an initiated man) was with him during the site visit. Brendan’s evidence included 
that: 
• he comes to Quarry Site 1 out of ‘respect for country and for the old people and to 

preserve and look after the area’ 
• there are a vast number of quarries, evidencing different kinds of material, in the vicinity, 

all used for the same sorts of reasons, and 
• the area is significant because his ancestors have been there and this quarry in particular 

is significant ‘because the rock material located at it is only found in the hills, on ridges 
such as this’. 

 
Carl Hamlett spoke about rock pools (also called rock holes or water holes) in the Weld 
Range situated along the songlines, which include Vivienne’s Granite. The location of the 
rock pools determined where the songlines are because people travelled from one source of 
water to the next. He also talked about the breakaways on the outskirts of the Weld Range, 
marking them on a topographic map. According to the evidence: 

The breakaways run in a circular shape, with Vivienne’s Granite at the north most tip and the 
‘Weld Range’ row of hills in the middle. These breakaways are all within the NHL Report area and 
the Tenements are located between the eastern part of the area marked and the Weld Range. … 
[T]he breakaways all connect to Wilgie Mia … [and] … are … areas of eroded rock, where there are 
caves in which Aboriginal people put their gear and made hand stencils and carvings.  

 
At Quarry Stop 2, Colin and Carl Hamlett gave evidence that they think the quarry, part of 
which is at the Quarry Stop 1 and 2 areas, continues to run east to an area called Wanderie 
Bore just outside of the proposed mining lease area. Carl Hamlett gave evidence that he 
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thinks there are ‘a number of quarries similar to this one, running in the same direction and 
parallel to each other, in the area’ of one of the proposed mining leases.  
 
The next stop was Vivienne’s Granite, from where the breakaways were visible. There is a 
rock hole at Vivienne’s Granite. Colin Hamlett described Vivienne’s Granite as part of the 
travelling path for Aboriginal people, a place where people would camp on their way to 
Wilgie Mia and to another water hole called Cattle Pool. Carl Hamlett showed those present 
a rock carving close to the rock hole and explained it acted as a map of the water sources in 
the area. He confirmed his view that Vivienne’s Granite was used as a camping place and 
spoke of an amphitheatre in the breakaways close by where people would have ‘hid the 
young blokes.’ His evidence was that women and uninitiated people would not have been 
able to camp at Vivienne’s Granite. He also pointed to a large balancing rock with a rock 
carving and hand stencils, made using red ochre, beneath it and gave evidence that the hand 
stencils were made using ochre from Wilgie Mia because it is not possible to get red ochre 
from anywhere else in this area. He also showed the group the stencil of a kangaroo next to 
the handprints. He gave evidence that this area is important because the ancestors were here 
and ‘Wajarri people follow in their footsteps to keep their culture alive’.  
 
In cross examination, a question about the restrictions that apply to access to the area was 
asked. Colin and Carl Hamlett said that non-Wajarri people ‘need a permit to attend here’ 
but that ‘everyone attending the site visit was able to be present because they were 
accompanied by the traditional owners of the land and were conducting a native title 
proceeding’. 
 
At Vivienne’s Granite, Carl Hamlett gave evidence that rocks used to grind ochre had been 
found in the ‘Wanderie area’, where the site visit party had driven in from. Colin Hamlett 
said the grinding stones were in a place where they would grind up the ochre and ‘paint the 
young blokes up in preparation for their initiation when they get to the Weld Ranges.’ A visit 
was made to see a grinding stone. The location was between the proposed mining lease area 
and Vivienne’s Granite. 
 
At Quarry Stop 3 (Airellas), located to the west, outside of the proposed mining tenement 
area, Carl Hamlett talked about lumps of red ochre Wajarri people had found near a fence 
line in an area west of the proposed tenements, on one of the mining tenements already 
granted to WRML. He gave evidence that the Airellas quarry is different from the first two 
quarry sites because a different kind of rock material, called kanga, is found there, which is 
used for the same purpose, i.e. for tools and cutting implements. He said that the same rules 
apply as to restricted access. He talked about an area close to the Darbabuma Rock 
Waterhole, west of the proposed mining tenement area, called the Cosmo, or Galaxy, where 
young Wajarri lawmen ‘trained so that they could navigate the area at night’.  
 
Cue hearing 
At the hearing in Cue, Colin Hamlett gave evidence to the effect that: 
• he is an initiated Wajarri man, his father was a Wajarri elder and his family come from 

and can speak for the Weld Range area (i.e. the pink box area) 
• there is ‘Wandarie country’, which is soft and could be dug into for burials, in the 

proposed mining lease area 
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• only initiated men can take stones from quarry areas for making boomerangs, spears and 
shields 

• he has rights under Wajarri Yamatji laws and customs to live in the Weld Range and he 
has a camp in the Wilgie Mia reserve 

• younger people being brought to the Weld Range area and taught about it 
• whether in the Weld Range hills or on the flats, quarries are important and there are ‘lots 

of quarries’ in and off the hills 
• highways or pathways exist which were used by different Aboriginal groups to reach 

Wilgie Mia and were associated with songlines followed when young people were 
brought for initiation in the Weld Range 

• people no longer use the highways and the Wilgie Mia area is no longer used for 
ceremonies but the songlines remain spiritually important to Wajarri Yamatji people and 
adverse consequences flow if they are destroyed 

• there is no trading of the ochre today but it is taken to other places and the ochre from 
Wilgie Mia is still used for ceremony on Wajarri Yamatji country and by other Aboriginal 
groups, and 

• it would be very possible to find grinding stones on the tenement area. 
 
Challenges to the evidence 
The grantee party submitted that Colin Hamlett’s evidence gave rise to ‘significant issues of 
credibility’. However, the Tribunal generally accepted his evidence, being satisfied that: 
• it  was given ‘in an open and frank manner’ 
• there were ‘no grounds for rejecting it on the basis that it is generally unreliable or not 

credible’ 
• it was ‘generally consistent with other evidence … from other sources, particularly 

evidence given by other members’ of the native title party 
• there was ‘ample evidence of belief’ in the Wudaji or Mondong spirits of which Mr 

Hamnett spoke and the harmful consequences that could result from disturbing them 
• the evidence established that the ‘belief in the existence of these spirit people is an 

important part of the Wajarri Yamatji people’s traditional beliefs’ 
• neither the government party nor the grantee party had produced evidence to contradict 

the main features of his evidence, and 
• ‘as a Wajarri Yamatji elder and as one of the persons comprising the applicant for [the 

Wajarri Yamatji] native title determination application’, he has authority to speak on 
behalf of the native title party—at [82] to [85]. 
 

Deputy President Sumner was also satisfied that ‘the evidence given by Carl and Brendan 
Hamlett is generally reliable and can be accepted as part of the basis for relevant findings of 
fact necessary for a determination’—at [86].  
 
Native title party’s anthropological evidence 
There was affidavit evidence from Lara Whitton, a relatively recent graduate in 
anthropology who has been employed at YMAC since October 2010. Her evidence was that 
she had conducted ‘desktop research into the cultural and spiritual importance of the Weld 
Range’ and the proposed mining lease area and, in January 2011, visited the area ‘to gather 
evidence for this matter’ with Colin Hamlett and his two sons. She went on to state (among 
other things) that: ‘The whole Weld Range area is considered a significant site, or a site 
complex’, an opinion she supported largely by reference to the NHL report and another 
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report annexed to her affidavit called ‘The Cultural Significance of the Weld Range and 
Wilgie Mia to Aboriginal people’ prepared by Kali Napier (the Napier report), an 
anthropologist formerly employed by YMAC.  
 
Ms Whitton referred to what she had been told by the Hamletts during field trips and then 
stated that: 

In my expert opinion the granting of the Tenements would adversely impact the Wajarri Yamatji 
people and have a negative impact upon their enjoyment of their registered native title rights and 
interests, their culture and traditions, and the preservation and passing of knowledge of such 
culture and traditions.  

 
The government party objected to parts of Ms Whitton’s affidavit on the basis that it was 
‘hearsay evidence of what she has been told by Mr Hamlett, who was personally present to 
give evidence’. The Tribunal took the view that: 
• ‘it would be an unduly technical approach to reject this evidence’ on those grounds, and 
• the ‘hearsay’ matters had been ‘deposed to directly by Mr Hamlett and are before the 

Tribunal’—at [96].   
 
It was noted that there was no challenge to ‘the substance of this evidence, including that 
given by Mr Hamlett ... as recorded by Ms Whitton’—at [96]. 
 
The grantee party challenged Ms Whitton’s creditability on the basis that she was not an 
expert in the field of anthropology but, rather, an anthropologist employed by YMAC who 
had become ‘an advocate’ for the native title party’s position. The Tribunal had regard to, 
and made allowances for, those matters but found they did not lead to ‘a wholesale rejection 
of Ms Whitton’s evidence’, given most of  it was ‘of a factual nature, gleaned from research 
of documentary material but most importantly from what she has been told by Mr Colin 
Hamlett’. The facts that she recorded were, ‘for the most part, confirmed by other evidence, 
including the direct oral and affidavit evidence of Mr Colin Hamlett and other members of 
the … native title party given specifically for these proceedings’. Her opinion about the effect 
of the grant of the tenements on the Wajarri Yamatji people was not taken into account 
because ‘the primary evidence’ of the Wajarri Yamatji people themselves enabled the 
Tribunal ‘to draw its own conclusions’ on that issue—at [98]. 
 
The Tribunal pointed out that: 

[W]hile anthropological evidence ‘may provide a framework for understanding the primary 
evidence of Aboriginal witnesses in respect of the acknowledgment and observance of traditional 
laws, customs’, the evidence from Indigenous witnesses is what is central to the proceedings—at 
[98], citing Alyawarr, Kaytetye, Warumungu, Wakay Native Title Claim Group v Northern Territory 
[2004] FCA 472; (2004) 207 ALR 539 at [89]. 

 
The Napier Report 
The Napier report considered the Weld Range as ‘an Aboriginal site, or site complex’ and 
primarily dealt with the importance of Wilgie Mia (Thuwarri Thaa). It also traced the history 
of efforts made to protect Wilgie Mia, including a recommendation by pre-World War II 
Commissioner of Native Affairs, A.O. Neville, that Aboriginal people should have the right 
to possession of the area, based on his understanding of it being ‘a highly sacred place’, and 
the gazetting of the reserve surrounding Wilgie Mia in 1917. It also noted (among other 
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things) that a licence to mine in Wilgie Mia was cancelled due to opposition to mining in the 
area by the Western Australian Museum and the Department of Native Welfare in the 1960s 
and control of the area was handed over to the Aboriginal Lands Trust in 1973. Wilgie Mia 
then gained ‘legal protection from damage in 1974 when it was declared a protected area’ 
under the AHA and it is now a registered site.    
 
The Napier Report described a number of versions of the creation of Wilgie Mia, including 
that of the injured marlu. It also contained evidence of the importance of red ochre to 
Aboriginal people throughout Australia and of the importance of Wilgie Mia as a source. It 
referred to the importance of the Dreaming stories associated with the Weld Range area and 
the spiritual significance of the whole of the Weld Range. It concluded (among other things) 
that:  

The Weld Range comprises a number of registered and unregistered sites, of which Wilgie Mia has 
been singled out here for its immense cultural significance. The mine and its surrounding locality 
connect a number of sites, objects and stories which are integral to initiation practices. For these 
reasons, issues of control and access to the Weld Range are still relevant to the protection and 
maintenance of the identity and culture of the Wajarri people and to their standing in relation to 
adjacent Aboriginal groups. 

 
It was submitted for the grantee party that little or no weight should be given to the Napier 
Report because: 
• Ms Napier was not called to give evidence, could not be cross examined and her absence 

was not explained 
• her expertise was not established, and 
• she was a recent graduate and an employee of YMAC when she wrote the report. 

  
In considering this submission, Deputy President Sumner noted that: 
• the Tribunal ‘commonly relies on facts established by documentary evidence, particularly 

when they are not disputed by other evidence’ 
• the government and the grantee party neither provided evidence to challenge the Napier 

Report, which had been before the Tribunal since 2 February 2011, nor formally requested 
that Ms Napier be called to give evidence and made available for cross-examination 

• any difficulties with the expertise of both Ms Whitton and Ms Napier, or their evidence 
and opinions, may have been more significant if ‘a direct challenge’ was made via the 
submission of contradictory evidence but neither the government party nor the grantee 
party did so 

• Ms Napier’s evidence was ‘clearly relevant to the issues before the Tribunal’ and there 
was ‘no basis for the wholesale rejection of it or for finding that it should be given little 
weight’, and 

• Ms Napier ‘is an anthropologist and her report on the face of it ... involved a considerable 
amount of research and is a credible document’—at [94].  

 
The Tribunal took the view that there was no need to make a finding about whether the 
Weld Range is a ‘site complex’ as that term was used by Ms Napier and Ms Whitton because, 
under s 39(1)(a)(v) of the NTA: 

[T]he issue for the Tribunal is whether the future act will have an effect on ‘any area or a site, on 
the land and waters concerned, of particular significance’ to the … native title party ‘in accordance 
with their traditions’.  For the reasons given below, the primary factual evidence principally from 
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members of the … native title party, given in these and other Tribunal proceedings, and recorded 
in the NHL Report, combined with the Napier Report and Ms Whitton’s affidavit, provide a more 
than adequate basis for such a finding—at [100], emphasis added. 

 
National Heritage Listing of area around Wilgie Mia 
The native title party contended (among other things) that the importance of the Weld Range 
generally should be given appropriate weight, taking into account that an area around 
Wilgie Mia has now been included on the NHL. The reasons justifying the NHL included:  

The ochre mine at Wilgie Mia has outstanding heritage value to the nation because it demonstrates 
the importance of ochre in Aboriginal society. It is the largest traditional ochre mine in Australia 
with two large chambers and a number of tunnels dug by miners as they followed seams of ochre. 
Pole scaffolding with wooden platforms allowed the Wajarri to simultaneously mine seams at 
different levels allowing more ochre to be extracted. ...  Ochre from Wilgie Mia was traded over a 
large area. ...  This is the most extensive pre-contact ochre trade network recorded in Australia—
see Commonwealth of Australia Special Gazette No S 22, Thursday, 24 February 2011, Inclusion of 
a Place in the National Heritage List, Wilgie Mia Aboriginal Ochre Mine - GP 97. 

 
Locating the NHL Report 
On 2 June 2011 (the second day of the on country hearing) at the request of the Tribunal and 
grantee party, the native title party produced a copy of two documents electronically, both 
which had been referred to in contentions and evidence but not provided in full: 
• the report was submitted as part of the NHL application (the NHL Report), and  
• ‘Aboriginal Archaeological Site Avoidance Assessment’ prepared by Eureka 

Archaeological Research and Consulting (the Eureka Report), which contained the results 
of a site avoidance survey carried out for Sinosteel Midwest Corporation Limited 
(Sinosteel, a company with nearby tenements – see the map above). 

 
On 2 June 2011, and again at the hearing in Perth on 24 June 2011, the Tribunal and the other 
parties raised concerns about the fact that the NHL Report had been provided via a USB 
stick without confirmation as to whether it was a draft or the final version. As a 
consequence, the native title party was directed to contact the Commonwealth Department 
of Sustainability, Environment, Water, Population and Communities (DSEWPC) to obtain a 
copy of the version submitted to the Minister. On 4 July 2011, directions were made to have 
the native title party provide a copy of the final version of the NHL Report ‘together with 
any anthropologist review of it and other information’ by 19 July 2011, the Government and 
grantee parties were to provide submissions and documentary evidence on the issue by 26 
July 2011 and native title party was given liberty to file submissions in reply by 28 July 2011.  
 
The native title party’s evidence (given largely by Lisa Randall, a lawyer acting native title 
party) was that, after several attempts to resolve this issue with DSEWPC, Ms Randall was 
advised by the Department that a draft report came to the Perth office but the final version 
went to Canberra and the Canberra Office could not locate it. The native title party’s 
evidence was that one of the two versions before the Tribunal (referred to as the Cue version) 
was the final version of the NHL report. Evidence was also provided by an anthropologist 
and archaeologist employed by YMAC who oversaw the creation of the NHL Report. He 
was also of the view that the Cue version was the report he had overseen.  
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The Tribunal found that that Ms Randall was ‘probably wrong in her view that the Cue 
version was the final version’ but there was uncontradicted evidence that a final report was 
lodged. It was also possible no final version existed and the Minister acted on the draft. The 
Tribunal accepted the NHL Report was prepared as ‘an application for NH listing of the 
pink box area’. Deputy President Sumner was also satisfied that the NHL Report referred to 
an area ‘beyond the strictly defined European Weld Range’, given it referred to ‘an area 
wider than just the Weld Range’—at [114] to [116]. 
 
The grantee and government parties argued that the uncertain provenance of the NHL 
report undermined its evidentiary value. While it was ‘an understatement to say that the 
manner in which this Report was provided to the Tribunal by the NTP is unsatisfactory’, 
Deputy President Sumner was satisfied that it could be ‘accepted as evidence and relied on 
for certain purposes’—at [112].  
 
The Tribunal was also concerned that the NHL Report and the Eureka Survey were both 
provided ‘late in the proceedings’ but decided they could not be ‘rejected on that basis’. The 
directions made on 4 July 2011, which gave the other parties an opportunity to make 
submissions in relation to those reports, were designed to ensure that procedural fairness 
was afforded—at [21]. 
 
Anthropological review of NHL Report  
The NHL Report was, at YMAC’s request, reviewed by Dr Bill Kruse, a consultant 
anthropologist with experience in native title. In his report, called ‘Anthropological 
Assessment of the Report “National Heritage Listing Application Weld Range, Wilgie Mia 
(Thurwarri Thaa) and Surrounds”’, Dr Kruse noted (among other things) that: 
• the ethnographic information contained in the report had ‘a sound anthropological basis’, 

was ‘likely to be accurate’ and had ‘high value as evidence supporting the significance of 
the Weld Range area and Wilgie Mia’ 

• first-hand statements made by knowledgeable Wajarri or other Aboriginal persons 
contained in the report were material with ‘high value as anthropological research’, and 

• this ‘logically’ included the statements ‘having high value as evidence’ that demonstrated 
‘the basis for the Weld Range area and Wilgie Mia having ongoing significance under 
Aboriginal law and culture’. 

 
However, he was also of the view that (among other things) the value of the opinions in the 
report as anthropological opinion was that of a junior practitioner and that the authors made 
a number of statements without providing sufficient analysis to support the opinion 
expressed. 
 
Cautious treatment of the NHL Report – different criteria apply 
Deputy President found that: 

In light of Dr Kruse’s evidence, and consistent with the approach taken with other expert witness 
opinions, my approach to the evidence in the NHL Report is to rely on the primary evidence from 
Wajarri Yamatji people and other Indigenous people, rather than the opinions expressed in the 
Report. It is a document prepared for a specific purpose not directly connected to these 
proceedings and contains opinions (some quite strong) that advocate for the inclusion of the pink 
box area on the NH List, the criteria for which is different to those the Tribunal must take into 
account—at [120].  
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As was noted: 

The principal task of the Tribunal in relation to s 39(1)(a)(v) … is not, for instance, to decide 
whether the Weld Range is ‘one of Australia’s most significant natural and cultural areas’, has 
‘profound cultural and spiritual significance’ or is of ‘outstanding heritage value’ [as had been 
stated in the NHL report], but whether the area of the [proposed mining leases] ... comprises, or is 
part of, any area or site of particular significance to the native title party … in accordance with their 
traditions. While a broader finding could potentially be relevant to a determination under s 39(1)(c) 
(other significance) or s 39(1)(f) (other relevant matters), I have taken a cautious approach to the 
evidence in the NHL Report in light of the factors referred to above—at [123].   

 
While it was ‘somewhat curious’ that Colin Hamlett and members of his family, who have 
special responsibility for the Weld Range area, were not involved in the preparation of the 
NHL Report, Deputy President Sumner found this did not discredit the information in the 
NHL Report going on to note that: 

The Report’s informants included seven … Wajarri Yamatji people, two of whom … are members 
of the group that comprises the applicant on the … Wajarri Yamatji claimant application. Further, 
the material in the NHL Report is consistent with the evidence given by Colin and Carl Hamlett in 
particular—at [125]. 

 
Weld Range is an area of particular significance under s 39(1)(a)(v) 
Deputy President Sumner was satisfied ‘by the whole of the evidence’ (leaving aside the 
opinions expressed in the NHL Report) that: 

[T]he area around Wilgie Mia and the Weld Range is characterised by the existence of caves with 
rock art, waterholes and old corroboree and ceremonial grounds, all of which remain of particular 
significance to the native title party … in accordance with their traditions. There is a considerable 
amount of evidence in the NHL Report which corroborates the other oral and documentary 
evidence, particularly that given by … Wajarri Yamatji people, in these proceedings and 
previously, relating to the importance of the Weld Range and pink box area and activities currently 
undertaken in relation to it—at [124].  

 
That evidence related to the following matters: 
• the importance of Wilgie Mia to the Wajarri Yamatji, and to Aboriginal people generally, 

and the significance of red ochre in Aboriginal culture and tradition, including in 
Dreaming and cave art 

• the existence of breakaways adjacent to the Weld Range where there are caves that were 
once living areas and that contain red ochre hand stencils 

• the importance of Wilgie Mia to other Aboriginal groups and the continuing use of ochre 
in places other than the Weld Range  

• the existence of Wadarji and Mondong spirit people in the Weld Range and wider vicinity  
• the story lines and Dreaming tracks associated with the Weld Range – red kangaroo 

(marlu), seven sisters (minjipurru), rainbow snake (gujida) and two women (ngarli gutharra) 
• visiting the area for recreation and camping, the gathering of bush tucker and bush 

medicines, hunting kangaroo and emu and gathering emu eggs are regular activities  
• the existence of law grounds used in the past for the practices of Wajarri Law, and 
• the storage of sacred boards belonging to initiated men—at [124]. 
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Quarries sites are sites particular significance under s 39(1)(a)(v) 
In addition to the evidence given by the Hamletts and the anthropologists in relation to the 
quarry sites, Silas Piotrowski, an archaeologist employed by YMAC, gave evidence that 
included the following: 
• locations he visited in, and surrounding, the proposed mining leases displayed ‘patterns 

of land and resource use’ that supported Colin Hamlett’s evidence that the area ‘contains 
traditional tracks from the waterhole in that location to Wilgie Mia, as they depict the 
locations of waterholes between there and the Weld Range’ 

• ‘the archaeological landscape seen in the area’ of the proposed mining tenements 
‘represents extremely diverse pattern of continued and varied land use over a 
considerable time frame, by people from a large geographical area’  

• the archaeological sites within the proposed mining lease area are of high archaeological 
significance and importance because of their size and the fact that they are largely 
undisturbed, which makes them valuable for research  

•  ‘any ground disturbing activity in any of the areas … would undoubtedly and 
unavoidably result in the destruction of large amounts of archaeological material’, and  

• heritage principles ‘such as those set out in the Burra Charter’, recognise ‘the cultural 
significance of places which include more than individual archaeological objects and sites 
of such objects’ and ‘are often encapsulated in the concept of cultural landscapes’.  

 
Challenge to the evidence 
The grantee party challenged Mr Piotrowski’s credibility on a number of grounds, including 
that: 
• he was only a recent university graduate, was employed by YMAC and was not aware of 

his duty to the Tribunal as an expert witness 
• he had been involved preparing the native title party’s case, and 
• his evidence was argumentative or partial in some respects.  
 
The government party objected to some of his evidence on the grounds it was more like a 
legal submission than an expert opinion.  
 
The Tribunal found that no ‘legitimate objection’ had been raised. In assessing Mr 
Piotrowski’s evidence, the Tribunal was ‘cognisant’ that he is a recent graduate who works 
for YMAC. Further, the grantee party did not cross-examine him about his expertise or his 
responsibilities as an expert witness. In any case, his evidence did not ‘exhibit advocacy 
characteristics’ to such an extent that it was called it into question and he ‘demonstrated 
sufficient expertise to give the evidence’ he did. Further, some of information to which the 
government party objected was not in dispute and the rest was ‘confirmed by Mr Colin 
Hamlett’. Further: 
• Mr Piotrowski’s evidence was ‘consistent with [some] other evidence ... of the presence of 

Aboriginal people in considerable numbers over a long period of time in the Weld Range 
and its vicinity’ 

• except in one minor way, his evidence was not ‘substantially contradicted by evidence’ 
from the other parties, and 

• his opinion as to the importance of the archaeological sites was ‘corroborated by the 
affidavit evidence of Dr Victoria Winton’, who holds a BA Hons in Archaeology and 
Anthropology and a Doctorate in Palaeolithic Archaeology from the Oxford University 
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and has acted as Project Manager for the Sinosteel Weld Range Project since October 
2009—at [129] to [132] and [134].  

 
In any case, the Tribunal did not have to decide ‘on the level of archaeological significance of 
the quarry sites’. What Mr Piotrowski’s evidence supported was: 

[A] finding that there are quarry and artefact sites in the area of the Tenements which were utilised 
for some considerable time in the past by Aboriginal people and which have archaeological 
significance for their research potential. His evidence is corroborative of the fact that the quarry 
site or sites identified at Quarry Stops 1 and 2 is an Aboriginal site as defined in s 5 of the 
Aboriginal Heritage Act which it would be an offence to disturb unless permission is given under s 
18 of that Act—at [138]. 

 
Principles of the Burra Charter 
The principles in the Burra Charter (which support ‘the desirability of maintaining heritage 
material in its location to ensure its cultural integrity’), need to be ‘considered in the context 
of the whole of the evidence … and the other important factors which the Tribunal is 
required to consider and weigh in the balance’. While those principles ‘are not decisive’, they 
do: 

[E]xpress the desirable outcome that places of heritage importance, including Indigenous heritage, 
must be considered not in isolation but in their overall setting. This can hardly be said to be an 
unusual or contentious proposition as a general principle—at [140].   

 
As was noted: 

Placing a fence around the Vatican while constructing a coal power fired station next to it is not 
likely to preserve its cultural integrity. In the context of this case, it would be artificial to say that 
the Weld Range area generally is an important heritage area which stops at the boundaries of the 
Tenements—at [140]. 

 
Relevance of other literature 
The Tribunal had regard to a paper by Luke Godwin and James F Weiner, ‘Footprints of the 
ancestors: the convergence of anthropological and archaeological perspectives in 
contemporary Aboriginal heritage studies’ to ‘support the common sense proposition that 
archaeological sites can have contemporary cultural significance’. However, the extent to 
which that was the case depended on the evidence ‘particularly from the … Wajarri Yamatji 
people’. Similarly, in response to a submission from the native title party that ‘cultural 
landscapes and site complexes are well known in anthropological literature’, the Tribunal 
noted that its task under s 39(1)(a)(v) ‘involves consideration of a site or area which is not 
confined to a narrow heritage approach but involves an analysis based on its particular 
significance according to the [native title party’s] traditions’—at [142] and [145]. 
 
Finding on quarries  
Mr Piotrowski’s evidence did not, of itself, provide a sufficient basis for finding that the 
quarry at Stops 1 and 2 or other sites identified in the Eureka Survey which are within the 
proposed mining lease area are ‘sites of particular significance … to the native title parties in 
accordance with their traditions’. However, ‘based principally on the primary evidence’ of 
the Wajarri Yamatji people, the Tribunal found that ‘the quarry sites identified’ on one of the 
mining lease areas ‘are of particular significance to the native title parties in accordance with 
their traditions’ and so were relevant to the consideration of s 39(1)(a)(v)—at [139].  
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Tribunal expedited procedure objection determinations in Weld Range area 
The Tribunal had determined a number of expedited procedure objection applications 
relating to areas in and around the Weld Ranges. They were all determined on the papers, 
i.e. without a hearing. The matters considered are found in s 237 which, in paraphrase, 
provides that a future act attracts the expedited procedure if it: 
• is not likely to interfere directly with the carrying on of the community or social activities 

of the native title party in relation to the area concerned 
• is not likely to interfere with areas or sites of particular significance, in accordance with 

their traditions, in relation to the area concerned, and 
• is not likely to involve major disturbance to any land or waters or create rights whose 

exercise is likely to involve major disturbance to the area concerned. 
 
Deputy President Sumner had regard to evidence given in the objection proceedings to the 
extent that it was relevant—at [148]. 
 
Walley v Western Australia (2002) 169 FLR 437; [2002] NNTTA 24 (Walley) 
This objection concerned an exploration licence over an area mostly within the pink box and, 
at its closest point, about 10 kilometres from the area relevant to these proceedings. Colin 
Hamlett, Ike Simpson and Lance Mongoo, all elders recognised under traditional Wajarri 
laws as speaking for, and knowing, the sites and traditional stories of the area around Wilgie 
Mia, gave evidence on affidavit. Deputy President Sumner set out the evidence going to the 
‘special importance’ of the Weld Range area to the native title party and other Aboriginal 
people, noting that:  
 

The findings and evidence in ... [Walley] confirm ... the significance of the Weld Range area and 
sites within it including Wilgie Mia to the Wajarri Yamatji and other Aboriginal people; that the 
past camping places of persons who came to Wilgie Mia for ceremony and other purposes existed 
outside the Weld Range itself; and the belief in the wudajis and mundunga spirit people who live in 
the Weld Range and surrounding area and who may be upset if disturbed—at [154]. 

 
In Walley, the Tribunal found the expedited procedure was not attracted based on s 237(a), 
i.e. direct interference with the carrying on of the native title party’s community or social 
activities was likely. 
 
Boddington/Western Australia/Hampton Hill Mining NL [2002] NNTTA 43 
This objection concerned an exploration licence over an area directly below the reserve. The 
evidence, provided by Colin Hamlett, Ike Simpson and Lance Mongoo, was in similar terms 
to that provided in Walley and the Tribunal made a similar finding in relation to the 
likelihood of direct interference with the native title party’s community or social activities. In 
relation to interference with areas or sites of particular significance, the Tribunal found that: 
• the exploration licence was located within an area of particular significance to the native 

title party in accordance with their traditions 
• it was likely there were sites of particular significance within the tenement area itself, and 
• the AHA was not adequate to make interference with areas or sites of particular  

significance unlikely. 
 

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/NNTTA/2002/24.html
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/NNTTA/2002/43.html
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Therefore, the Tribunal found the expedited procedure was not attracted. 
 
Boddington/Western Australia/ Richmond Resources Pty Ltd [2002] NNTTA 236 (Richmond 
Resources) 
This objection concerned an exploration licence about 40 kilometres from Wilgie Mia. Colin 
Hamlett, Ike Simpson and Lance Mongoo provided affidavit evidence in similar terms to 
that in Walley.  The Tribunal determined the expedited procedure was not attracted based on 
s 237(b), including that the protection regime in the AHA was not sufficient to make 
interference unlikely. While the area concerned was some distance from the area relevant to 
these proceedings (about 50 kilometres), some of Mr Hamlett’s evidence was relevant in that 
it contained ‘similar characteristics about not just the Weld Range but a larger area around 
it’—at [157]. 
 
Deputy President Sumner adopted some of the findings in this matter before going on to 
state that: 

The evidence (in Richmond Resources) confirms the past occupation of the area, the existence of 
camp sites, cave paintings and Dreaming stories and highways associated with the area which in 
turn are connected to Wilgie Mia and the Weld Range and are of current traditional significance to the 
… native title party. The features in this area also exist in the pink box area to the north of the Weld 
Range proper and in the vicinity of the Tenement area—at [159], emphasis added. 

 
It was also noted that a report provided by the government party in Richmond Resources 
called ‘Rock Art of the Cue Region’ was ‘a further testament to the large number of 
Aboriginal sites in the area’ and “the importance of ‘breakaway country’ as a location for 
these sites”—at [160].  
 
Boddington/Western Australia/Bacome Pty Ltd [2003] NNTTA 62 (Bacome)  
This objection concerned an exploration licence wholly within the pink box area, 
approximately 20 kilometres south-west of Wilgie Mia and 30 kilometres from the proposed 
mining lease area.  There were affidavits provided by Ike Simpson, Colin Hamlett and Lance 
Mongoo in similar terms to those provided in Walley, Hampton Hill and Richmond Resources. 
In this matter, Member Sosso found the evidence did not establish existence of any sites of 
particular significance in the relevant area. Among other things, Member Sosso also found 
that:  

On the evidence in these proceedings I am not prepared to find that the whole of the Weld Range 
is a “site rich” area, such that the whole of this landform is of particular significance within the 
meaning of section 237(b). … [S]uch a finding cannot sensibly be made on the material I have 
before me. ... [T]he cumulative effect of the evidence is not such that it would sustain a finding that 
the whole of this substantial range area is of particular significance.  

 
The grantee party argued these findings applied equally to this case. This submission was 
rejected because: 
• Member Sosso’s determination ‘was based on the evidence before him’ he pointed out 

that ‘further evidence could lead to a different finding’ 
• the native title party had ‘made clear their understanding of the Weld Range area’ and the 

Tribunal had ‘the benefit of more extensive evidence’ 

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/NNTTA/2002/236.html
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/NNTTA/2003/62.html
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• that evidence confirmed Member Sosso’s findings (which Deputy President Sumner 
adopted) that ‘this general area of Western Australia contains many camping grounds, 
ceremonial grounds, caves, rock holes and rock paintings’, and 

• the affidavit evidence confirmed ‘the importance of Wilgie Mia and the Weld Range’ and 
‘evidence of camping and corroborree grounds … used by Aboriginal people, particularly 
when travelling to the Weld Range’ and ‘also confirms the existence of caves and 
paintings in the breakaway areas’—at [164].  

 
Simpson/Western Australia/ Wiltshire [2009] NNTTA 119 (Wiltshire) 
This objection concerned an exploration licence, around half of which was within the pink 
box area. It was about 40 kilometres to the south-west of the relevant area. It was found the 
expedited procedure was not attracted on the basis of s 237(b). The evidence Tribunal was 
given by Carl and Brendan Hamlett. Deputy President Sumner adopted a number of the 
findings in this matter before going on to note that: 

Although located to the south west of the [proposed mining lease] ... area, the evidence of the 
Hamlett brothers in Wiltshire has similar features to the oral evidence given by Colin and Carl 
Hamlett in this matter in relation to the vicinity of the [proposed mining lease] ... area about 
important sites such as paintings and rock carvings in the breakaways and which are not confined 
to the Weld Range itself. The evidence is also consistent with other evidence about the WY [Wajarri 
Tamatji] belief in the existence of spirit people outside the Weld Range—at [168].  

 
Simpson/Western Australia/Alchemy Resources (Murchison) Pty Ltd [2010] NNTTA 151 (Alchemy) 
This objection concerned three prospecting licences covering a small area close to Wilgie Mia 
and Little Wilgie Mia. At [168], Deputy President Sumner adopted the Tribunal’s finding in 
Alchemy that the evidence established: 

[T]he Weld Range area in general and the Wilgie Mia and Little Wilgie Mia sites, in particular, are 
of enormous significance to the Wajarri Yamatji people who make up the native title party in this 
objection and to Aboriginal people, more generally, across the State. The reasons for this relate 
both to the area being a source of ochre, which is used for ceremonial purposes across the State, 
and for the importance of numerous dreaming stories, including that of the marlu which move 
through the Weld Ranges and well beyond into the interior. 

 
Member O’Dea concluded that the expedited procedure applied because (among other 
things) on the evidence he could not find there were sites of particular significance to the 
native title party within any of the three tenements. Deputy President Sumner was of the 
view that the finding (which related to ‘three very small prospecting licences’) did not 
‘detract from the findings made in the present matter based on the more extensive evidence 
before me’—at [171]. 
 
Aboriginal sites, s 39(1)(a)(v) and the Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972 (WA) 
The Tribunal noted that the effect of the AHA has been considered on ‘numerous occasions’ 
and adopted the findings in Western Australia v Thomas (1996) 133 FLR 124 and 
Parker/Western Australia/Ammon [2006] NNTTA 65—at [174]. 
 
After summarising ‘the site protection regime’ under the AHA and some evidentiary issues 
relating to the recording of various sites, Deputy President Sumner found that whether or 
not particular sites are currently registered under that regime ‘is not of importance as I am 

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/NNTTA/2009/119.html
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/NNTTA/2010/151.html
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/NNTTA/2006/65.html
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satisfied that they are likely to be covered by the AHA’ and ‘it will be an offence to disturb 
them unless ss 16 and 18 approvals are sought under the AHA’—at [182] and [187]. 
  
In any case, and critically, it was also found that: 

[I]t will not be possible to conduct the mining operations for the chromium resource without 
disturbing and probably completely destroying some of the identified sites, including the quarry 
site seen at Quarry Stops 1 and 2—at [189].   

 
Further, on the evidence, ‘there are likely to be other quarry sites’ on the proposed mining 
lease area and ‘the possibility of some burial sites’—at [191]. 
 
In relation to sites ‘in the Weld Range generally’ (i.e. the pink box area), the evidence from 
DIA was that 225 sites listed and 18 survey reports exist in relation to that area.  Deputy 
President Sumner decided he could ‘safely infer’ that the whole area had not yet been 
surveyed ‘and that there are likely to be further sites within the area’, going on to note that: 
‘The profile of the sites currently identified corroborates my findings about the nature and 
extent of the sites in the area and the importance of the area generally’ to the native title 
party—at [193]. 
 
Difference in proposed agreements – payments, heritage protection, employment 
During the good faith negotiations, the grantee party’s legal representative provided a draft 
‘Agreement for grant’ of the tenements (Weld Agreement) to YMAC. It included provisions 
for an upfront payment of $35,000 per tenement (i.e. $140,000 in total) in full settlement of all 
compensation liabilities along with standard Aboriginal heritage protection (including site 
surveys, cross cultural awareness training for WRML’s employees and its contractors) and 
environmental protection.  
 
In response, YMAC on behalf of the Wajarri Yamatji, provided a draft mining agreement 
(WY Mining Agreement) which incorporated the Weld Range Heritage Agreement (WY 
Heritage Agreement) as a schedule. The WY Mining Agreement provided for:  
• a royalty payment based on the value of royalties payable to the State under the Mining 

Act 
• a ‘signing fee’ payment to the native title claim group 
• maximised training and employment opportunities for the native title claim group 
• environmental protection and rehabilitation 
• permission for Wajarri Yamatji people to access the tenement areas (subject to reasonable 

restrictions for certain purposes). 
 
The Tribunal examined the clauses in relation to site protection, noting that the effect of the 
WY Mining Agreement appeared to be that: 

[N]o mining will occur unless the parties are in agreement. This is supported by the definition of 
mining agreement to include both granted and future mining leases. It is also the view of Sinosteel 
whose agreement in this respect is the same as that in the WY Mining Agreement … .  Even if there 
is some doubt about the meaning of the WY Mining Agreement there can be no dispute that, at this 
point, the WY people have not consented to mining in the Weld Range Area ... . Further, their draft 
Agreement is indicative of their strong views about the terms under which any mining in the Weld 
Range area should occur—at [201]. 
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The WY Heritage Agreement included a reference to exploration and no attempt appeared to 
have been made to adapt it for mining. The evidence established it differed from the 
exploration agreement used by the Wajarri Yamatji in other parts of their claim area (i.e. it 
was specific to the Weld Range area).  
 
Evidence of a similar agreement between Midwest Corporation Ltd (now Sinosteel) and the 
Wajarri Yamatji showed it contained the same site protection provisions. Key features of the 
agreement were set out in YMAC’s 2006 Annual Report, where it was said that:  

The agreement requires considerable sensitivity and understanding on behalf of the company 
because the Weld Ranges is an area of exceptional cultural significance for the traditional owners. 
It addresses the concerns and considerations of Wajarri People to ensure the highest level of 
protection for their country. The company has also agreed to special conditions to ensure that 
exploration will be undertaken in close consultation with traditional owners. 

Midwest has agreed to exclusion zones for culturally sensitive areas of the Weld Ranges, including 
Wilgie Mia, which will be overseen by a monitoring and liaison committee and liaison officers, 
funded by the company. 

 
The Tribunal thought it ‘reasonable to infer’ that the native title party ‘was not satisfied’ 
with: 
• WRML’s compensation offer, given it ‘contained no provision for royalty type payments’, 

which were ‘now a very common feature of mining agreements’, and 
• the heritage protection provisions, ‘particularly in light of the acceptance (at least in the 

context of exploration by other grantee parties)’ of the native title party’s preferred 
terms—at [206]. 

 
It was inferred that WRML ‘would have been dissatisfied with the heritage protection 
provisions’ in the WY Heritage Agreement—at [208].  
 
No consent to mining in the Weld Range 
While it was ‘generally accepted that mining activity has occurred in the past and that, 
particularly, exploration activity continues in the Weld Range’, the Tribunal found (on the 
evidence) that: 

[T]here has been a considerable amount of exploration conducted by various companies but no 
large scale mining of the kind now envisaged by Sinosteel or Weld. Although mining leases have 
been held over the Tenement area, there is no evidence that they have been utilised for productive 
mining—at [213].  

 
It was noted that the Tribunal had made three future act determinations with the consent of 
the native title party in relation to tenements in the pink box area, only one of which 
involved the grant of a mining lease. That consent determination had the effect that a mining 
lease may be granted to Sinosteel. Correspondence before the Tribunal established that the 
native title party consented to the determination because ‘the parties had agreed that the 
grant, would be subject to the Weld Range Wajarri Yamatji Exploration and Heritage 
Agreement’, therefore no mining could take place ‘until a [separate] mining agreement has 
been negotiated and entered into between the parties’.  Therefore, Deputy President Sumner 
was satisfied that the native title party ‘has not agreed to mining’ in the pin box area and that 
mining ‘will only occur when a satisfactory mining agreement is entered into’ with 
Sinosteel—at [219]. 
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It was also found that the native title party has agreed to exploration with companies other 
than WRML in the pink box area but only subject to their preferred exploration and heritage 
agreement for the Weld Range area and without yet agreeing to any mining.  
 
The Sinosteel Project 
The grantee party argued that, based on the evidence, Sinosteel’s extensive mining project 
would take place ‘adjacent to, and all but surrounding’ WRML’s proposed project and the 
native title party was negotiating in relation to Sinosteel’s project.  
 
Deputy President Sumner accepted the evidence established this was the case ‘with the 
following qualifications’: 

First, it is not entirely accurate to say that the Sinosteel project all but surrounds Weld’s proposed 
mining area at present. … . Second, the NTP is ... [or was] in negotiations with Sinosteel ... in 
relation not just to its pending mining leases but also those already granted and no agreement has 
yet been reached in relation to mining on any of the Sinosteel area—at [225]. 

 
The third qualification was that the Sinosteel project was on hold indefinitely because of 
delays in the construction of the Oakajee port and rail project. Therefore, the Tribunal’s 
determination was made on the basis that the Sinosteel project is on hold ‘but that there is a 
prospect that the proposal will be revived at some time in the future’—at [226] to [229]. 
 
Enjoyment of registered native title rights and interests – s 39(1)(a)(i)  
Under this criterion, the Tribunal examines the effect of the proposed future act on the 
enjoyment of the native title party’s registered native title rights and interests, all of which 
were non-exclusive, i.e. there was no registered native title right to control access to, and the 
use of, the area concerned in this case—at [246] to [247]. 
 
 The Tribunal found that, ‘for the most part’, the native title party’s evidence on this issue 
was not specific to the proposed mining lease area but related ‘more generally to the wider 
Weld Range area’. The native title party ‘had the opportunity to provide specific evidence 
about the contemporary enjoyment of their native title rights and interests’ which ‘must be 
the focus of the Tribunal’s attention’ but did not do so—at [252]. 
 
It was found that: 
• rights to be present, to access and to move about the proposed mining lease area and to 

camp on it ‘will be affected but these are not rights currently enjoyed on a frequent basis’ 
• the proposed chromium mining operations would ‘occur over a period of some years’ and 

‘eventually result in an open pit mine which would ‘undoubtedly have some effect on 
these rights’ 

• ‘despite the legal effect of the non-extinguishment principle applying to the grant of the 
tenements’ [see ss 24MD(3) and 238 of the NTA], ‘there will be some permanent effect on 
the enjoyment of [these] native title rights and interests’ but not so as to ’justify a 
determination that the act may not be done’—at [256] to [257]. 

 
There was not a great deal of evidence about the enjoyment of the right to ‘make decisions 
about use of the area by members of the Aboriginal society to which the native title claim 
group belong’ or the right to ‘invite and permit others to have access to and participate in or 
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carry out activities in the area’. It was found the effect of the future act on the enjoyment of 
these rights was ‘likely to be minimal’—at [258] to [261]. 
 
There was some evidence in relation to the exercise of rights associated with hunting, 
gathering and collecting material and the Tribunal was satisfied that ‘these rights are 
enjoyed from time to time over’ the proposed mining lease area. However, the it indicated 
there are ‘many other areas in the Weld Range where these activities can be and are carried 
out’. Therefore, while future act ‘would have some impact’ on the native title party’s 
enjoyment of these registered rights, it was ‘not such as to support a finding that the act 
should not be done’—at [264] to [266]. 
 
The Tribunal accepted the grant of the tenements would affect the native title party’s 
capacity to enjoy some cultural activities to some extent (e.g. by the restrictions on the native 
title party’s capacity to pass on traditional knowledge to young people in relation to the 
relevant area) but noted this could be partly ameliorated by the imposition of an appropriate 
condition—at [268] to [270].  
 
It was found that rights to visit, care for and maintain places of importance and protect them 
from physical harm and the right to maintain, conserve and protect significant places and 
objects located within the area would be affected by the grant of the tenements, given the 
findings that the tenements are within an area of particular significance to the native title 
parties and that ‘there are quarries and other sites which will also be affected’. Further 
consideration of this issue was included in the Tribunal’s consideration of s 39(1)(a)(v)—at 
[272].  
 
There was no evidence to establish any effect on the contemporary enjoyment of the 
following rights: 
• to live within the area or to erect shelters on the area 
• to manufacture traditional items or trade in the resources of the area 
• to take soil, sand, clay, ochre or water or to fish—at [255], [263], [271]. 
 
Effect on way of life, culture and traditions – s 39(1)(a)(ii) 
After noting the earlier finding that the native title party’s way of life, cultural and traditions 
would be affected to some extent ‘by the restrictions on the capacity … to pass on traditional 
knowledge to young people’ in relation to the area, consideration to the effect on the 
pathways and associated dreaming tracks and song lines was deferred to the Tribunal’s 
consideration of s 39(1)(a)(v)—at [275]. 
  
Development of the native title party’s social, cultural and economic structures – s 
39(1)(a)(iii) 
The native title party’s contention that the grants would ‘adversely affect their economic 
structures by removing their right to manufacture and trade in the resources of the area and 
take flora, timber, soil, sand, stone, clay, gravel, ochre and water’ was not supported by the 
evidence and so the future acts would not have any negative impact on this aspect of the 
native title’s economic structures. It was noted that ‘any positive effect of a future act can be 
taken into account’—at [276], [277].  
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Freedom of access and freedom to carry out rites and ceremonies – s 39(1)(a)(iv)  
Freedom of access was dealt with earlier. There was no evidence of ceremonies being carried 
out in the Weld Range area currently and there was ‘insufficient evidence to support a 
finding that the act should not be done because it will affect freedom of access and freedom 
to carry out rites and ceremonies’—at [278]. 
 
Area or site of particular significance – section 39(1)(a)(v) 
It was ‘common ground’ that the question to be considered under this criterion was: 

[W]hether there is an area or [a] site of particular significance (being that which is of special or 
more than ordinary significance to that native title party) that will be affected by the future acts—at 
[279].   

 
This involved the Tribunal making a ‘value judgement about whether’ an area or a site is 
‘special or different from other land in respect of which’ the native title party says it has 
native title rights and interests, viewed from the native title party’s point of view ‘and 
according to their traditions’. This interpretation is consistent with the view that all of a 
native title holder’s land is significant to that native title holder but that persons may speak 
of areas or sites that are of ‘particular significance’ in accordance with their traditions—at 
[279]. 
 
It is also common ground that an examination of the evidence relating to three issues was 
required: 
• the ‘highway’ or ‘pathway’ and associated Dreaming stories which pass through the  

proposed mining lease area 
• quarries and artefact/scatters on that area, and  
• the significance of the Weld Range area (or pink box area) generally.  
 
Highways and dreaming stories 
The native title party contended there was evidence of Dreaming tracks and story lines ‘often 
associated with traditional trading routes for material such as ochre’ specific to the proposed 
mining lease area, giving as an example that people travelled between Wilgie Mia and the 
Vivienne’s Granite area. For example, Colin Hamlett’s evidence included that:  

The highway we was – talking about was when people came down to do traditional law business 
within the ranges, or people travel from there going out to do traditional law business. That was 
the highway we was talking about.  

 
The Tribunal found that the evidence in relation to the ‘highway’, particularly as an 
‘essential’ highway between Wilgie Mia and Vivienne’s Granite and the associated Dreaming 
tracks and songlines that run through the proposed mining lease area was ‘not particularly 
persuasive’—at [286]. 
 
While ‘it would be surprising’ if the area ‘was not used by Aboriginal people to travel to 
Wilgie Mia and between various rock holes’, the evidence did not establish that there was an 
‘essential’ or ‘specific traditional highway’ through the proposed mining lease area. The fact 
that there were ‘pathways to Wilgie Mia from all directions’ was ‘well established by the 
evidence’ and the existence of these pathways and the associated Dreaming stories and trade 
routes ‘provide support for the NHL Report (pink box) area being an area of particular 
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significance’ but, were not ‘on their own a sufficient basis for concluding that the proposed 
mining lease area is a site or an area of this kind’—at [288].  
 
Quarry sites and possible burial sites 
The evidence established that it was likely there are other quarry sites on the relevant area 
but concentrated on the quarry identified at Quarry Stops 1 and 2 (the Quarry), which is 
situation on one of the proposed tenements and ‘probably extends into’ another.  
 
Deputy President Sumner noted that: 
• the issue for the Tribunal was whether the Quarry is a site or an of particular significance 

in accordance with the native title party’s traditions 
• the ‘direct evidence’ Colin, Carl and Brendan Hamlett, all initiated men, was that ‘the 

Quarry site is significant to them, as are all of the numerous quarry sites throughout the 
Weld Range’ and they are significant ‘because of the past association of their ancestors 
with them and are still used for teaching and passing on the traditions to younger 
generations’ 

• according to Colin and Carl Hamlett, they are places that should only be accessed by 
initiated men, and  

• Colin Hamlett testified to the quarry areas being ‘the heart and soul of Aboriginal people 
before white people came’ and ‘their contemporary significance in being a means of 
passing on Wajarri Yamatji knowledge and culture’—at [289]. 
 

The government and grantee parties’ contention that the Quarry was not of ‘special’ 
significance because of the large number of other quarry sites identified in the Weld Range 
area and because Carl Hamlett identified the Airelles quarry as ‘more significant than 
others’. Deputy President Sumner noted that the issue was whether ‘the Quarry site is of 
special or more than ordinary significance’ to the native title party ‘in accordance with their 
traditions’ and this question could not be answered ‘by just saying that there is a large 
number of quarries elsewhere in the vicinity or that there are grades of significance for 
different quarries’—at [290]. 
 
The Tribunal found that: 
• the native title party’s evidence established that the Quarry site ‘is regarded as more 

important than other areas of Wajarri Yamatji country 
• it is important to them ‘in a traditional way’  
• ‘it is a site which falls within the scope of s 39(1)(a)(v)’ 
• the evidence established ‘the likelihood of other quarry sites existing on the [area 

concerned] … and the possibility of burial grounds’  
• burial grounds and human remains are places and objects of special significance to 

Aboriginal people and it could be inferred that was the case for the Wajarri Yamatji  
people, and 

• mining would possibly ‘encounter quarry and burial sites on ... [the proposed mining 
tenement area] and, although the evidence was ‘not as clear cut’ as in relation to the 
Quarry site, some weight could be given to the fact that ‘there is a reasonable likelihood 
that other sites of particular significance will be encountered and potentially interfered 
with’ on the area—at [292]. 
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Weld Range (pink box area) 
The issue here was whether the pink box area is an area of particular significance to the 
native title party in accordance with their traditions. The findings below are ‘based on the 
primary evidence of Wajarri Yamatji people given by witnesses at the hearing, contained in 
the evidence and findings of the Tribunal’s previous determinations and the factual 
information’ from Wajarri Yamatji  people contained in the NHL Report—at [293]. 
 
It was found that: 

There can be no question that, from the perspective of the WY [Wajarri Yamatji] people themselves, the 
area falls into this category. It has been delineated by WY people as important and distinct from 
the rest of WY country for the purpose of both the NHL Application and the applicability of the 
special Weld Range Exploration Agreement. In my view, the WY view of the significance of the 
pink box area is more than amply supported by the evidence—at [293], emphasis added. 

 
Further: 

Wilgie Mia cannot be viewed in isolation.  It was a centre piece for traditional activity by the 
ancestors of the WY people and other Aboriginal people. It was a traditional centre of high cultural 
significance for the mining and trading of ochre with, in its near vicinity, important places for 
traditional ceremonies including initiation. The archaeological evidence establishes that the general 
Weld Range area was frequented by Aboriginal people. Not surprisingly, given the importance of 
Wilgie Mia, their occupation of the area was widespread and occurred over a significant period of 
time. The breakaways outside the Weld Range contain caves that were lived in, painted and used 
as places to prepare young men for initiation. There are Dreaming stories associated with the Weld 
Range area which emphasise its importance to the WY people. The continuing belief in spirit 
people in and around the Weld Range is testament to the significance of the area in accordance with 
their traditions—at [294], emphasis added. 

 
The fact that initiation ceremonies are no longer carried out in the Weld Range Area ‘does 
not mean that the Weld Range area has totally lost its traditional significance’. Deputy 
President Sumner inferred that ‘past mining and pastoral activity has diminished’ the 
Wajarri Yamatji  people’s ‘freedom to use the Weld Range area as they once did, particularly 
for ceremonies that are of a sacred and secret nature’. Yet despite this: ‘Colin Hamlett and his 
sons are initiated men and have demonstrated a continuing acknowledgement of the 
importance of this area to the culture and traditions’ of the Wajarri Yamatji  people and 
evidence from other Wajarri Yamatji  people, recorded in the previous Tribunal 
determinations and in the NHL report. ‘confirms this position’—at [295]. 
 
The government party’s contention that the delineation of the pink box area was non-
traditional and ‘purely arbitrary’ was rejected: 

There is a plethora of evidence of the traditional significance of the area which may even extend 
beyond it.  For understandably practical reasons (i.e. for the purposes of putting governments and 
mining companies on notice of the special nature of the Weld Range area) they have, since 2005, 
identified and produced a map of the area using the rectangular pink box—at [296]. 

 
AHA ineffective in this case 
The government and grantee parties submitted that Aboriginal sites could be adequately 
dealt with under the provisions of the AHA. Deputy President Sumner pointed out that:  
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[T]he Tribunal’s position is that the effectiveness of the AHA must be considered taking into 
account the facts of the particular case. Its provisions do not contain a blanket protection for sites. 
To rely on the AHA in the current circumstances to deal with the issue of the effect of the grant on 
areas or sites of particular significance is inappropriate given the findings I have made. To do this 
would be an abrogation of the Tribunal’s responsibility to properly consider the issues where the 
nature of the grantee party’s mining operation is reasonably clear, as is the effect such operations 
will have on the area and sites of particular significance. The mining operations cannot take place 
in a way that will avoid the significant area or some of the specific sites within it—at [297]. 

 
Summary of findings 
In summary, it was found that the mining operations proposed would affect part of an area 
of particular significance to the native title party in accordance with their traditions (i.e. the 
proposed tenement areas being part of the pink box area) and the quarry sites within the 
proposed tenement area, which are also of particular significance for the purposes of s 
39(1)(a)(v)—at [298]. 
 
Existing non-native title rights and interests – s 39(2) 
The area is affected by non-exclusive pastoral leases and WRML’s prospecting licences, 
which were taken into account. As was noted: 
• the pastoral leases partially extinguished native title and it was ‘likely that past pastoral 

activity has affected, to some extent, the enjoyment’ of the Wajarri Yamatji’s native title 
rights and interests, and 

• the prospecting licences would not extinguished native title and there was no evidence 
that the activity carried out pursuant to them has affected the enjoyment of native title 
rights and interests—at [334].  

 
Section 39(1)(b) – native title party’s interests, proposals, opinions or wishes  
The Tribunal generally accepted what the counsel for the native title party said in closing 
oral submissions, which included the following: 

Since the enactment of the NTA and the right to negotiate, the Wajarri People have entered into 
exploration and prospecting agreements, but these have been agreed on the basis that ultimately 
the Wajarri People have no right of veto and have therefore negotiated as much protection as they 
can within the circumstances. They have taken the view that it is better to reach agreements to 
protect the most important areas within the Weld Range complex area than risk unlimited mining 
being allowed on all of it. ... The exploration agreements entered into have generally involved 
significant protection for areas of significance within the Weld Range complex area ... . 
Applications for ... consents to damage or affect ... avoidance areas are not permitted in this area 
without the consent of the Wajarri People. These provisions are set out in a special different 
heritage agreement applicable for the Weld Range complex area only, recognising the importance 
and significance of the area—at [299]. 

 
Attitude to mining 
On cross-examination, Colin Hamlett gave evidence that he ‘would not like to see mining 
activities happen in the Weld Range area’ and ‘would not be happy to sign a survey 
agreement if there was a possibility of s 18 AHA application being made to destroy sites’. He 
would consider signing agreements that protect sites and to consent to s 18 AHA disturbance 
with the consent of the Wajarri Yamatji people—at [300] to [302]. 
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Deputy President Sumner disagreed with the grantee party’s submission that this evidence 
was inconsistent with the consent determination made in relation to the grant of a mining 
lease and the various exploration agreements the native title party has made: 

These and other statements from Mr Hamlett express a wish that mining should not happen in the 
Weld Range but that if it does it should be after agreement which preserves as much as possible of 
WY’s culture and heritage.  The consent determination and exploration agreements were made on 
the basis that exploration could proceed subject to special conditions in the Weld Range and that 
mining would be the subject of further agreement—at [303]. 

 
Exploration agreement and mining negotiations with Sinosteel 
The grantee party tendered an article from The Australian newspaper which included ‘a 
prominent photograph of Colin Hamlett’ and reported him as saying that ‘as the process at 
Weld Range moves from exploration into mining, he is confident agreement can be reached 
on preserving the most significant cultural sites’. In cross-examination, Mr Hamlett 
acknowledged that a mining agreement with the traditional owners was a possibility, he 
hoped it did not happen but, if mining was to go ahead, he would not ‘walk away from 
negotiations’ because then ‘Aboriginal people won’t benefit out of it at all. So just rip up the 
Aboriginal country and no one benefits, apart from the mining company and the State and 
Federal governments’—at [306]. 
 
He went on to confirm he would prefer for there to be no mining in the Weld Range area but 
that ‘the reality is that mining happens, and if it is to happen, then ... it should happen after 
discussions and agreement with the Wajarri People’ and if there was such an agreement, he 
‘would be prepared to talk about places that could be disturbed and other places that 
shouldn’t be disturbed’—at [307]. 
 
Findings in relation to attitude to mining 
The evidence of the native title party’s interests, proposals, opinions or wishes in relation to 
the management, use or control of the area concerned established that: 
• the native title party ‘is not opposed to mining’ but ‘would prefer it does not occur in the 

Weld Range (pink box) area 
• the native title party has special requirements if it is to occur, ‘reflected in the special 

heritage protection provisions’ the native title party ‘insists on in return for agreeing to 
exploration’ and that the native title Party ‘wishes to see reflected in any mining 
agreement’—at [308].   

 
It was noted that, at this point, the native title party had not yet entered into an agreement 
that permits mining over the pink box area and that Mr Hamlett’s evidence was ‘consistent 
with this position’—at [308]. 
 
Does the NTP have a veto?   
After noting that the NTA does not give the native title party a right of veto over mining and 
that the Tribunal ‘cannot make a determination that a future act must not be done solely 
because there is no agreement or a native title party is opposed to mining’, Deputy President 
Sumner went on to point out that: 

The Tribunal is required to take into account evidence relating to all the factors in s 39 NTA.  In a 
case such as this, where the mining operations will affect an area (the pink box area and the 
Tenement area within it) and sites (including the quarry sites and possibly burial sites) of 
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particular significance to the NTP [native title party] then the evidence, interests, proposals, 
opinions or wishes of the NTP can be given significant weight—at [310].  

 
Economic or other significance – s 39(1)(c)  
The uncontradicted evidence was that the chromium resource had a net present value of 
A$681 million (it hauled by rail) and A$590 million (if hauled by road).  A preliminary 
technical and economic evaluation of the alloy production process as the base for a 
preliminary assessment of the capital and operating cost and economics of the chromium 
resource project showed the alloy production process was viable. A scoping study for 
mining the chromium resource and the production of the iron/chromium/nickel alloy ingots 
concluded that the chromium resource project was ‘highly viable under a number of 
development scenarios’. This evidence was accepted subject to the following qualifications. 
At the hearing in Cue, Mr Edwards stated: 
• WRML were not ‘selling the ore, as such’ but, rather, intended to process it to produce 

that would be ‘on-sold’ 
• he said this would bring mean ‘creating an industry which could basically generate other 

industries coming to Western Australia, basically adding on to what we’re producing’—at 
[311] to [317]. 

 
The matters of economic significance arising from the grant of the tenements identified by 
the grantee party were: 
• benefits to the local economy arising from the development of a local resource, the 

engagement and employment of local communities and expenditure within the local 
community 

• benefits to the state arising from factors outlined above plus the payment of royalties and 
the establishment of a downstream processing plant, and 

• benefits to the nation arising from the earning of foreign capital from the sale of the 
mining product and contribution to the national tax base.  

 
The government party submitted (among other things) that the Tribunal should find that the 
project is likely to be of economic and other significance to the local, State and national 
economies and place significant weight on this factor. 
 
Economic or other significance of the act to Australia and Western Australia 
Deputy President Sumner accepted that the project ‘has potential to provide economic 
benefits to Australia and Western Australia’ and gave ‘considerable weight to it’.  While 
noting the project was of ‘potential economic benefit at this stage’, it was found that: 

[T]he evidence establishes that there are reasonable prospects for a successful Project and I have 
not discounted the weight to be given to its economic significance to any great extent because a 
final decision on it has yet to be made—at [321]. 

 
Economic or other significance of the act to the area concerned 
The Tribunal was also required to consider the economic or other significance of the act to 
the area concerned. As the area concerned was the tenement area only, the ‘broader 
economic consideration’ applicable to the mining project was ‘not strictly relevant’. It was 
accepted Cue might benefit but it was ‘uncertain how significant this will be’ because it was 
not a large project, would employ around 20 to 25 people on site and there was no evidence 
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as to whether ‘this would be local employment or fly in fly out’.  Nevertheless, the Tribunal 
‘gave some weight ... to this local effect, even though it may be relatively small’—at [322].  
 
Economic or other significance of the act to local Aboriginal Peoples/Torres Strait Islanders  
Consideration (as required) of any potential benefit to local Aboriginal people and Torres 
Strait Islanders, which included any positive effect on the native title party’s economic 
structures, was ‘another matter’. Deputy President Sumner noted that the grantee party ‘has 
not, at any stage offered ... employment opportunities’ to the Wajarri Yamatji people—at 
[323].  
 
It was found that: 

[T]here is no evidence that the Weld Board has shown any interest in considering whether its 
Project will benefit local Aboriginal people. There has been a consistent policy from Weld 
throughout the negotiations and the inquiry to oppose any conditions which would have 
encouraged WY [Wajarri Yamatji] employment or contracting opportunities. It can hardly be said 
that the NTP’s proposals were onerous as they do not impose any absolute obligation for WY 
people to be employed. Therefore, I have not given any weight to the possibility that the local 
Aboriginal community ... will benefit from these mining operations—at [324]. 

 
Any public interest in the doing of the act – s 39(1)(e) 
The Tribunal accepts that there is a public interest in both: 
• the continuing development of the mining industry in Western Australia and Australia, 

which this project ‘has the potential to enhance’, and  
• ensuring places of importance to Aboriginal people are preserved—at [325], referring to 

Holocene at [182]. 
 
It was found, for the reasons noted above in relation to ‘economic or other significance’, that 
there was a public interest in the project proceeding but: 

[T]he weight to be given to this needs to be balanced against the public interest considerations in 
mining not proceeding in areas of special significance to Aboriginal people without their 
agreement—at [326]. 

 
WRML’s attitude to negotiations and benefits 
In relation to the development of the native title party’s economic structure, the public 
interest and ‘any other relevant issue’, the native title party submitted it was likely that there 
would be a major adverse impact on Wajarri Yamatji people’s ability to develop economic 
structures if the future act is allowed to proceed. This was said to be because, making a 
determination that the leases may be granted knowing that no benefits would flow to the 
Wajarri Yamatji people would mean that other grantee parties would have no incentive to 
make reasonable substantive offers during negotiations, i.e. ‘the Tribunal should not reward 
companies that do not offer benefits’ to native title parties during negotiations—at [327]. 
 
It was argued there was a public interest in ensuring mining takes place in circumstances 
where there are negotiated agreements with the native title party. The Tribunal agreed with 
the grantee party that taking these are irrelevant considerations and taking them into 
account in the way contended for by the native title party would constitute an error of law: 

Once a Government or grantee party has fulfilled its obligations to negotiate in good faith, it is 
entitled to seek a determination from the Tribunal and there is no requirement for negotiations to 
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continue.  I am aware that some negotiation/mediation occurred after the good faith decision but 
the fact that these (and the good faith negotiations) were not satisfactory to the NTP is not, in itself, 
relevant—at [329], referring to FMG Pilbara Pty Ltd v Cox(2009) 175 FCR 141;  [2009] FCAFC 49 at 
[29] to [35].  

 
As was noted, the Federal Court found in Walley v Western Australia and Others (1999) 87 FCR 
565; (1999) 168 ALR 359; [1999] FCA 3 at [15] that there is no obligation on the Tribunal to 
consider whether offers made are reasonable, although it may do so if it assists in 
determining whether or not negotiations in good faith have occurred. Therefore: 

If it is not necessary for the Tribunal to engage in an assessment of the beneficial nature of any 
proposal for the purpose of determining whether there has been negotiation in good faith, it is 
difficult to see how it is relevant to a substantive determination.  While there may be some special 
circumstances where the behaviour of a grantee party is a relevant factor (Seven Star Investments 
Group Pty Ltd/Western Australia/Wilma Freddie and Others on behalf of Wiluna ... [2011] NNTTA 53 ...), 
simply failing to offer an agreement which the NTP considers to be adequate is not one of them 
once the grantee party has fulfilled its obligation to negotiate in good faith.  The potentially 
negative impact on other grantees behaviour is likewise not relevant—at [330]. 

 
According to the Tribunal, differences in opinion about the terms of an agreement are 
relevant to s 39(1)(b) in so far as this ‘reflects the interests, proposals, opinions or wishes’ of 
the native title party ‘in relation to the use and management’ of the relevant area and ‘the 
relative weight to be given to them’. In cases such as this one, ‘considerable weight will be 
given to this factor where the evidence of the effect of a proposal on the s 39(1)(a) ... factors 
will be substantial’—at [331]. 
 
Any other relevant matter – s 39(1)(f) 
It was appropriate to have regard to the A$10 million spent to date on prospecting and 
exploring the relevant area and to give some weight to it, despite the fact that most of it was 
incurred by WRML’s predecessors, because ‘no doubt [it] all contributed to the current 
assessment of the mineral profile of the area’—at [322].   
 
The Tribunal was not prepared to give ‘great weight’ to the fact that a determination that the 
future acts must not be done will affect other mining proposals in the area: 

The consideration of the various criteria in s 39 NTA is very fact specific. It could be that another 
project will be of much greater economic significance or that another grantee’s policies relating to 
the protection of Aboriginal interests referred to in s 39 NTA will be different and a native title 
party’s interests, proposals, opinions or wishes may be different. Each case will turn on its own 
facts as assessed against the s 39 NTA criteria—at [333].   

 
Conclusion 
It was noted that ‘the weighing up of the various often conflicting factors found in s 39 ... in 
exercising the Tribunal’s power under s 38’ had not been ‘an easy task’ but ‘on balance’ a 
determination that the act must not be done was justified. The ‘principal factors’ weighing in 
the balance were: 
• the potential economic significance of the grant of the tenements and the project 

generally, and  
• the native title parties interests, proposals, opinions and wishes in relation to the 

management, use and control of the land, which are that mining should not be permitted 

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/FCAFC/2009/49.html
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/FCA/1999/3.html
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on an area of special significance to them without their agreement, including 
(particularly) agreement relating to the protection of the heritage of the Wajarri Yamatji 
people—at [336]. 

 
Deputy President Sumner noted that: 

The importance of the Weld Range area to the NTP [native title party] should not be understated. 
They have put in place means to try to ensure protection of it as far as possible, as explained by 
Mr Colin Hamlett. They have not, to this point, agreed to mining over any of it but are prepared to 
negotiate about acceptable agreements with grantee parties—at [337]. 

 
Compared with Holocence 
The grantee party sought to distinguish this case from Holocene. Deputy President Sumner 
acknowledged that while the ‘essential conflict’ was the same, i.e. ‘between an area or site of 
particular significance and the economic significance of the future act’, there were 
‘distinguishing features’.   
 
In Holocene, the Martu people had been recognised as holding exclusive native title to the 
relevant area.  The Warajarri Yamatji people ‘have not yet had their native title claim 
determined’ and ‘if it is it determined in their favour’, it seems it will of a non-exclusive 
nature because the area is subject to extant non-exclusive pastoral leases.  While ‘a positive 
determination of exclusive native title is a relevant factor’, it is not decisive because: 

The ... [NTA] contemplates a ... future act determination being made at the claimant stage and, in 
this case, I have been confronted with an impressive range of evidence about the significance of the 
Weld Range area ... [which includes the proposed mining lease area] to the NTP in accordance with 
their traditions which I am obliged to give appropriate weight to—at [341]. 

 
In any case, as Deputy President Sumner pointed out that: 

Factual comparisons with other determinations will not always be helpful because the facts will 
rarely be exactly the same in relation to all the factors which the Tribunal must weigh up—at [342]. 

 
Determination 
The Tribunal determined pursuant to s 38 NTA that the future acts, namely the grant of four 
mining leases to WRML, must not be done because: 

[T]he interests, proposals, opinions or wishes of the ... native title party in relation to the use of the 
[relevant] ... area should be given greater weight than the potential economic benefit or public 
interest in the Project proceeding. The Weld Range area [which includes the proposed mining lease 
area] ... is of such significance to the native title party ... in accordance with their traditions that 
mining on it should only be permitted with their agreement—at [343].   

 
This is not to ‘incorporate a general right of veto over mining projects into the NTA but is a 
conclusion arrived at in the special circumstances of this case’—at [343]. 
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Future act appeal 
Cheedy v Western Australia (2011) 194 FCR 562; [2011] FCAFC 100 
North, Mansfield and Gilmour JJ, 12 August 2011 
 
Issue 
The three grounds of appeal in these Full Court proceedings were whether: 
• sections 38 and 39 of the Native Title Act 1993 (Cwlth) (NTA), which deal with the making 

of future act determinations, were incompatible with s 116 of the Commonwealth of 
Australia Constitution Act 1900 (Cwlth) (which deals with religious freedom) 

• the National Native Title Tribunal should have construed ss 38 and 39 in accordance with 
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and the United Nations 
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP), and  

• the Tribunal made certain jurisdictional errors.  
 
The appeals were dismissed because, among other things: 
• it was not shown that ss 38 and 39 had the purpose or object of prohibiting free exercise of 

religion 
• section 116 is directed the making of Commonwealth laws, not the exercise of powers 

under such a law and so does not apply to the making of a future act determination by the 
Tribunal under the NTA 

• there was no ambiguity in ss 38 and 39 that would require consideration of any 
international instrument, and  

• there was no denial of procedural fairness nor any other jurisdictional error. 
 
Special leave application 
An application for special leave to appeal against this judgment was filed in the High Court 
on 18 September 2011 by Ned Cheedy and others on behalf of the Yindjibarndi People. 
 
Background 
These proceedings relate to a registered claimant application made on behalf of the 
Yindjibarndi people in the Pilbara region of Western Australia. The appellant was the native 
title party in FMG Pilbara Pty Ltd/Cheedy/Western Australia [2009] NNTTA 91 (summarised in 
Native Title Hot Spots Issue 31) and FMG Pilbara Pty/Wintawari Guruma Aboriginal 
Corporation/Cheedy/Western Australia [2009] NNTTA 99.  
 
In those proceedings, s 38 required the Tribunal to make one of the following future act 
determinations:  
• the future act must not be done  
• the future act may be done, or 
• the future act may be done subject to conditions to be complied with by any of the parties. 
 
Section 39 sets out the matters the Tribunal must take into account when making a future act 
determination. These include the effect of the future act (in this case, the grant of mining 
leases) on: 
• the enjoyment by the native title parties of their registered rights and interests 
• their way of life, culture and traditions 

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/FCAFC/2011/100.html
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/NNTTA/2009/91.html
http://www.nntt.gov.au/News-and-Communications/Newsletters/Native-title-Hot-Spots-archive/Pages/FMGPilbaraPtyLtdCheedy_WA.aspx
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/NNTTA/2009/99.html
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• the development of their social, cultural and economic structures 
• their freedom of access to the area concerned and their freedom to carry out rites, 

ceremonies or other activities of cultural significance on that area in accordance with their 
traditions, and 

• any area or site on the area concerned of particular significance to them in accordance 
with their traditions. 

 
In each matter, the Tribunal determined that future acts could be done, subject to certain 
conditions.  
 
An appeal under s 169 of the NTA from each of the Tribunal’s determinations was made. 
They were heard together. The grounds of appeal included that the Tribunal erred: 
• in failing to find that ss 38 and 39 have the intention, design, purpose or effect of 

prohibiting, or of seeking to prohibit, the free exercise of the applicant’s religion, contrary 
to s 116 of the Constitution 

• in finding that international instruments such as the ICCPR were not relevant to its 
inquiry because there is no ambiguity in s 39. 

 
Justice McKerracher dismissed the appeals in Cheedy v Western Australia [2010] FCA 690, 
summarised in Native Title Hot Spots Issue 33. Where relevant, his Honour’s reasons for 
doing so are noted below in summarising the Full Court’s decision. 
 
Appeal was ‘disorganised’ 
The appellants filed notices of appeal on 20 July 2010. Amended notices of appeal were filed 
on 18 November 2010. Justices North, Mansfield and Gilmour said that: 

[T]he conduct of the appeals in these respects was so disorganised and below an acceptable 
standard that we have reluctantly drawn attention to the matter. In the result, the hearing of 
the appeals was confused and took longer than was necessary. The State and FMG were not 
given proper notice of the arguments to be relied upon. Consequently, they were not able to 
be of as much assistance to the Court as would have been the case if the appellants’ written 
submissions had reflected the arguments to be relied upon—at [82].  

 
The appellants were ordered to file further amended notices of appeal, which they did on the 
last two days of the hearing. The grounds of appeal in each matter differed in one respect, 
i.e. WAD 192 of 2010 related to gandi (sacred stones) whereas WAD 193 of 2010 related to 
arguments concerning the use of ochre—at [84].  
 
Section 116 of the Constitution 
Section 116 of the Constitution provides that: 

The Commonwealth shall not make any law for establishing any religion, or for imposing any 
religious observance, or for prohibiting the free exercise of any religion, and no religious test shall 
be required as a qualification for any office or public trust under the Commonwealth. 

 
The Full Court found that McKerracher J was correct to hold that the challenge to ss 38 and 
39 of the NTA on the basis of a conflict with s 116 of the Constitution could not succeed for 
the reasons noted below—at [93]. 
 

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/FCA/2010/690.html
http://www.nntt.gov.au/News-and-Communications/Newsletters/Native-title-Hot-Spots-archive/Documents/Hot%20Spots%2033/Hot%20Spots%2033.pdf
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In the proceedings below, it was accepted that the appellants’ use of ochre and gandi 
constitute religious practices and that the appellants would be prevented from continuing to 
access ochre and gandi if the ochre and gandi sites were subject to mining operations. 
However, as North, Mansfield and Gilmour JJ noted, the Tribunal’s determinations would 
not ‘alone prevent the appellants from continuing their religious practices’ because: 

FMG will only have authority to mine if the State exercises its power under the Mining Act [1978] 
to grant the mining leases. Western Australian State law also provides for yet a further step, 
namely, an application under the AHA [Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972] for authority to excavate or 
disturb an aboriginal [sic] site. Only if FMG obtains authority to interfere with the ochre and gandi 
sites would the appellants be prevented from continuing to observe those religious practices—at 
[86].  

 
Given ss 38 and 39 did not ‘directly achieve a prohibition on the free exercise of religion’, the 
question before the Full Court was whether s 116 of the Constitution ‘operates to invalidate 
Commonwealth laws which have the indirect effect of prohibiting the free exercise of 
religion’—at [87] to [88].  
 
North, Mansfield and Gilmour JJ found this was not the case, confirming the test for 
invalidity under s 116  applied by McKerracher J, i.e. ‘whether the Commonwealth law in 
question has the purpose of prohibiting the free exercise of religion’—at [89], referring to 
Kruger v Commonwealth (1997) 190 CLR 1; (1997) 146 ALR 126; [1997] HCA 27.  
 
There was nothing ‘on the face’ of ss 38 and 39 ‘to suggest that they have the object of 
prohibiting the free exercise of religion’. In fact, as the court pointed out, some of the 
mandatory considerations in s 39(1)(a) ‘such as the freedom to carry out rites, ceremonies, 
and other activities of cultural significance in accordance with traditions ... demonstrate a 
concern by the legislature with the protection of religious freedom’—at [92], emphasis added.  
 
Two further obstacles to the s 116 grounds were identified.  
 
First, the Tribunal found as a matter of fact that the free exercise of religion would not be 
prohibited by the grant of the mining leases subject to certain conditions. A challenge to that 
finding was rejected by McKerracher J because an appeal under s 169 is limited to a question 
of law and the Tribunal had not committed any error of law because its findings were open 
on the evidence. This issue was not raised on appeal to the Full Court and so the Tribunal’s 
factual finding stood and ‘no occasion for the application of s 116 arose’—at [95].  
 
Second, the appellants’ complaint was ‘essentially directed to the determinations of the 
Tribunal and the consequent grant by the State of the mining leases under State legislation’. 
As was noted, s 116 of the Constitution: 

[D]oes not apply to the determinations made by the Tribunal, to legislation enacted by State 
governments, or to actions of the State taken under State legislation. To the extent that the 
appellants complain about these matters, s 116 has no application—at [96].  

 
Use of international instruments  
It was held that McKerracher J was correct to find that: 
• a statutory provision will be construed so as to conform with Australia’s international 

obligations only in order to resolve ambiguity in the ‘language of the provision’ because 

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/HCA/1997/27.html
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(among other things) the canon of construction favouring Australia’s international 
obligations ‘only has work to do where the provision is open to more than one 
interpretation’, 

• there was no relevant ambiguity in ss 38 and 39, and 
• as a result, there was ‘no occasion for resort to the international obligations’ contained in 

the ICCPR or UNDRIP—at [106] to [109].  
 
The Full Court summarised McKerracher J’s findings at [75] to [78] before going on to 
consider this ground of appeal which was, essentially, that Tribunal should have taken into 
account ‘principles of statutory interpretation required by a statute be interpreted, (so far as 
its language permits) so that it is in conformity with the established rules of international 
law’ in addition to the concept of ‘ambiguity’—at [99]. 
 
This contention was primarily based on what was said in Minister of State for Immigration and 
Ethnic Affairs v Teoh (1995) 183 CLR 273; (1995) 128 ALR 353; [1995] HCA 20 at 288, including 
that:  

[A] statute is to be interpreted and applied, as far as its language permits, so that it is in conformity 
and not in conflict with the established rules of international law. ... If the language of the 
legislation is susceptible of a construction which is consistent with the terms of the 
international instrument and the obligations which it imposes on Australia, then that 
construction should prevail. So expressed, the principle is no more than a canon of construction 
and does not import the terms of the treaty or convention into our municipal law as a source of 
individual rights and obligations—cited at [100], emphasis added by the court. 

 
North, Mansfield and Gilmour JJ noted that the appellants ‘extracted the emphasised 
sentence’ and at times seemed to rely on it as ‘establishing a stand alone canon of statutory 
construction’ independent of the existence of ambiguity in the relevant provisions. This led 
to a submission that:  

[T]he language of s 39(1)(a)(ii), which required the Tribunal to take into account the effect of the 
grant of the mining lease on “the way of life, culture and traditions” of the Appellants, puts 
beyond doubt the question of whether this provision is susceptible of a construction that is 
consistent with the terms of the ICCPR; Article 27 of which ... is directed towards the right to enjoy 
one’s culture and religion. Accordingly ... the Tribunal ... was obliged to construe s 39(1)(a)(ii) ... in 
a way that ensures conformity with the relevant provisions of ICCPR.  

 
According to the court: ‘This attempt at analysis reveals the confusion in the argument’—at 
[102].   
 
Their Honours went on to point out that Article 27 of the ICCPR provides:  

In those States in which ethnic, religious or linguistic minorities exist, persons belonging to such 
minorities shall not be denied the right, in community with the other members of their group, to 
enjoy their own culture, to profess and practise their own religion, or to use their own language – 
at [103]. 

 
It was found that ‘the plain language’ of ss 38 and 39 ‘is inconsistent with a mandatory 
requirement [such as that in Article 27] that the Tribunal allow for the enjoyment of culture 
or practice of religion’. As was noted: 

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/HCA/1995/20.html
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Section 39 prescribes those matters which the Tribunal is required to consider in making its 
determination. Section 38 allows the Tribunal to determine that the future act be done, not be done, 
or be done subject to conditions. The language of these two sections leaves no room for the 
contention that the Tribunal is bound to come to a particular decision favouring the freedom to 
enjoy culture or practise religion. Thus, even applying the stand alone test proposed by the 
appellants, Art 27 can have no part to play in the construction of s 38 and s 39 ... because the two 
sets of provisions are directed to quite different subjects and the international obligations can 
provide no assistance to the construction of provisions which govern the scope of the Tribunal’s 
jurisdiction—at [105].  

 
A further difficulty arose from the Tribunal’s factual finding that its determinations would 
not result in the appellants being prevented from exercising their religion. In the further 
amended notices of appeal, the grounds included that the Tribunal erred in so finding. Their 
Honours found this ground could not be sustained because it was ‘open to the Tribunal to 
conclude that the grant of the mining leases on condition does not prevent the free exercise 
of religion practised by the appellants’. This provided ‘a further reason why the construction 
argument’ could not succeed, i.e. even if ss 38 and 39 were construed to conform with 
Australia’s international obligations, the Tribunal’s determinations did not prevent the 
appellants the free exercise of their religious practices—at [110]. 
 
Failure to take into account material facts 
Ground 2(i) of the amended notice of appeal in the first appeal was the Tribunal failed to 
take into account properly, or at all, the religious obligation imposed on senior Yindjibarndi 
in relation to the finding and collection of gandi. In oral submissions, counsel for the 
appellants raised a number of arguments that were not put to the primary judge, were not 
directly raised in the original notice of appeal and were not addressed in written 
submissions. It was found that: 

The oral argument does not reflect Ground 2(i) in the Further Amended Notice of Appeal in WAD 
161 of 2009. No leave to raise it for the first time on appeal was sought. There is thus no good 
reason why the matter should be considered for the first time on appeal. In any event, the 
appellants’ evidence ... bear[s] out the correctness of the Tribunal’s finding—at [117]. 

 
The same argument was made in relation to the collection of ochre in the second appeal and 
so ‘should be resolved in the same way’—at [118] 
 
The appellants argued that the Tribunal had been wrong to conclude that there were no 
specific references to ceremonies being conducted on one of the proposed mining leases, 
contending there was evidence that the extraction of ochre was a ritual or, at least, an 
integral part of the ceremony in which it was used. This argument was ‘dealt with shortly’ in 
the following way:  

At the highest ... [it] was a quibble concerning the characterisation of the facts. It did not evidence 
any error of law. The Tribunal would have protected the site of the quarry if the appellants had 
provided a location for it. At best for the appellants, the evidence might have been read to imply 
that the extraction of ochre was accompanied by a ritual at the location where the ochre was 
extracted. If the extraction of ochre was accompanied by a ritual at the site then the Tribunal’s 
reasoning relating to the protection of the site applied equally … . We do not accept that the 
Tribunal made any error as alleged, but even if it did, the error would not have justified any relief 
because it would have made no difference to the outcome—at [126].  
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Grounds 3, 4 and 5 of the further amended notices of appeal were that: 
• the Tribunal failed to consider the effect of the exercise of its power under ss 38 and 39 on 

religious observances in relation to gandi or the ochre quarry either as a matter of public 
interest or as a relevant consideration pursuant to ss 39(1)(e) and 39(1)(f) respectively 

• the Tribunal failed to consider whether the exercise of its power under ss 38 and 39, when 
combined with the exercise of power by the government party to grant the tenements and 
the subsequent mining activities of the grantee party, would unlawfully effect the 
Yindjibarndi people’s rights to freely exercise their religious beliefs and freely perform 
their religious observances in respect of the gandi connected to the ochre quarry, and 

• there was no evidentiary basis in support of the Tribunal’s determination in relation to s 
39(1)(a)(ii) the future act would not cause any real or tangible interference with the 
Yindjibarndi people’s way of life, culture and traditions. 

 
These grounds were originally particulars of the grounds relating to the s 116 issue and the 
international instruments issue but were elevated to ‘freestanding grounds of appeal’ in the 
further amended notices of appeal. However, they were not addressed oral argument. In 
those circumstances, the court decided it was appropriate to regard them as abandoned. 
However, even if they were pressed, the court was of the view ‘they could not be sustained’ 
because (among other things):  
• paragraph 39(1)(e) did not require the Tribunal consider cultural and religious 

observances 
• paragraph 39(1)(f) did not require the Tribunal ‘to take into account the particular 

religious and cultural observances’, i.e. it was ‘up to the Tribunal to determine the matters 
which it regarded as relevant’ 

• it could ‘hardly be contended that the Tribunal should have regarded the religious and 
cultural observances under s 39(1)(f) when ‘it had extensively canvassed those matters’ 
under s 39(1)(a)(i), (iv) and (v), and 

• the ‘no evidence argument’ in relation to s 39(1)(a)(ii) was, in truth, a ‘quarrel ... with the 
finding of fact’ on that issue and ‘an attempt to portray that disagreement as a question of 
law’—at [132] to [135] and [140] to [141].  

 
Comment - Tribunal’s assessment of ‘any public interest in the doing of the act’ 
In making the determinations under consideration, the Tribunal referred to Western Australia 
v Thomas (1996) 133 FLR 124 (Waljen) at 215 to 216, where Members Sumner, O’Neil and 
Neate noted that the government party provided ‘extensive ... [undisputed] evidence of the 
importance of the mining industry to the national and State economies’ before going on to 
state that the Tribunal accepted that the public interest is served by the maintenance of an 
active minerals exploration program and the continuing development of the mining 
industry.  
 
North, Mansfield and Gilmour JJ also accepted that ‘mining developments generally are in 
the public interest’ but expressed a concern that: 

If the consideration of the public interest [by the Tribunal] is limited to the benefit of mining in 
Western Australia in general, an argument may lie ... that the Tribunal has had regard to an 
irrelevant consideration—at [138].  

 
With respect, while Member O’Dea did not expressly say so, the Tribunal’s consideration of 
any public interest in the doing of the act has never been ‘limited to the benefit of mining … 
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in general’. It has always taken the view that both the public interest in the protection of 
native title and the public interest in the development and maintenance of the Australia 
mining industry must be weighted appropriately in the circumstances of the particular case. 
Indeed, in Waljen at 176, the Tribunal observed that: 

There can be a public interest in the act proceeding or not proceeding. In this criterion the Tribunal 
is not limited to economic considerations. For instance there might be a public interest in the act 
not proceeding if, despite some economic benefits, the act was going to have a significant adverse 
effect on community relations because of the attitude of native title parties to it or because it was 
going to result in significant damage to a sensitive environment. 

 
The Tribunal went on to note it was in the public interest ‘to achieve as much certainty as 
possible for all the parties, consistent with properly taking into account native title rights and 
interests’ —see Waljen at 216. 
 
This view was reaffirmed in Western Desert Lands Aboriginal Corporation v Western Australia 
(2009) 232 FLR 169; [2009] NNTTA 49 (Holocene, summarised in Native Title Hot Spots Issue 
30) at [182].  
 
In Weld Range Metals Limited/Western Australia/Simpson [2011] NNTTA 172 (summarised in 
Native Title Hot Spots Issue 35) at [326] and [343], the Tribunal found that while there was a 
public interest in the relevant mining project proceeding, this had to be balanced against the 
public interest in mining not proceeding in areas of special significance to Aboriginal people 
without their agreement. Deputy President Sumner went on to find that (among other 
things) the interests, proposals, opinions or wishes of the native title party in relation to the 
use of the relevant area ‘should be given greater weight than the potential economic benefit 
or [the] public interest’ in the mining project proceeding. In this context, it is noteworthy that 
the State of Western Australia has filed an appeal under s 169 of the NTA in relation to that 
decision in which it is suggested that the Tribunal is wrong in law to consider the public 
interest in the future act not being done, which would seem to conflict with the Full Court’s 
comments in this matter. 
 
The Tribunal’s obligation to balance public interest factors under s 39(1)(e) was also 
considered by Deputy President Sosso in White Mining (NSW) Pty Ltd/Franks/New South 
Wales [2011] NNTTA 110 (White Mining). It is one of several criteria in s 39 that the Tribunal 
must carefully weigh. Those criteria are ‘diverse and not necessarily consistent’. When 
undertaking that ‘evaluative weighing exercise’, the Tribunal’s ‘ultimate conclusion ... will be 
predicated on the weight of the evidence submitted by the parties’—White Mining at [80] to 
[82] and [94]. 
  
While that may be no easy task (as noted in White Mining at [93] and Holocene at [200] among 
others), it reflects what North, Mansfield and Gilmour JJ noted earlier: 

One aim of the ... [NTA] is to address the tension arising following its enactment between rights 
and interests then asserted by aboriginal [sic] people and the claims of others to undertake acts on 
the land which are inconsistent with those rights and interests—at [3]. 

 
Grantee party’s compliance with the Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972 (WA) 
In oral submissions, the appellants contended the Tribunal was wrong to find that the 
grantee party fully understood its obligations under the Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972 (WA) 

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/NNTTA/2009/49.html
http://www.nntt.gov.au/News-and-Communications/Newsletters/Native-title-Hot-Spots-archive/Documents/Hot%20Spots%2030/Hot_Spots_Number_30.pdf
http://www.nntt.gov.au/News-and-Communications/Newsletters/Native-title-Hot-Spots-archive/Documents/Hot%20Spots%2030/Hot_Spots_Number_30.pdf
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/NNTTA/2011/172.html
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/NNTTA/2011/110.html
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and had complied with them to date was wrong in fact. However, this was not pleaded in 
the notices of appeal, the amended notices of appeal or the further amended notices of 
appeal. Nor was it addressed in written submissions. Therefore there was ‘no good reason ... 
now to consider the argument’ and, in any case, it was without substance as it concerned an 
issue of fact, not law and so was a matter for the Tribunal—see at [142] to [145].  
 
No denial of procedural fairness, no leave to further amend 
The appellants sought to adduce further evidence but did not formulate any grounds to 
support doing so until ‘the last few minutes of the hearing’. They were given leave to, and 
did, file written submissions in support of further amending the grounds of appeal. 
However, leave to file further amended notices of appeal was refused for the reasons 
summarised below. 
 
The proposed new ground of appeal was that, having regard to the Tribunal’s expressed 
concerns about the state of the evidence in relation to gandi, the Tribunal:  
• failed to have regard to relevant evidence it knew (or ought to have known) was available 

concerning the location of gandi 
• denied the appellants procedural fairness by failing to accord to them an opportunity to 

provide additional evidence concerning the location of gandi, and 
• failed to exercise its powers pursuant to ss 109 and 139, adequately or at all, to pursue 

inquiries in relation to that further evidence. 
 
Section 109 provides that the Tribunal must ‘pursue the objective of carrying out its 
functions in a fair, just, economical, informal and prompt way’. In doing so: 
• it may ‘take account of the cultural and customary concerns of Aboriginal peoples ... but 

not so as to prejudice unduly any party to any proceedings that may be involved’, and 
• is not ‘bound by technicalities, legal forms or rules of evidence’.  
 
The evidence before the Tribunal included that Yindjibarndi people go to a river bed in the 
eastern part of the Ganyingarringunha river each year to collect gandi for use in Birdarra (Law) 
ceremonies. The Tribunal’s conclusion was that this evidence was not sufficiently specific to 
allow for a determination ‘one way or the other’ as to the locality of gandi. However, the 
Tribunal accepted that if the areas where gandi are collected within the proposed lease area 
could be identified, they could also be protected. It was argued before McKerracher J that the 
Tribunal denied the native title party procedural fairness by failing to afford an opportunity 
to precisely identify the location of sites of significance within the proposed lease area. At 
[166] to [169], McKerracher J found there was no denial of procedural fairness. 
 
There was no explanation as to why this ground of appeal was not raised ‘initially or at any 
time in the course of the preparation’ of the appeals to the Full Court and, as a result: 

[T]he appeal has been fragmented and the issues for consideration at the hearing not exposed in a 
way with which the State and FMG could respond. The processes … which require the filing of a 
notice of appeal and written submissions are designed to ensure the fair and efficient disposition of 
appeals. The complete lack of attention to these requirements without explanation … is alone a 
considerable reason to refuse the application—at [156].  
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In any case, it would be ‘futile’ to grant leave since the proposed ground of appeal was 
‘bound to fail’ because: 
• the proposed further evidence ‘merely repeated’ what was before the Tribunal, which 

‘would not change the result’ and so relief ‘would be denied as a matter of discretion’, 
and 

• in any case, there was no denial of procedural fairness because the Tribunal established ‘a 
fair procedure’ that was ‘followed by the parties’—at [158] to [160].  

 
The court then went on to make ‘some observations’ about two matters summarised below, 
i.e. the effect of the conditions the Tribunal imposed as part of its determination and 
compensation for the effect of the future acts on native title. 
 
Effect of Tribunal’s decisions 
 The Tribunal determined each mining leases may be granted subject to these four conditions 
applying:  
• the native title party’s right to access or use the relevant area must not be restricted except 

where exploration or mining operations are taking place or for safety or security reasons 
relating to those operations 

• the grantee party must give the native title party a copy of any application it makes under 
s 18 of the Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972 (WA) (AHA) for permission to excavate, destroy, 
damage or alter any Aboriginal site 

• if the grantee party submits a proposal to undertake developmental or productive mining 
or construction activity, it must give to the native title party a copy of the proposal, 
excluding sensitive commercial data, and a plan showing the location of the proposed 
mining operations and related infrastructure, and 

• any assignee must be bound by these conditions.  
 
According to the court, the effect of the imposition of these conditions by the Tribunal is to 
afford the native title party ‘the further opportunity firstly to be notified of the precise 
mining activities to be undertaken’ and then: 

[T]o endeavour to secure through the … [Aboriginal Cultural Material Committee] a 
recommendation to the [relevant] Minister that any gandi or ochre sites within the lease areas are of 
such importance that the Minister should not consent to the use of that part of the lease areas for 
mining purposes, or should not consent to its use except on conditions. In other words, the 
conditions imposed by the Tribunal in the context of its understanding of the AHA (an 
understanding which was not contested on this appeal by any notice of cross-contention) provide 
the appellants with the further opportunity of securing protection under the AHA for the gandi 
and the ochre sites (if any) within the mining leases—at [179].  

 
It was also noted that: 

The notification required by condition 3 will enable the appellants to put FMG [the grantee party] 
on notice that its intended mining activities will affect gandi or ochre sites, so that FMG will be 
obliged to give notice under … the AHA to avoid contravening s 17 [of that Act]. Given the status 
as the registered native title applicant under the … [NTA], the appellants will no doubt then have 
the opportunity to present material and make submissions to the ACMC. The ACMC may then 
recommend to the Minister that the Minister control by imposing conditions or prohibit altogether 
particular mining activities in accordance with s 18(3) of the AHA—at [176].  
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Comment on compensation issue  
The court expressed the view that it was within the Tribunal’s power to impose a condition 
‘under which compensation be payable to the appellants coincident to the grant of the leases 
for the substantial interference of their native title rights anticipated by the Tribunal’. Their 
Honours went on to note ‘an apparent disconformity in the provisions dealing with 
compensation by negotiation on the one hand and by arbitration on the other’, i.e. during 
negotiations, the parties may agree that the native title party will receive ’royalty payments’ 
whereas, while the Tribunal ‘may fix conditions upon which’ the future act may be done, 
(‘including compensation’), s 38(2) ‘prevents that compensation from being worked out by 
reference to profits made by the lessee, income earned by the lessee, or production levels 
achieved by the lessee’—at [181] to [182], referring to Evans v Western Australia (1997) 77 FCR 
193; [1997] FCA 741 (Evans). 
 
With respect, whatever the effect of Evans may have been, following the amendments made 
to the NTA subsequent to that decision, it is now clear that the Tribunal has no power to 
determine compensation. This is expressly stated in the notes to ss 41 and 42, which were 
inserted when the NTA was amended in 1998. For a discussion of this issue, see Australian 
Manganese Pty Ltd v Western Australia (2008) 218 FLR 387; [2008] NNTTA 38 (Australian 
Manganese) at [64] to [66], Western Desert Lands Aboriginal Corporation v Western Australia 
(2009) 232 FLR 169 [46]; [2009] NNTTA 49 at [196] and Jax Coal Pty Ltd/Birri People/Queensland 
[2011] NNTTA 46 at [46] to [50]. 
 
In brief, what the Tribunal can do (if the evidence justifies it) is impose a condition requiring 
either the payment of an amount into trust or the securing of a specified amount by a bank 
guarantee in favour of the Tribunal’s Native Title Registrar—see ss 41(3) or (4).  In doing so, 
the Tribunal ‘is not obliged to determine such an amount by reference to what ultimately 
might be awarded by way of compensation’ but would not ‘simply pluck a figure out of thin 
air’—see Australian Manganese at [68].  The amount set aside as a result of the Tribunal’s 
determination must be dealt with in accordance with either s 52 (bank guarantee) or s 52A 
(payment into trust).  
 
As to royalty-type payments as compensation, s 51(3) of the NTA deals with compensation 
for acts that are not the compulsory acquisition of native title, such as the grant of a mining 
tenement. Under s 240 of the NTA, the ‘similar compensable interest’ test is satisfied for the 
purposes of s 51(3) in the case of the grant of a mining lease in Western Australia because, 
putting the NTA to one side, compensation would be payable under ‘any law’ (in this case, s 
123 of the Western Australian Mining Act 1978) ‘on the assumption that the native title 
holders … held ordinary title’ (i.e. freehold) to the area concerned. The effect of s 51(3) is 
that, if native title holders are not (in their capacity as native title holders) entitled to 
compensation under the Mining Act 1978 (WA), then the NTA will ensure they have a right 
to compensation based on the same entitlement afforded to freehold title holders under that 
Act. 
 
Pursuant to s 51(3) of the NTA, when making a determination of compensation for the effect 
of the grant of a mining lease, ‘any principles or criteria for determining compensation 
(whether on just terms or not)’ must be applied, i.e. in this case, the ‘principles or criteria’ are 
those set out in s 123 of the Mining Act 1978 (WA). In the context of the court’s comments, it 

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/FCA/1997/741.html
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/NNTTA/2008/38.html
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/NNTTA/2009/49.html
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/NNTTA/2011/46.html
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is noteworthy that ‘just terms’ do not apply and no compensation is payable to freehold title 
holders under Mining Act 1978 (WA) (among other things): 
• in respect of the value of any mineral, or  
• by reference to any rent, royalty or other amount assessed in respect of the mining of the 

mineral.  
 
Further, s 53(1) of the NTA provides (in paraphrase) that, if either the future act or the 
application of any provision of the NTA [such as s 51(3)] ‘results in a paragraph 51(xxxi) 
acquisition of property of a person other than on paragraph 51(xxxi) just terms’, then ‘the 
person is entitled to such compensation, or compensation in addition to any otherwise 
provided by’ the NTA ‘as necessary to ensure that the acquisition is made on’ such just 
terms, emphasis added. ‘Paragraph 51(xxxi) acquisition of property’ and ‘paragraph 51(xxxi) 
just terms’ are defined in s 253 of the NTA to refer to paragraph 51(xxxi) of the Constitution.  
 
So, even if it is assumed there is an acquisition of property on less than just terms when a 
mining lease is granted pursuant to the NTA’s future act regime subject to the non-
extinguishment principle, it does not necessarily follow that the effect of s 53(1) would be to 
require royalty-type payments although, of course, that may be the result. However, in this 
context, it is noted that there are no native title rights to minerals in Western Australia 
according to the plurality in Western Australia v Ward (2002) 213 CLR 1; (2002) 191 ALR 1; 
[2002] HCA 28 at [383] to [385] and Callinan J at [640]. 
 
The upshot of this analysis is that there is no right under either the Mining Act 1978 (WA) or 
s 51(3) of the NTA to compensation calculated in the terms contemplated by s 33(1) of the 
NTA (i.e. royalty-type payments) and no guarantee that the application of the compensation 
provisions of the NTA will give rise to such an entitlement (noting that, at this nascent stage 
of the development of the law on point, it cannot be said that such payments are precluded). 
Therefore, with respect, there may be no ‘disconformity’ between s 33(1) and 38(2). 
 
Decision 
The appeals were dismissed. The parties were directed to file and serve submissions as to 
costs. 
 

Replacing the applicant  
Dodd v Queensland (2011) 195 FCR 65; [2011] FCA 690 
Logan J, 17 June 2011  
 
Issue 
The issue before the Federal Court was whether one of six people who comprised ‘the 
applicant’ for a claimant application could be removed without an application being made 
under s. 66B(1) of the Native Title Act 1993 (Cwlth) (NTA) to replace the ‘current applicant’ 
(i.e. the six) with the remaining five people. Those seeking the order said it was not 
necessary and that the court could rely on Order 6 rule 9 of the Federal Court Rules (now 
repealed). The remaining five relied on their original authorisation. Justice Logan made the 
order, relying on the discretion available under s 66B(2) but his Honour was also of the view 
it could be done under the now repealed O 6 r 9. 

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/HCA/2002/28.html
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/FCA/2011/690.html
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Background 
William Santo, one of six people authorised to be ‘the current applicant’ for the Gudjala 
People Core Country Claim #2, no longer wanted to be a member of that group. The five 
other members of ‘the current applicant’ wanted ‘to continue to prosecute the application’. 
They applied to the court to remove Mr Santo. The Commonwealth submitted that the effect 
of s 66B of the NTA was that the five who wanted to continue as ‘the applicant’ must be 
‘freshly authorised’, i.e. there must be a claim group meeting held to authorise them (the 
group of five) to replace the ‘current applicant’ (the group of six). The group of five, who 
sought to continue on as the applicant, had the support of the State of Queensland and 
submitted s 66B did not have that effect. Rather, they argued, the court was empowered to 
make the order under either s 66B(2) or O 6 r 9 of the FCR—at [7]. 
 
Conflicting authorities 
As Justice Logan noted, there were conflicting authorities on point, none of which were 
binding on him—at [9].   
 
Section 66B was amended by the Native Title Amendment (Technical Amendments) Act 2007 
(Cwth). In Sambo v Western Australia (2008) 172 FCR 271; [2008] FCA 1575 at [30], Justice 
Siopis found that the effect of the amendments was that ‘there is only one means whereby 
any changes can be made to the composition of the [current] applicant and that is through s 
66B’.  
 
In Lennon v South Australia [2010] FCA 743, Justice Mansfield disagreed (at least with respect 
to the removal of the deceased), finding that s 66B: 

[D]oes not in its terms cover the field so that it is the only means by which a native title claim 
group can prosecute an application once one of a number of persons who are authorised under s 
251B to make and deal with the application has deceased—at [22], emphasis added.   

 
Logan J respectfully preferred Mansfield J’s reasoning—at [17]. 
 
In this case, the original six (including Mr Santo) were simply authorised to ‘make an 
application in the court’. According to Logan J 

[T]he authorisation thus conferred was not expressed in terms of joint authority. Further ... the 
authorisation was in the broadest terms and has not been revoked. It remains the case that ... such 
an authorisation is of each of the named persons personally. In the absence of any contrary 
indication either in the Native Title Act or in the terms of the appointment itself, and neither contains 
a contrary indication, the presumptions applied to personal appointments operates. The requirement 
that the authorised persons act together is a requirement of the Native Title Act not of the terms of 
their appointment. So far as the terms of each individual member’s appointment are concerned, it 
continues to operate until it is revoked or until the person ceases to be willing and able to act in a 
representative capacity. Mr William Santo has given evidence that he is no longer willing so to act—
at [22], emphasis added. 

 
In these circumstances, his Honour decided that s 66B ‘empowers, rather than denies’ the 
court the power to make the order sought—at [23]. 
 
Decision 

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/FCA/2008/1575.html
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/FCA/2010/743.html
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His Honour was satisfied Mr Santo consented to being removed and that, on the facts, the 
five remaining members of the ‘current applicant’ were authorised by the claim group ‘to 
make the application and to deal with matters arising in relation to it’. Therefore, it was 
found that ss 66B(1)(a) and 66B(1)(b) were satisfied and so the court could exercise the 
discretion available under s 66B(2) to make the order sought. Logan J found that it also 
followed that ‘an order in the terms sought’ was ‘additionally warranted’ by O 6 r 9 of the 
Federal Court Rules—at [25]. 
 
Since there was apparently an order made pursuant to s 66B(2), the registration test will not 
be applied and the Register of Native Title Claims will be amended to reflect the change in 
the applicant—see ss 66B(3) and (4). 
 
Comment –inference of continuity of authority 
With due respect, Logan J is right to reject the Commonwealth’s argument that s 66B always 
requires a fresh authorisation by way of a claim group meeting to replace the ‘current 
applicant’ before an application can be made under s 66B(1).  
 
It may be that the terms of the original authorisation expressly deal with the effect of death, 
incapacity or unwillingness to act, for example, by way of a resolution stating that ‘Persons 
W, X, Y and Z, or such of them as are willing and able to act in respect of the application in 
the future: see Anderson v Western Australia [2007] FCA 1733 at [37]; Coyne v Western Australia 
[2009] FCA 533 at [56]; Roe v Western Australia (No. 2) [2011] FCA 102 at [149].  
 
However, what is required is credible evidence that those who seek to replace the ‘current 
applicant’ are actually authorised to do so by those who hold the common or group rights 
comprising the particular native title claimed. This requirement is of ‘central importance’. 
Evidence of fresh authorisation may or may not be required—see Moran v Minister of Land & 
Water Conservation for NSW [1999] FCA 1637 at [48] and Daniel v Western Australia (2002) 194 
ALR 278; [2002] FCA 1147 at [11] respectively.  
 
In this case, one person was no longer willing to act as part of ‘the applicant’ and those 
seeking to replace the ‘current applicant’ were previously authorised in an unqualified way 
as ‘the applicant’ for the application. They were also, and continue to be, legally represented. 
So it seems at least arguable that the court should exercise the discretion available under s 
66B(2) to make an order, based on an inference of ongoing authority, to replace the ‘current 
applicant’ with those who remain. This would ensure the Register of Native Claims was 
amended accordingly without any question of the registration test being applied. 
 
Essentially, this entails an inference of ongoing authority to support an order under s 66B(2) 
provided those who were originally authorised to be the ‘current applicant’ will swear that 
their original authorisation continues. This approach has merit for several reasons:  
• it does not involve the expense and delay that obtaining fresh authorisation by holding a 

claim group meeting might, in some cases, require, which has apparently occupied the 
courts mind in most of the s 66B cases 

• if the claim group is legally represented, then the lawyer acting is obliged to ensure that 
those who remain are duly authorised to replace the current applicant before seeking any 
such order from the court 

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/FCA/2007/1733.html
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/FCA/2009/533.html
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/FCA/2011/102.html
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/FCA/1999/1637.html
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/FCA/2002/1147.html
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• if the inference of continuing authority is wrong, the claim group retains the right to give 
a fresh authority to members of their claim group who can then make a fresh application 
under s 66B(1), i.e. there is no prejudice to the claim group if this approach is adopted 

• the court can refuse to exercise its power under s 66B(2) if there is any doubt as to the 
authority of those who remain and, pursuant to s 84D(1), can also require them to 
demonstrate they are duly authorised, and 

• if the inference of continuing authority turns out to be incorrect, the court has express 
power under s 84D(4) to allow the proceedings to continue despite the defective 
authorisation until such time as a fresh authority can be given. 

 
Regardless of the approach taken, this case (and others relating to this issue) highlight that: 
• legal representatives for native title claimants should identify foreseeable contingencies 

(e.g. death, incapacity) and take instructions to address them, thereby avoiding the need 
for further authorisation meetings should they materialise, and 

• before every claim group meeting, those calling it should consider whether there are any 
issues as to the constitution of the applicant that could be dealt with at that meeting.  

 
If this is done, the claim group retains ultimate control of the proceedings with the minimum 
of delay, cost and inconvenience to that group and its representative, as well as the other 
parties, the Tribunal and the court.  
 
New Federal Court Rules 
In relation to O 6 r 9, removal of parties is now dealt with in Rule 9.08 of the Federal Court 
Rules 2011, which is apparently to the same effect substantively. While the use of those 
provisions may have some initial appeal, in Chapman v Queensland (2007) 159 FCR 507; [2007] 
FCA 597 at [16], Justice Kiefel noted that, in ‘contentious’ cases, a hearing and a declaration 
as to ‘the right of persons to continue to be an applicant’ may be required before an order 
could be made under that rule. 
 

Tatow v Queensland [2011] FCA 802 
Collier J, 19 July 2011  
 
Issue 
The issue in this case was whether the Federal Court should make an order to replace the 
applicant under s 66B of the Native Title Act 1993 (Cwlth) (NTA) for an application made on 
behalf of the Iman People. 
 
Background 
This s 66B application was opposed by Madonna Barnes and Jean Johnston, both of whom 
are members of the claim group. Ms Barnes was also one of the people who comprised the 
‘current applicant’ that would be replaced if the s 66B application succeeded. Both sought to 
file affidavits without serving them on the other parties.     

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/FCA/2007/597.html
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/FCA/2007/597.html
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/FCA/2011/802.html
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Refusal of leave to file affidavits 
Justice Collier refused leave for the affidavits to be filed because: 
• no explanation was provided for the delay in filing them 
• they contained extensive allegations of fact and those making the s 66B application would 

not be in a position to reply to those allegations at the hearing, and 
• the affidavits contained ‘unsubstantiated hearsay material’ and ‘scandalous’ material—at 

[6] and [7].  
 
Replacement of the applicant 
Collier J was satisfied that a meeting on 11 June 2011 to authorise members of the claim 
group to replace the current applicant (the authorisation meeting) was properly convened 
and conducted, that current applicant’s authorisation was withdrawn at that meeting and 
that those making the s 66B application were authorised by the claim group to make the 
claimant application and deal with matters arising under it, as required under s. 66B(1)—at 
[26].   
 
Her Honour was satisfied that the discression available under s 66B(2) should be exercised to 
make an order replacing the current applicant because the authorisation meeting ‘resolved 
unanimously and overwhelmingly to replace the ... [current] applicant’ and that meeting 
‘effectively superseded ... two earlier meetings held by members of the claim group in which 
attempts were made to replace the ... [current] applicant’—at [27]. 
 
Decision 
The court made an order under s 66B(2) replacing the current applicant with the 11 people 
who made the s 66B application.  
 

Applicant group split, majority vote allowed? 
Weribone v Queensland [2011] FCA 1169 
Logan J, 6 October 2011 
 
Issue 
The main question in this case was whether a document signed by six of the 10 people who 
jointly comprised the applicant in a claimant application made under the Native Title Act 
1993 (Cwlth) (NTA) that purported to change the solicitor for the applicant was effective. 
Justice Logan found it was not because those who comprise the applicant ‘must act “jointly” 
and “jointly” does not mean by majority’—at [22]. 
 
Background
  
On 29 September 2011, a notice of change of solicitors was filed ‘on behalf of the 
Mandandanji People’ purporting to appoint Colin Hardie of Just Us Lawyers to represent the 
applicant in the place of Queensland South Native Title Services (QSNTS). On the same day, 
Mr Hardie made an interlocutory application for various orders, including that the ‘solicitor  
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for the applicant’ provide a report to the court at least two days prior to the next directions 
hearing. However, when the interlocutory application came on for hearing, QSNTS appeared 
and raised the question of whether an order should be made to direct the removal of the 
notice of change of solicitor because there had ‘in law’ not been ‘an appropriate authorisation 
by the applicant’ to change solicitor—at [5].  
 
In a document headed ‘Authority and Directions’, addressed to QSNTS’s Principal Legal 
Officer, it was stated that, as of 29 September 2011, ‘we terminate your instructions to act’ in 
the Mandandanji application. It purported to direct QSNTS to release all files and documents 
in relation to the claim to Mr Hardie and stated it was signed by the ‘registered native title 
claimants’ for the Mandandanji application. However, only six of the 10 people who 
comprised the applicant for the claim had signed the document. 
  
Decision of majority of those who comprise the applicant ineffective 
Paragraph 61(2)(c) provides (relevantly) that where more than one person is authorised in 
accordance with s 251B to make a claimant application, those persons are ‘jointly, the 
applicant’ (emphasis in original).  
 
The ‘short but important point’ in this case was ‘whether it is sufficient only the majority of 
those persons who jointly comprise the applicant had signed’. In this case, the authority 
given to the applicant by the native title claim group did not ‘even purportedly authorise 
those persons to act by majority’. Therefore, it was not necessary to consider whether, if it 
had, this would have been ‘contrary to’ the NTA—at [8] to [9]. On this issue, see Anderson v 
Queensland [2011] FCA 1158 (Anderson, summarised in Native Title Hot Spots Issue 32), where 
Justice Collier decided that it was not contrary to the NTA for those who comprise the 
applicant to act by a simple majority in circumstances where the authority given was subject 
to a condition to that effect.  
  
The ‘narrow’ issue in this case was whether it was ‘sufficient that the authority for change of 
solicitors’ was signed by only a majority of those who comprise the applicant. As noted, a 
similar question arose before Justice Gilmour in Tigan v Western Australia (2010) 188 FCR 533; 
[2010] FCA 993 (Tigan) and in Anderson. However, at the time Logan J made this decision, 
Justice Collier’s decision had not yet been made and so here reasons were not available.  
 
Therefore, the question was whether Logan J should follow Tigan. In that case at [10] to [11], 
Gilmour J noted that:  

A claimant application within the meaning of s 253 of the Act, by virtue of s 61(1) may only be 
brought by a person or persons authorised by all the persons (the native title claim group) who, 
according to their traditional laws and customs, hold the common or group rights and interests 
comprising the native title claimed. Then, under s 61(2)(c) and (d) relevantly, the person is, or “the 
persons are jointly, the applicant and none of the other members of the native title claim group ... is 
the applicant”. Section 62A(a) provides relevantly that in the case of a claimant application the 
applicant may deal with all matters arising under the Act in relation to the application. An 
application for a determination of native title is a representative proceeding.  

Counsel for the respondents ... made two principal submissions. The first is that while the 
applicant, as defined pursuant to s 61(1) and especially s 62A, may deal with all matters arising 
under the Act in relation to the application ... , so may the members of the claim group as a whole, 
by a decision made at a claim group meeting. The second is that in any event, while the applicant 
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is, relevantly, pursuant to s 61(1) the persons, jointly, who are authorised by all the persons (the 
native title claim group) who, according to their traditional laws and customs, hold the common or 
group rights and interests comprising the particular native title claimed, there is no requirement 
that the persons who jointly are the Applicant must be unanimous in order for them to make a 
valid decision. 

 
Logan J noted, among other things, his finding in Dodd v Queensland (2011) 195 FCR 65; 
[2011] FCA 690 at [22] that authorisation ‘for the purposes of continuance of an application in 
circumstances where’ one of those who comprise the applicant dies ‘or does not wish to 
continue [in that role] ... is an authorisation to each individual’ but went on to find that: 

[I]t does not follow ... they may act by majority. In Tigan, Gilmour J offers ... a compelling analysis 
of the legislation to reach a conclusion firstly that it is not competent for a native title claim group 
itself to resolve that there be a change of solicitors and, secondly, that it is not competent for the 
applicant to act by majority in seeking to change solicitors—at [20].  

 
His Honour was satisfied that the persons who comprise the applicant: 

[M]ust act “jointly” and “jointly” does not mean by majority. As Gilmour J observes in Tigan in the 
event that dissention emerges in an applicant the Act provides ... mechanisms by which any 
impasse may be resolved. Those mechanisms are set out in s 66B—at [22].  

 
As noted: ‘One way in which s 66B permits resolution of an impasse is by replacement of an 
applicant at a meeting of a native title claim group’—at [23], i.e. his Honour takes the view 
(expressed in Dodd) that a meeting of the claim group is not always required for the 
purposes of s. 66B. 
 
Decision 
Based on the findings noted above, Logan J directed the Federal Court Registrar to remove 
the notice of change of solicitor from the court file’ and dismissed the interlocutory 
application filed by Mr Hardie. Therefore, QSNTS remains the solicitor on the record—at 
[24].  
 
Comment – can claim group place conditions on authority? 
In this case, it was argued that the language of s 251B, which deals with how authorisation is 
given and refers to a ‘process’ of decision-making’ provided a ‘means by which the 
authorisation of a person or persons to make the application may be fettered in some way or 
at least the subject of a form of direction’. His Honour dealt with this submission ‘shortly’ as 
follows: 

 [I]nsofar as the submission carried with it anything of the notion that the native title claim group 
may in some way direct how the applicant is to carry its business of dealing with “all matters 
arising under this Act in relation to the application” [a reference to s 62A], I reject that 
submission—at [15].  

 
However, with respect, this seems to be at odds with s 66B(1)(a)(iv), which provides for the 
replacement of any one of the persons who constitute the applicant on the ground that the 
person ‘has exceeded the authority given to him or her by the claim group to make the 
application and to deal with matters arising in relation to it’. This implies limits can be 
placed on how the applicant deals with those matters. Further, it conflicts with what Justice 
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French said in Daniel v Western Australia [2002] FCA 1147 in relation to s 66B(1)(a)(iv), 
namely that: 

If the original authority conferred upon an applicant for the purpose of making and dealing with 
matters in relation to a native title determination is subject to the continuing supervision and direction 
of the native title claim group, then it may be that an applicant whose authority is so limited is not 
authorised to act inconsistently with a resolution or direction of the claim group. In a case where an 
applicant does not comply with such a resolution or direction, it is reasonable to say that the 
applicant has exceeded the authority given to him or her by acting in contravention of the claim 
group decision. The criterion of excess of authority as a condition of the power under s 66B may be 
less onerous than the criterion of cessation of authority. It does not require a separate decision-
making process in order to establish it. It is also consistent with a beneficial construction of s 66B as 
a facultative provision directed to maintaining the ultimate authority of the native title claim group—at 
[16], emphasis added. 

 
See also Anderson v Queensland [2011] FCA 1158, summarised in Native Title Hot Spots Issue 
35, where Justice Collier expressed the view at [57] that s 61(2)(c) should not be interpreted 
‘to remove the autonomy of the native title claim group ... to place a condition on the manner 
in which the applicant can make effective decisions’. 
 

Anderson v Queensland [2011] FCA 1158 
Collier J, 11 October 2011  
 
Issue 
The main issue in this case was whether a notice of change of solicitor filed by a majority of 
those who were jointly ‘the applicant’ for a claimant application was effective. In the 
circumstances of this case, where the original authority given to those comprising the 
applicant expressly stated that each would be bound by any decision made by a majority, it 
was held that a majority decision was effective.  
 
Background 
Twelve of 15 people who comprise the applicant for the Wulli Wulli People’s claimant 
application filed a notice of change of solicitor on 24 May 2011 because they wanted to be 
represented by Just Us Lawyers. The other three (the minority members) wanted to retain 
Queensland South Native Title Services (QSNTS the representative body for the area) and so 
sought orders that the filing of the notice was not authorised by ‘the applicant’ and was of no 
effect because Just Us Lawyers did not hold instructions from all of the persons constituting 
the applicant as required by the Native Title Act 1993 (Cwlth) (NTA).  
 
Section 62A of the NTA provides that: ‘In the case of ... a claimant application ... the 
applicant may deal with all matters arising under’ the NTA ‘in relation to the application’. 
Section 253 provides that: ‘Unless the contrary intention appears ... "applicant" has a 
meaning affected by’ s 61(2) (emphasis in original).  
 
Subsection 61(2) provides that if a claimant application is ‘made by a person or persons 
authorised to make the application by a native title claim group’, then: 
• ‘the person is, or the persons are jointly, the applicant’, and 
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• ‘none of the other members of the native title claim group or compensation claim group is 
the applicant’ (emphasis in original).  

 
Conditions on authority 
When the 15 people who comprise the applicant were originally authorised in 2009, the 
authorisation was subject to a number of terms and conditions, including that: 
• decisions of the applicant ‘shall be on the basis of a majority vote and all Applicants shall 

abide by a majority decision’ 
• if one or more of them ‘is unable or unwilling to continue to act ... the remainder ... may 

continue to act’ (the original authorisation). 
 
At a further authorisation meeting held on 13 June 2011 (after the notice of change of solicitor 
was filed), the members of the Wulli Wulli claim group gave ‘Directions to the Applicant on 
How to Conduct its Affairs’. In addition a direction to continue to act ‘in accordance’ with 
the original authorisation, these included the following: 
• if one or more of the individuals authorised ‘are incapable, unable or unwilling to 

continue to serve as a member of the Applicant group ... the remaining persons who 
comprise the Applicant may continue to act without the need to appoint a replacement’, 
with ‘unwilling’ including ‘a person who ... is no longer willing to carry out their duties 
subject to the directions contained in this resolution’ 

• in cases where there was disagreement, ‘all persons comprising the Applicant must abide 
by the simple majority decision’ of persons who constitute the applicant’. 

 
A resolution was also passed stating that the ‘members of the Wulli Wulli Claim group 
authorise’ the applicant: 
• to ‘withdraw and terminate the instructions of QSNTS to act for them as solicitors on the 

record for the Wulli Wulli Claim’ 
• to ‘retain .... any.... legal practitioner acceptable to the Applicant acting under the 

authority of these resolutions, to prosecute the ... Claim’. 
 

Preliminary observations on applicable case law 
After summarising the relevant cases, Collier J made some preliminary observations. First, 
her Honour accepted that: 
• the effect of s 62A is that ‘only the applicant ... is entitled to deal with all matters arising’ 

under the NTA in relation to the application, and  
• the claim group ‘in authorisation meeting does not have the power to terminate 

instructions to one firm of lawyers, and to instruct another’—at [49], referring to 
Ankamuthi People v Queensland (2002) 121 FCR 68; [2002] FCA 897 at [8] to [9], Roe v 
Kimberley Land Council Aboriginal Corporation [2010] FCA 809 at [37] and Tigan v Western 
Australia (2010) 188 FCR 533; [2010] FCA 993 (Tigan) at [12]. 

 
However, her Honour was satisfied that the resolution to authorise the applicant ‘to 
withdraw and terminate the instructions of QSNTS‘ and to retain another lawyer ‘did not 
purport to be a decision of the claim group in relation to the identity of the solicitors on the 
record or even an instruction to the applicant’. It was, rather, ‘in the nature of an expression 
of the views of the claim group, and an authority granted to the applicant which the 
applicant was at liberty to accept or reject’—at [50], emphasis in original.  
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Second, the minority members were capable, able and willing to continue to serve as 
members of the applicant and no application had been made to remove them because they 
were incapable, unable or unwilling to act. Therefore, principles from the case law specific to 
those circumstances did not apply. However ‘broader principles developed in cases ... 
relating to the role of the applicant’ were relevant—at [51].  
 
Third, Justice Gilmour’s decision in Tigan could be distinguished on the facts, i.e. in this case, 
the authority given to the applicant was expressly subject to a condition ‘that the applicant 
was able to make effective decisions by majority’. This was refined at the authorisation 
meeting of 13 June 2011 so that all of those who comprised the applicant ‘must abide by’ a 
simple majority decision if they were unable to reach agreement. The authorisation given in 
Tigan was not subject to any such condition or qualification—at [52]. 
 
Majority decision valid in the circumstances of this case 
Collier J held that the decision of 12 of the 15 persons constituting the applicant to file a 
notice changing the solicitor on the record was effective because (among other things): 
• the authorisation of each person comprising the applicant was of each named person 

personally 
• while s 61(2)(c) provided that the persons authorised are “jointly ‘the applicant’”, it ‘does 

not require joint authorisation’ (emphasis in original) 
•  the authorisation actually conferred by the claim group in this case was not in terms of 

joint authority 
• paragraph 61(2)(c) refers to a claimant application that has already been made and, to that 

extent, apparently ‘operates after the authorisation process has taken place ... and the 
application has been made by the applicant’ 

• therefore, it ‘does not affect the nature of the authority conferred on the persons who 
comprise the applicant’ 

• the purpose of ss 61(1), 62(2)(c) and 251B ‘is to seek a workable and efficient method of 
prosecuting claims for native title determination’ and s 61(2)(c) ‘is to be interpreted 
having regard to that purpose’, and 

• ‘critically’, s 61(2)(c) should not be interpreted ‘to remove the autonomy of the native title 
claim group ... to place a condition on the manner in which the applicant can make 
effective decisions’—at [54] to [57], and [60], referring to various authorities. 

 
However, her Honour also took pains to point out that, while the authorised persons are 
‘authorised in their personal capacity’, they are ‘nonetheless “jointly” the applicant’ and ‘are 
not authorised separately as multiple applicants in respect of the determination application, 
i.e. ‘they are one applicant, acting together and in common’—at [59]. 
 
Decision 
In this case, where the claim group resolved to empower those it authorised ‘to act in 
accordance with a decision by majority’: 
• it was ‘entirely reasonable ... that the claim group should be able to so qualify the 

decision-making role of the applicant’, and 
• the NTA supported ‘an approach whereby the claim group sanctions decisions of the applicant 

by majority, and further supports effect being given to majority decisions of the applicant 
in such circumstances’—at  [62], emphasis added. 
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Therefore, the application for orders that the notice of change of solicitor was of no effect was 
dismissed. 
 
Comment – consideration of meaning of ‘jointly’ 
Her Honour commented that s 62(1)(a) ‘clearly’ did not contemplate that a joint affidavit by 
members of the applicant must accompany a claimant application. It is true that s 62(1)(a) is 
silent on that point. However, with respect, Order 78 r 6(2B) of the Federal Court Rules (now 
repealed) clearly did contemplate that would be the case. It required that: ‘If the applicant is 
a number of individuals jointly ... the accompanying affidavit must be sworn or affirmed by 
each individual’. 
 

Applicant has exclusive standing  
Smith v Marapikurrinya Pty Ltd [2011] FCA 330 
Gilmour J, 6 April 2011 
 
Issue 
The issue summarised here is whether some members of a native title claim group who were 
not ‘the applicant’ for a claimant application made on behalf of the Karriyarra People had 
standing to bring proceedings under the Trade Practices Act 1974 (Cwlth) (TPA) in relation to 
representations they alleged were misleadingly made as to cultural heritage matters. 
 
Background  
Gene Smith, Mary Attwood, George Dann, Shirley Lockyer, Patricia Mason and Robert Dann 
(the applicants) sought relief against Marapikurrinya Pty Ltd (the company) under the TPA 
in the Federal Magistrates Court. Among other things, orders made to transfer this matter to 
the Federal Court (Smith v Marapikurrinya Pty Ltd [2010] FMCA 5).  
 
Allegations of conduct contravening s 52 TPA 
The applicants were all claimants in the Karriyarra People’s claimant application but they 
were not ‘the applicant’ for that claim. They alleged the company made the false 
representations from 2007 onwards that (among other things) it was the representative of the 
native title claimants and was authorised to negotiate with third parties, and to enter into 
agreements, on behalf of the native title claimants. Ultimately, the parties reached agreement 
and sought orders from the court to give effect to their settlement—at [4] to [5]. 

 
Consent orders – question of standing  
The consent agreement proposed an order in the form of a declaration that the company and 
its directors had no authority, and never had any authority, to act on behalf of the applicants 
and an order that the action be dismissed.  
 
Justice Gilmour declined to make the orders. Rather, submissions on standing were sought 
from the applicant in the native title claim. In Roe v Kimberley Land Council Aboriginal 
Corporation [2010] FCA 809  (Roe, summarised in Native Title Hot Spots Issue 33), his Honour 
found s 62A of the NTA grants exclusive standing to ‘the applicant’ in a claimant application 
to deal with ‘all matters arising’ under the NTA ‘in relation to the application’. In this case, 
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the applicants submitted that Roe did not apply because the applicants brought the TPA 
application on their own behalf, not on the behalf of the native title claim group—at [8]. 
 
According to Gilmour J: 

The question in this case is whether, despite the assertion of the applicants that these proceedings 
are not brought on behalf of the Kariyarra Native Title claim group, the relief sought is such as 
only the “applicant” in the Kariyarra Native Title claim may seek.  

Certainly Lucev FM in his judgment [in Smith v Marapikurrinya Pty Ltd [2010] FMCA 5] at [34] 
considered that there was an “interconnectedness between this matter and the Kariyarra Native 
Title claim in the Federal Court”. The question with which I am concerned is the extent of that 
connectedness and the implications, on standing, if any, which flow from that—at [10] to [11]. 

 
Decision – further listing after submissions 
Gilmour J directed the Federal Court Registrar to serve the papers filed in this matter and his 
reasons for judgment on the solicitors for the native title claimants to give them an 
opportunity to make submissions, in particular on the issue of standing of the applicants, by 
29 April 2011. The matter was listed for directions on 3 May 2011. 
 

Smith v Marapikurrinya Pty Ltd (No 2) [2011] FCA 733  
Gilmour J, 28 June 2011 
 
Issues 
The main issue the Federal Court had to deal with in this matter was whether the applicants 
who brought these proceeding had standing to do so, given application related to a claimant 
application made under the Native Title Act 1993 (Cwlth) (NTA). 
 
Background  
Justice Gilmour declined to make orders by consent in the matter Smith v Marapikurrinya Pty 
Ltd [2011] FCA 330 (Smith No 1, summarised in Native Title Hot Spots Issue 35) which were 
sought by members of the native title claim group for the Karriyarra People’s claimant 
application who were not ‘the applicant’ for that application. His Honour pointed out that, 
pursuant to s 62A of the NTA, standing is granted exclusively to the applicant deal with all 
matters arising under the NTA in relation to the application: Roe v Kimberley Land Council 
Aboriginal Corporation [2010] FCA 809  (Roe, summarised in Native Title Hot Spots Issue 33). 
Submissions were sought from the applicant for the claimant application (Karriyarra 
applicant).  
 
Submissions by the applicant for the native title claim  
Submissions made on behalf of the Karriyarra applicant were that the claim for relief in this 
case could be distinguished from Roe because: 
• the applicants brought an application under the Trade Practices Act 1974 (Cwlth) (TPA) on 

their own behalf, and 
• the declaratory relief they sought did not relate to, or affect, the rights of the native title 

claimants.  
 
However, it was acknowledged that: 
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Insofar as the applicants seek other remedies, including damages, under s 87 of the Trade Practices 
Act a real issue arises as to whether they have suffered loss or damage in their own right 
(assuming there was a contravention by the respondents), or whether the loss or damage (if any) 
could only be suffered by the Kariyarra native title holders collectively. In the latter case, the 
Kariyarra Applicant submits that they are the only persons who have standing to seek relief under 
s 87—at [23]. 

 
No submission was made on the question whether the court should exercise its discretion to 
grant the declaratory relief sought.  
 
When is a declaration appropriate?  
As was noted: ‘The Court plainly has a wide discretionary power to make declarations of 
right under s 21 of the Federal Court of Australia Act 1976 (Cth)’. However, a declaration: 
• must be directed to the determination of legal controversies and not to answering abstract 

or hypothetical questions 
• will not be granted if it will produce no foreseeable consequences for the parties, and 
• should only be made on evidence and not simply on admissions or deemed admissions—

at [12] and [14] to [16]. 
 
It was noted the declaration sought was in very wide terms and the only evidence tendered 
by the parties was a statement of agreed facts—at [15] and [17]. 
 
Gilmour J held: 
• the declaration now sought by the applicants lay outside of the original application but 

would be treated as though it were formally before the court 
• there was uncontradicted evidence that the company made only two heritage survey 

agreements and both were expressly authorised by the legal representative of the native 
title claimants 

• the applicants had no standing under the NTA ‘or otherwise’ to challenge the company’s 
conduct in acting in relation to these agreements on behalf of the native title claimants 

• the applicants ‘do not speak for’ the native title claimants, only for themselves, and 
• importantly, ‘there was no evidence’ that the company had ‘purported to act for the 

applicants as individuals: only for the entire claim group—at [6], [8] to [9], [12] and [22]. 
 
There was no utility in ordering a declaration in relation to a matter which is unsupported 
on the evidence—at [25]. 
 
Decision 
The orders sought were declined. The application was dismissed. There were no orders as to 
costs. 
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Overlapping native title claims 
Barnes v Northern Territory [2011] FCA 879  
Mansfield J, 5 August 2011 
 
Issue 
The issue in this case was whether the claim group represented in what was referred to as 
the ‘Barnes application’ alone held native title in relation to an area of overlap with another 
claim group’s application or whether the Barnes application claim group was part of a larger 
native title holding group. It was found that the members of the Barnes claim group are part 
of a wider or larger native title group. 
 
Background  
The Barnes application was brought by Rodney Barnes, or Gudulla, on behalf of the Janba 
Gurdalanlji native title claim group. In it, native title was claimed in relation part of the area 
subject to the Rockhampton/Brunette Downs claimant application in the Northern Territory. 
The Barnes application area lay entirely within the Rockhampton/Brunette Downs 
application area but comprised only a relatively small part of it.  
 
Pursuant to s 67 of the Native Title Act 1993 (Cwlth), Justice Mansfield made orders to ensure 
that the two claims were dealt with in the same proceedings to the extent of the overlap. 
Orders were also made for the hearing and determination of a separate question, namely  

[W]hether the ... claim group represented in the Barnes application ... holds native title rights and 
interests over ... the overlap area ... or whether ... the Barnes claim group is part of a larger native 
title claim group which holds native title rights and interests over the overlap area—at [4]. 

 
As Mr Barnes was unrepresented, directions were given to assist him in preparing and 
presenting his case—at [7]. 
 
The disputed area 
After explaining the areas covered by each application, his Honour noted that: 

In the north-eastern section of the overlap area are two areas called Nanara and Darima. It is with 
respect to these two areas that most of the evidence was given ... . [O]n the evidence ... and 
submissions [of] ... Mr Barnes, [they] are the areas in respect of which he claims native title rights 
and interests, at least in terms of his current application. The balance of the overlap area does not 
therefore need to be further considered in detail—at [10].  

 
While the part of the area over which the Barnes claim group claimed native title ‘as a 
separate group’ was not ‘precisely defined’, it was referred to by the court as ‘the 
Nanara/Darima area’. It included ‘a settlement sometimes called the Town Camp or the Old 
Town Camp’. It was said that one of the reasons Mr Barnes made the Barnes application was 
because he made an unsuccessful application for an Aboriginal Community Living Area 
under Pt 8 of the Pastoral Land Act (NT) on behalf of himself and members of his family for 
an area ‘proximate to’ Darima’—at [12] and [15].  
 

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/FCA/2011/879.html
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The Barnes application 
The native title claim group for the Barnes application was identified as Janba Gurdalanji 
and said to be limited to certain descendants of Sarah Bulumbini, the traditional owner of an 
area identified as Nguwnera (Nanera). Mr Barnes’ mother was Vivienne Lewis Bibbie Wai-
bulla, the daughter of Sarah Bulumbini. In the Barnes application, recognition was sought 
over the Nanara/Darima area to the exclusion of all others (i.e. ‘exclusive’ native title). 
However, presumably in order to comply with s 61A(3) of the NTA, it was also stated that 
no claim to exclusive rights was made in relation to an areas subject to a ‘previous non-
exclusive possession act’ as defined in s 23F of the NTA.  
 
The Barnes application recognised the Rockhampton/Brunette Downs claim group as direct 
descendants of the Wombi (Wambaya) extended families within the Janba Gurdalanji 
People. Within that wider group, the Barnes claim group was said to be the traditional 
custodial owners of the more confined Nanara/Darima area ‘having had an association with 
it unbroken from the beginning of time’. According to Mansfield J, Mr Barnes regarded the 
Rockhampton/Brunette Downs claim group as ‘unlawful’ within Aboriginal law and custom. 
The court also noted some animosity between Mr Barnes and Maurice O’Keefe, a witness for 
the other claim group, but this did not impede the court’s ability to resolve ‘the particular 
legal question in issue’—at [23] to [26]. 
 
The evidence 
Mr Barnes described the claim group as being ‘the descendants of Sarah Bulumbina who was 
born in 1900 and passed away in May 1982’. The application specifically named her children, 
grandchildren and great grandchildren and made it clear the claim group was ‘limited to 
those persons’. It also said that Sarah Bulumbina was the traditional owner of the area 
identified as Nguwnera (Nanera), rather than any wider area. Mr Barnes also confined the 
claim to the ‘Nguwnera and Darima’ area.  
 
In a genealogy prepared and adopted by Dr Robert Graham (an anthropologist who gave 
expert evidence), Sarah Bulumbina’s ancestry was traced back through Djimbu-Walu-Unu 
(her father) and Nyarrarampi (her grandfather). The genealogy confirmed that Sarah 
Bulumbina had four children, including Mr Barnes’ mother Vivian Lewis Bibbie Wai-bulla, 
and showed her six children and her grandchildren (i.e. Sarah’s great grandchildren). The 
genealogy also showed other descendents of Sarah’s grandfather Nyarrarampi, also born 
around 1900, including Bruce Piralamaji Gardaalanji.  
 
In relation to the Nanara/Darima area, among other things, Mr Barnes gave evidence that: 

He is concerned that the pastoralist, together with the NLC, is either allowing or contributing to 
the progressive degradation of those sites. He is aware of parts of that area where certain people 
should not go or certain things which should not be touched. He himself is an initiated man. He 
wants to keep the land, with its traditions and important features and to look after it, so that it 
cannot be bought or sold. He strongly says that he has never given up rights to his country, the 
country of his mother and his grandmother. He was born into those rights and was guided in his 
younger years by his elders into a fuller understanding of the country and his relationship with 
it—at [32].  

 
His Honour accepted Mr Barnes’ evidence as to ‘his long relationship with the 
Nanara/Darima area, and his educational and ceremonial experiences on that country and its 
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wider environs’. The genuineness of ‘his very strong feelings of being part of that land, and 
of his obligations in relation to it’ was also clear—at [33].  
 
However, the issue to be resolved was whether ‘upon the whole of the evidence’ the court 
was satisfied that ‘the native title rights and interests which Mr Barnes claims are in fact held 
by that group in relation to the Nanara/Darima area’. According to Mr Barnes, there were 
‘two separate native title holding groups of the Wombi People’, his group for the country 
known as Ngunnera and Maurice O’Keefe (and his sister Shirley O’Keefe) for the country at 
Corella Creek (Kulujulu)—at [33] to [34]. 
 
Therefore, the evidence of those who asserted this was not the case, such as Shirley O’Keefe, 
Maurice O’Keefe, Gerry Anderson, Judy Holt, Dr Graham, and other documentary material, 
had to be considered.  
 
Judy Holt was born and grew up at the Old Camp on Brunette Downs. Her evidence 
included that: 
• ‘the senior man for the wider country’ when she was young, including the 

Nanara/Darima area, was Bruce Piralamaji and then Jack Cotton (who was one of Sarah 
Bulambina’s nephews) 

• senior people for the country generally (including the Nanara/Darima area) now are 
Maurice and Shirley O’Keefe through their mother Gladys O’Keefe and Bruce Piralamaji 

• there was a close association between Jack Cotton and Mr Barnes’ mother, Vivienne 
Lewis Bibbie Wai-bulla.  

 
Shirley O’Keefe’s evidence ‘was to much the same effect’. She also said that many members 
of the wider group (including the Barnes group) were born there and buried in the vicinity. 
She recalled a meeting in about 1993, following the death of Jack Cotton, which took place at 
Nanara to discuss who should then be the senior people for that country. She disputed Mr 
Barnes’ evidence that: 
• there was an agreement struck that the O’Keefe and Green families would relocate to the 

Corella Creek area as ‘their country and the Barnes family would stay at Nanara as ‘their 
country’, even on ‘an informal basis’, and  

• according to traditional laws and customs, ‘there was an accepted means by which such 
a division of rights could be effected, or that it had even been attempted’—at [38]. 

 
Gerry Anderson also grew up at Brunette Downs and lived and worked in the Town Camp 
until about 1967. He also recognised Bruce Piralamaji as ‘the boss of the general Brunette 
Downs country including the Namara/Darima area’. He described activities over the wider 
area (i.e. including the Nanara/Darima area) being engaged by a group ‘not confined to the 
Barnes claim group’. He said a large number of people were born and grew up in the 
Nanara/Darima area and that he considers Maurice O’Keefe is the senior man for the wider 
area that includes the Nanara/Darima area.  
 
Maurice O’Keefe, Bruce Piralamaji’s son, was born at Brunette Downs in 1951 and grew up 
and worked there. His father passed away when he was about 10 and he moved to 
Queensland in 1972 but returned to Brunette Downs in 1977. Due to a disagreement, he lived 
more at the Corella Creek area and in 1994 supported the grant of that area as a Community 
Living Area. He said he was one of the traditional owners of Nanara through his father and 
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grandfather. Like the other witnesses, he described similar activities, ceremonies and 
Dreamings associated with Nanara and said he was now ‘the main person for that area and 
the wider country. He agreed that in about 1993 there was a falling out between himself and 
Mr Barnes’—at [40].  
 
Dr Graham, (‘a well qualified and experienced anthropologist’) had ‘conducted extensive 
research in relation to the Brunette Downs area as early as 1997, when considering Mr 
Barnes’ application for a Community Living Area. His research included interviewing Mr 
Barnes and his mother Vivienne Lewis (who was then living at Tennant Creek) ‘as well as 
with many others’. For the purposes of his evidence, Dr Graham had also had regard to 
research by another consultant anthropologist, Dr Michael Niblett, concerning an application 
made in May 1997 under the Aboriginal Land Rights (Northern Territory) Act 1976 (Cwlth) for a 
grant of land in the overlap area but not in the Nanara/Darima area. Dr Graham also 
arranged for further research to be carried out relating to the current two claims in 2011. He 
confirmed that the overlap area lay within country associated with the Wambaya language 
group:  

From the ethnography, the existence of that language group as a social organisation of Indigenous 
people cannot be doubted, which included the Rockhampton/Brunette Downs claim group. That 
material also shows a close association between the Wambaya and Gudanji language group to the 
north, through language, marriage, ceremony, shared residence and work history. He indicated 
that the elements of the wider Wambaya society inform the individual’s rights and interests in 
land, include the moiety and subsection systems; the kinship system of named relationships 
between persons; belief in the creative Dreaming and its mythology and ritual, and the 
organisation of rights to country or estates, sites and Dreamings in terms of patrilineal descent. His 
report of 4 March 2011 explains those features in detail. Consistent with the thrust of the other oral 
evidence, he confirmed that the overlap area is associated with the Eaglehawk Dreaming—at [43].  

 
The evidence showed that Bruce Piralamaji was born in 1902 and spent much of his life on 
Brunette Downs. Dr Graham’s evidence, which was consistent with the oral evidence, ‘that 
Bruce Piralamaji was the senior man for the Indigenous group with rights and 
responsibilities over the Rockhampton/Brunette Downs area including the Nanara/Darima 
area’ was accepted—at [46]. 
 
Bruce Piralamaji married Gladys O’Keefe and they had four children who are now ‘senior 
members of the Eaglehawk Group’ and ‘have a responsibility for that area, including the 
Nanara/Darima area’. Since Gladys O’Keefe married Jack Rennie after the passing away of 
Bruce Piralamaji, and she and the children of Bruce Piralamaji took on the O’Keefe name, 
they are now members of the O’Keefe family group. It was also clear that ‘Mr Barnes and his 
family are members of that wider group ... because they have such rights through their 
mother and grandmother’, i.e. Sarah Bulumbina’s father was Bruce Piralamaji’s older 
brother.  
 
According to his Honour: 

Dr Graham’s evidence left no scope for there being a separate area, whether it be the overlap area 
or the Nanara/Darima area, within the Brunette Downs area, which was separately held by a more 
narrowly defined group of native title holders defined as the Barnes group. The material he 
assembled showed that the Eaglehawk Group had principal sites both in the Corella Creek area 
and in the Brunette Creek area or overlap area. Members of the O’Keefe family have been listed by 
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the Aboriginal Areas Protection Authority as principal custodians of significant sites in the area 
including sites at Nanara and Darima. The recording of certain Dreaming Stories, including both 
the Eaglehawk Dreaming and the Rainbow Snake Dreaming, has consistently noted that a wider 
group is responsible for those stories, and not simply the Barnes group. Neither the overlap area 
nor the Nanara/Darima area has been separated from, or isolated from, that wider area or from 
those persons who constitute the wider group—at [47].  

 
Mr Barnes argued Dr Graham ’had a closed mind to whether the Barnes claim group held 
native title over the Nanara/Darima area’, had told Mr Barnes in 1998 that the NLC would 
fight his claim to the Nanara/Darima area and that Dr Graham and the NLC ‘would not 
recognise the separate claim groups as they wished to retain influence or power despite as 
Mr Barnes contended the existence of two separate native title holding groups’. Mansfield J 
has ‘no doubt about Dr Graham’s professionalism or his independence’ and no reason ‘to 
doubt the good faith or the commitment of the Northern Land Council’, putting Mr Barnes’ 
criticisms down to ‘his strong emotional belief in his entitlement to be recognised as the 
native title holder of the confined area, and that not enough has been done to preserve and 
protect it’—at [49] to [50]. 
 
Proof required 
As noted, the Barnes claim group had to satisfy the court that: 

[I]t was a body of persons united in and by its own acknowledgement and observance of a body of 
traditional laws and customs, which constitutes a normative system under which those rights and 
interests are created—at [53], referring to Members of the Yorta Yorta Aboriginal Community v State of 
Victoria (2002) 214 CLR at [29], [47] and [49].   

 
This gave rise to a complex factual dispute, namely:  

[W]hether the relationship of the Barnes claim group to the Nanara/Darima area is of the character 
referred to in the preceding paragraph, so that they hold native title rights over that area in their 
capacity as members of the Barnes claim group or whether they do so in the wider capacity as 
members of the Rockhampton/Brunette Downs claim group. If it is the former, it is necessary that 
their particular interests as a subgroup of the wider claim group must be shown to have been 
enjoyed by them as that narrow group under the traditional laws and customs acknowledged and 
observed by them at least since sovereignty, and have continued to be enjoyed in that capacity 
since that time, to the exclusion of the wider claim group—at [54]  

 
If the Barnes claim group is a subset of a wider community whose traditional laws and 
customs determine who has native title in particular sites or areas, s 223 requires that: 

[T]he subset, or narrow group, must in that confined capacity be the holders of the native title 
rights and interests. They must show that under the traditional laws and customs of that group, 
they constitute a separate group with normative laws and customs which existed at sovereignty 
and which gave them the rights which they now assert over the Nanara/Darima area to the 
exclusion of others and that, subject to any issues of extinguishment, they have continued to 
exercise those rights and interests over the Nanara/Darima area and that others, whether the 
Rockhampton/Brunette Downs claim group or some other different group, did not hold and enjoy 
native title rights and interests over the Nanara/Darima areas at least since white settlement—at 
[55].  
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It was found that, to the contrary, ‘the overwhelming evidence’ indicated that the Barnes 
claim group ‘is part of that group of Aboriginal persons who enjoy, or may enjoy, native title 
rights and interests over the Rockhampton/Brunette Downs claim area, including the 
Nanara/Darima area’—at [58].  
 
None of Mr Barnes’ submissions as to the features that ‘might distinguish him or the Barnes 
claim group from the wider group’ made ‘any real inroads into challenging the strong 
weight of evidence against the contentions of the Barnes claim group’—at [60].  
 
The court found that: 

It was apparent that Mr Barnes feels very strongly that the Nanara/Darima area requires vigorous 
protection from being further degraded by other activities on that area, in particular those of the 
present pastoralist, and that he saw himself as the appropriate – and I suspect the only – person 
who would forcefully take on that role. But, it is equally apparent from Mr Barnes’ evidence 
during his cross-examination that the claim exclusively to hold native title rights over the 
Nanara/Darima area through Sarah Bulambina to the exclusion of others who he accepted were the 
descendents of Bruce Piralamaji cannot be sustained. Those rights were rights enjoyed by a wider 
native title group rather than one comprising only her direct descendants. Mr Barnes 
acknowledged as much. There is no traditional law or custom of that wider group demonstrated 
which would support the segregation of those rights into separate areas in the way that Mr Barnes 
now asserts to have occurred only in the course of the last generation or so. I do not accept that that 
has occurred in accordance with the traditional laws and customs of the holders of native title in 
the wider Rockhampton/Brunette Downs claim area which existed at the time of sovereignty. Nor 
do I accept that at that time there was a separate group of native title holders defined or identified 
only by the ancestors of Sarah Bulambina which was confined to the enjoyment or exercise of those 
native title rights over the confined Nanara/Darima area. The statement of the proposition 
demonstrates its fallacy. The evidence in cross-examination of Mr Barnes did not support any such 
proposition. It is not consistent with any of the evidence—at [68].  

 
Decision 
The separate question was answered in the negative because: 
• the Barnes claim group is not a group of persons who hold native title in the 

Nanara/Darima area 
• they are part of a wider or larger group who hold native title over the larger 

Rockhampton/Brunette Downs area 
• it was not necessary ‘for present purposes ‘to determine the extent of that area or the 

precise description of that group but it would include Sarah Bulambina’s descendants 
• any native title interests Mr Barnes and the Barnes claim group hold in the 

Nanara/Darima area are held in conjunction with, and as members of, a wider group—at 
[70] to [71].  

 
Therefore, the Barnes application was dismissed.  
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Amendment of claim group description 
Lovett v Victoria (No 3) [2011] FCA 867 
North J, 19 July 2011 
 
Issue 
The Federal Court had to decide whether an amendment to the description of the native title 
claim group to include the Eastern Maar People as part of the native title claim group for an 
application originally brought on behalf of the Gunditjmara People could be authorised 
under s 251B of the Native Title Act 1993 (Cwlth) (NTA). While it was not free from doubt, 
Justice North decided the ‘better view’ was that s 251B applied in this case and that it had 
been followed—at [9]. 
 
Background 
The Gunditjmara People lodged two claimant applications in relation to part of South West 
Victoria, the first in August 1996 and the second in June 2006. The proceedings were split 
into the Part A area and the Part B area in March 2007 because it seemed there may be people 
other than those named in the claim group who had native title rights and interests in the 
Part B area. A determination of native title was made by consent in relation to the Part A 
area (see Lovett on behalf of the Gunditjmara People v Victoria [2007] FCA 474).  
 
Amendment to include Eastern Maar People in the Part B application 
An agreement was reached recognising that both the Gunditjmara People and the Eastern 
Maar People have native title rights and interests in the Part B area. Leave to amend the 
original applications was sought in respect of the Part B area to reflect that agreement. 
Affidavit evidence was provided setting out the procedure used by each group to authorise 
the native title claim and the proposed amendments pursuant to s 251B(b) of the NTA and a 
subsequent combined authorisation meeting was held on 7 July 2011 in which both groups 
authorised the amendments to the applications by majority vote.   
 
While it was not entirely clear whether s 251B applied, Justice North found that ‘the better 
view’ was that it does. In any case, a cautious approach was taken in this matter and the ‘full 
procedure required’ by s 251B(b) to authorise the amendments was followed by both the 
Gunditjmara People and the Eastern Maar People. Further, none of the respondent parties 
opposed the amendment.  

 
Decision 
Leave to amend the applications was granted. Further, there are two registered n 
 
Comment - two groups, one application 
Subsection 61(1) of the NTA specifically provides that the native title claim group for a 
claimant application is all those who hold the common or group rights comprising the 
particular native title claimed. With respect, regardless of how s 251B is interpreted, it 
appears ss 13 and 61 do not contemplate the situation accommodated in this case, i.e. there is 
no suggestion that the Gunditjmara People and the Eastern Maar People hold common or 
group native title rights, a proposition that is reinforced by the fact that each group has its 
own registered native title body corporate.  

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/FCA/2011/867.html
http://www.austlii.edu.au/cgi-bin/sinodisp/au/cases/cth/FCA/2007/474.html?stem=0&synonyms=0&query=title(Gunditjmara%20)
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Prior v Queensland [2011] FCA 783 
Rares J, 4 July 2011  
 
Issue 
The issue in this case was whether the Federal Court should allow the applicant to amend 
the description of the native title claim group in a claimant application from ‘the Birri-Gubba 
people’ to ‘the Juru people’.   
 
Background 
A detailed anthropological report by Dr Sandra Pannell concluded that the people who 
formed the community or group claiming rights and interests over the Cape Upstart area 
were properly able to be identified as Juru and that the use of the description ‘Birri-Gubba’ 
in the description of the claim group given in the original application appeared to have been 
mistaken because ‘Birri-Gubba’ referred to a broader community or society, of which those 
who claim native title rights in respect of Cape Upstart formed a distinct subgroup known as 
Juru or Yuru—at [6].  
 
Justice Rares was of the view that that the Native Title Act 1993 (Cwlth) accommodated 
situations that ‘conform with the anthropological reality’ in which communal, group or 
individual rights and interests ‘sometimes exist ... within ... lesser included, subgroups, tribes 
or clans who share some, but not all, of the same traditional laws and customs’. His Honour 
was satisfied that the more appropriate nomenclature for the people seeking to claim native 
title rights and interests in respect of the land at Cape Upstart, was Juru—at [8] to [9]. 
 
Decision 
Leave was granted for the applicant to amend the claimant application to change the 
description of the persons on whose behalf the claim is made from Birri-Gubba people to 
Juru people.   
 

Claim group membership 
Aplin v Queensland (No 2) [2010] FCA 1326 
Dowsett J, 12 October 2010 
 
Issue 
The applicant moved the Federal Court for an order pursuant to s 84(8) of the Native Title Act 
1993 (Cwlth) (NTA) that a respondent, Gregory Phillips, cease to be a party to the 
proceedings. In response, Mr Phillips moved the court for orders that, in summary, the 
proceedings be stayed or adjourned until the native title claim group: 
• amended the application to include his ancestor (Minnie or Mayabuganji) in the list of 

known Waanyi ancestors, or 
• held a properly constituted claim group meeting, chaired by a court Registrar who could 

‘properly advise’ the group of the legal implications of the decision in Aplin v Queensland 

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/FCA/2011/783.html
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/FCA/2010/1326.html
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[2010] FCA 625 (Aplin , summarised in Native Title Hot Spots Issue 33) at which a decision 
was to be made whether or not Mr Phillips’ ancestor was a Waanyi person, and 

• if so, the group was to authorise the applicant to amend the application to reflect that 
decision. 

 
Background 
In Aplin, Justice Dowsett declared that the laws and customs of the Waanyi People 
concerning who are Waanyi People are that ‘a person is a Waanyi person if and only if other 
Waanyi people recognise that he or she is descended (which may include adoption) from a 
person whom they recognise as having been Waanyi and the person identifies him or herself 
as a Waanyi person. His Honour also made further declarations concerning the status of 
Minnie as a Waanyi person which were referable to the views of some current and deceased 
Waanyi people. Despite those declarations, Dowsett J recognised that it was a matter for the 
Waanyi people to determine if Minnie was a Waanyi person, and if so, whether the person in 
question was a descendant of that ‘ancestor’, i.e. it was not a matter for the court to 
determine—at [21] and see Aplin at [267]. 
 
In July 2010, orders were made by consent to amend the claim group description in the 
application to reflect his Honour’s primary declaration (see the postscript attached to the 
Aplin summary in Native Title Hot Spots Issue 33). The amended claim group description did 
not include Minnie as a Waanyi ancestor. His Honour made suggestions about how the issue 
of whether Minnie was a Waanyi person could be resolved, which included a meeting of the 
persons who jointly constitute the applicant who would then make a recommendation to a 
meeting of the claim group. This was done but conflicting proposals were put to the claim 
group meeting and, in the end, the group decided to defer consideration of Minnie’s status 
to a later time—at [10] and see Aplin at [269]. 
 
As the application was proceeding towards a consent determination and as the issue 
remained unresolved, the applicant and Mr Phillips sought to press their respective positions 
by seeking the orders summarised above. His Honour characterised the reasons for the 
proceeding as follows: 
 
The applicant contemplates difficulty in achieving a consent determination if Mr Phillips 
remains as a party, and so seeks to have him dismissed from the proceedings. Mr Phillips, on 
the other hand, seeks to have the hearing deferred, thus placing pressure upon the claim 
group to accede to his claims—at [11]. 
 
His Honour dismissed the applicant’s motion for an order that Mr Phillips cease to be a 
party. Apart from any other consideration, Dowsett J thought ‘it would be unwise to take 
that step at this time’. Mr Phillips had made a series of factual concessions which, in his 
Honour’s view, ‘should be incorporated into the eventual determination so that they are 
clearly binding upon him as a party to the proceedings’. It is the case that any further steps 
in the proceedings ‘will be more conveniently taken’ if Mr Phillips remains a party until a 
determination is made—at [12]. 
 
As to the order in relation to the holding of a meeting, Dowsett J doubted the court had the 
power to make the resolution of the proceedings dependent upon the claim group holding a 

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/FCA/2010/625.html
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meeting of that kind, given the conduct of such a meeting is regulated by the group’s 
traditional law and custom or by its own determination of an appropriate process—at [13]. 
 
As to the failure of the claim group to amend the application in the way Mr Phillips sought, 
his Honour had previously suggested that the court may be able to review a decision of a 
claim group as to its composition by applying a procedure similar to that applying to a 
‘fraud on a power or oppression of a minority of shareholders of a corporation’—see Aplin at 
[270]. 
 
Mr Phillips submitted that there was a ‘reasonable basis for asserting a claim for relief on a 
ground akin to fraud on [a] power’. This was based mostly on the way the claim group 
meeting in relation to Minnie’s status was conducted. His Honour, however, was of the view 
that Mr Phillips had no legitimate interest in the conduct of the meeting—at [14]. 
 
Mr Phillip relied on various affidavits which, among other things asserted that: 
• some knowledgeable persons at the meeting thought that Minnie was a Waanyi person 
• someone suggested that ‘the Minnie family were only seeking native title for the money’, 

and 
• the applicant’s solicitor raised irrelevant issues and failed to raise relevant issues—at [15] 

to [20]. 
 
After considering the material before him, his Honour accepted that there was 
a reluctance on the part of the claim group to accept Minnie as an apical ancestor but 
could not see there was ‘any justification for a finding of fraud on [a] power, if that is indeed 
a remedy which could be tailored to meet the needs of the present situation’—at [21]. 
 
His Honour was not prepared to allow Mr Phillips to raise the separate issue of fraud on a 
power at this stage of the proceedings as there was ‘not presently a sufficient basis for such 
an assertion’. Mr Phillip’s issue could be dealt with in subsequent proceedings—at [23]. 
 
May be no remedy for Mr Phillips  
His Honour noted that: 

This position is unsatisfactory to Mr Phillips. He fears that the claim group may not have any real 
incentive to address the matter after determination. That may or may not be so, and there may or 
may not be a remedy for any unreasonable conduct by members of the claim group, individually or 
collectively. However the present question is as to the final resolution of this litigation. As far as I 
can see, all matters which need to be resolved in order to justify a determination as to the existence 
of native title, have been resolved as between the parties, including the issues raised for 
determination separately—at [24], emphasis added. 

 
Decision 
Both notices of motion were dismissed. 
 
Postscript 
See Aplin v Queensland (No 3) [2010] FCA 1515 (summarised in Native Title Hot Spots Issue 35) 
for consideration of whether it was appropriate to make a determination of native title in this 
matter. 
 

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/FCA/2010/1326.html
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/FCA/2010/1515.html
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Determination of native title - respondent opposes 
Aplin v Queensland (No 3) [2010] FCA 1515  
Dowsett J, 9 December 2010 
 
Issue 
The main issue of interest in this case was whether the Federal Court should make a 
determination of native title in the form proposed by the parties under the Native Title Act 
1993 (Cwlth) (NTA) despite the continued opposition of one of the respondents to the 
description of the native title holding group. Justice Dowsett decided it was appropriate to 
do so essentially because of undisputed evidence before the court, admissions made in the 
proceedings and Dowsett J’s earlier decisions on point—see Aplin v Queensland [2010] FCA 
625 (Aplin No 1) and Aplin v Queensland (No 2) [2010] FCA 1326 [Aplin (No 2)] summarised in 
Native Title Hot Spots Issue 33 and Issue 35 respectively. 
  
Background 
The Waanyi People’s application, as amended, covered an area of 17,900 square kilometres 
in the southern Gulf of Carpentaria. An agreement had been reached between all but one of 
the parties (Gregory Phillips). Justice Dowsett set out the history of Mr Phillips’ continued 
opposition to the description of the native title claim group in this matter. Mr Phillips’ 
asserted his ancestor (a woman called Minnie or Mayabuganji) was a Waanyi woman from 
whom he and other Waanyi people may be descended and so they should be included in the 
claim group—see Aplin No 1 and Aplin (No 2). 
 
Consent determination not available 
Justice Dowsett was satisfied that, as a result of the binding declarations made in Aplin (No 
2), there were ‘no outstanding factual disputes as between Mr Gregory and any of the other 
parties’—at [3]. 
 
Mr Phillips submitted that the court could not make a determination recognising the 
existence of native title because it could not be satisfied ‘that the claim group as described 
holds native title over the subject land’. Dowsett J disagreed: 

With all respect to Mr Phillips, his continued opposition to a determination is based upon his 
refusal to accept my decision following the earlier hearing which effectively disposed of this 
question. Mr Phillips’ claim to membership of the claim group is based upon his assertion that he 
is descended from a woman called Minnie who, he alleges, was a Waanyi woman from whom 
Waanyi people may be descended. I held [in Aplin (No 2)] that it is for the Waanyi people to decide 
whether they accept Minnie’s descendants as being Waanyi. Mr Phillips has not signed the 
agreement, and so the Court cannot determine the matter pursuant to s 87 of the Act. However his 
opposition cannot prevent the Court from determining the matter on the undisputed evidence, 
admissions, including Mr Phillips’ admissions and my findings—at [5].  

 
According to his Honour: 

The Court’s overarching responsibility is to hear and determine the matter in accordance with law, 
including the Act and the rules of procedural fairness. Courts resolve matters which are in dispute 
between parties. ... When parties make admissions or concessions, the issues for determination are 
narrowed. ... . When, as here, the proceedings have significance for people other than the parties, 

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/FCA/2010/1515.html
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/FCA/2010/625.html
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/FCA/2010/625.html
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/FCA/2010/1326.html
http://www.nntt.gov.au/News-and-Communications/Newsletters/Native-title-Hot-Spots-archive/Documents/Hot%20Spots%2033/Hot%20Spots%2033.pdf
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the Court must give especial consideration to the appropriateness of making consent orders. In the 
present case, I see no reason to depart from the parties’ identification of the issues and their 
consensual resolution. They have had the benefit of appropriate legal advice. The proceedings 
have been on foot for a long time and have been appropriately publicized [sic]. ... I see no reason to 
doubt that the proposed orders have been drafted with appropriate regard for the public interest. 
The State and the various local authorities are well placed to protect that interest—at [6]. 

 
From the material before the court, Dowsett J concluded that: 

[T]he Waanyi people are descended from a society of Aboriginal people who occupied the 
determination area continuously prior to sovereignty and thereafter. Such society was united by 
the acknowledgement and observance of traditional laws and customs. ... [T]he rights and interests 
which I recognize today are derived from the continuous observance of these laws and customs—
at [18].  

 
 His Honour was satisfied the proposed orders met the requirements of ss 94A and 225 of 
NTA and that it was appropriate to give effect to their agreement. 
 
Decision 
Orders consistent with the terms agreed by the consenting parties were made that recognise 
the Waanyi People as the common law holders of the native title in the determination area 
and recognise that, as such, they are entitled to the use and enjoyment of the land and waters 
in accordance with their traditional laws and customs. As required under s 225, other 
interests in the determination area and the relationships of those interests to the native title 
interests are also included in the determination.  
 
The determination will not take effect unless and until a related agreement is registered on 
the Register of Indigenous Land Use Agreements. When the determination becomes 
effective, the Waanyi Native Title Aboriginal Corporation is to be the prescribed body 
corporate for the purposes of s 57 of the NTA. It will not hold the native title in trust but act 
as agent for the native title holders. 
 

Error in determination – slip rule or revised 
application? 
Lovett v Victoria (No 4) (2011) 195 FCR 198; [2011] FCA 931 
North J, 19 July 2011 
 
Issue 
The issue here was whether a determination of native title made by consent in 2007 could be 
varied to include areas omitted accidentally by legal representatives under Order 35 of the 
Federal Court Rules or whether an order to vary the determination made pursuant to s 
13(1)(b) of the Native Title Act 1993 (Cwlth) (NTA) was required. In the circumstances of this 
case, the variation was made pursuant to O 35 r 7 of the FCR. 
 
Background 

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/FCA/2011/931.html
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The Gunditjmara People lodged two claimant applications over an area in Victoria. The 
proceedings were split into Part A and Part B and a determination of native title was made 
by consent in relation to Part A: see Lovett People v Victoria [2007] FCA 474.  
 
In July 2011, the native title holders applied under O 35 R 7(3) or O 35 R (7)(2)(f) of the 
Federal Court Rules to vary the determination made in relation to Part A so as to add 11 
parcels of land to the area where native title was determination to exist. The State of 
Victoria’s evidence was that (among other things): 
• the 11 parcels were accidentally omitted as a result of an error made by the legal 

representatives of both the Gunditjmara People and the state at the time that the consent 
determination was made, and 

• it had since sought consent to the inclusion of the 11 omitted parcels from the nine 
people with interests in those parcels, a number of them had responded and none of 
them objected to the proposed change to the determination or wanted to be involved in 
the proceedings. 

 
Order 35 r 7(2)(f) provided that the Court ‘may vary or set aside a judgment or order after 
the order has been entered where ... the party in whose favour the order was made consents’. 
O 35 r 7(2)(f) was satisfied because ‘the party in whose favour the determination was made, 
the Gunditjmara people ... , consents [sic] to the variation—at [6]. 
 
Order 35 r 7(3) provided that a ‘clerical mistake in a judgment or order, or an error arising in 
a judgment order from an accidental slip or omission’ may be corrected by the court ‘at any 
time’. 
 
O 35 r 7 FCR or revision under s 13(1)(b) NTA? 
Justice North considered whether the appropriate procedure for variation of the Part A 
determination was that found in under s 13(1)(b) of the NTA, which allows the court to 
revoke or vary an ‘approved determination of native title’. In this case, the ground would be 
that set out in s 13(5)(b), i.e. ‘because the interests of justice would demand that the Part A 
determination be varied to include the omitted 11 parcels’. This would require the filing of a 
revised native title determination under s 61(1) which, in turn, would trigger reference to the 
Tribunal’s Native Title Registrar who would then be required to give notice of the 
application in accordance with s 66 of the NTA, which was apparently a more onerous and 
less timely process that that required if reliance was placed on O 35 r 7 FCR—see at [7] to [8]. 
 
Decision 
North J found that the court was empowered to make orders varying the determination 
under either s 13 of the NTA or O 35 r 7 FCR, with the choice being dependent upon the 
circumstances. What had to be determined was whether the legislature intended the 
notification process required by the NTA to be followed in circumstances of this case or 
whether the procedure under O 35 r 7(2)(f) and (3) was appropriate given there was ‘an 
acknowledged [erroneous, accidental] omission’—at [8].  
 
It was held that ‘no useful purpose [was] ... served by requiring the full notification process’ 
under the NTA in this case because both those whose interests might be affected by the 
variation of the determination and the Gunditjmara People consented to the variation. 
Therefore, orders were made under O 35 r 7(2)(f) and (3) of the FCR—at [9] to [10].  

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/FCA/2007/474.html
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New FCR 2011 
Note that this issue would now be dealt with under rule 39.05 of the Federal Court Rules 2011 
which provides that the court may vary or set aside a judgment or order after it has been 
entered if (among other things): 
• it does not reflect the intention of the Court 
• the party in whose favour it was made consents 
• there is a clerical mistake in a judgment or order, or 
• there is an error arising in a judgment or order from an accidental slip or omission. 
 

Invalid future act notice 
Little/Western Australia/FMG Resources Pty Ltd [2011] NNTTA 173 
O’Dea Member, 22 September 2011 
 
Issue 
This decision deals with whether or not the notice requirements of s 29 of the Native Title Act 
1993 (Cwlth) (NTA) were met and hence whether the Tribunal had jurisdiction to conduct an 
inquiry into an objection to the application of the expedited procedure.   
 
Background 
In August 2010, the State of Western Australia gave notice under s 29 that it intended to 
grant an exploration licence to FMG Resources Pty Ltd which included a statement that it 
considered the grant attracted the expedited procedure.  
 
Pursuant to s 29(2), personal notification letters were sent to the registered native title 
claimant for the Badimia People’s application (the native title party), the Yamatji Land and 
Sea Council (the representative body) and the National Native Title Tribunal. Those letters 
included the wrong tenement number in the subject heading of the letter and in one of two 
maps attached to the notice.   
 
Pursuant to s 29(3), public notice was given in The West Australian and the Koori Mail. Both 
notices indicated the relevant area was 161.13 km2 , when in fact it was only 33.2 km2, and 
that it was 161.13 km north of Meekatharra, when it in fact 30 km south of Mt Magnet, some 
290 km south of where it was described to be in the public notice. 
 
The native title party submitted that the s 29 notice was invalid.  
 
Personal notice under s 29(2) of the NTA 
Member O’Dea noted that the state had notified the native title party, the representative 
body, the grantee party and the Tribunal as required under s 29(2) and that neither the 
native title party nor representative body were confused as to ‘the actual tenement’, despite 
the inaccurate descriptions of it in the state’s notice. It was held that, because the native title 
party lodged an objection to the expedited procedure application in relation to the proposed 
tenement, the letters and attachments were sufficient and that the native title party’s rights 
were not adversely affected by the discrepancies—at [13] and [18].  
 

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/NNTTA/2011/173.html
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Public notice under s 29(3) of the NTA 
On the public notices in The West Australian and the Koori Mail, Member O’Dea held that any 
person who may have been prompted to lodge a native title claim in response to those notice 
would have been ‘completely misled’ by the description and that any such person ‘could not 
have possibly known that the notice referred to an area in the Badimia claim’. It was held 
that: 
• ‘the inadequacy’ of the notice ‘denied that notional group an opportunity’ to make a 

claimant application within the time frame required  
• therefore, the s 29 notification process had ‘failed’, and  
• the Tribunal was ‘deprived of its jurisdiction to determine this objection’—at [22].   
 
Decision 
The Tribunal did not have jurisdiction to conduct an inquiry into the objection application 
because of the government party’s failure to comply with the requirements of s 29(3) of the 
NTA. Therefore, the application was dismissed. 
 
Member’s comment on future progress 
Member O’Dea noted ‘considerable time and resources’ had already been expended into this 
matter and that, if the grantee party still wanted the tenement, fresh s 29 notices would need 
to issue. If so: 

Presumably the Government party will again, in accordance with its standard policy, include the 
expedited procedure statement, the native title party will again lodge an objection application and 
parties will again employ considerable time and resources in pursuing that application—at [23]. 

 
In these circumstances, Member O’Dea thought it ‘necessary’ to make the following 
comments ‘to allow the parties to pursue this matter in a manner which will avoid 
unnecessary wastage of time and resources’: 

 Before coming to my conclusion in relation to jurisdiction I had considered the evidence in this 
matter and ... was inclined to find that, pursuant to s 237(b), the expedited procedure would not 
apply. In light of Parliament’s clear intention [expressed in [s 109(1)] that the Tribunal should carry 
out its functions in a fair, just, economical, informal and prompt way, I gave serious consideration 
to providing a full set of reasons for the conclusion that I would have reached on the basis of the 
evidence and submissions provided to the party in this matter. However, ... I have decided to 
merely indicate ... the likely outcome on the basis of the evidence currently before the Tribunal  ... 
because it is not beyond the realms of possibility that further or different evidence could be 
submitted ... and ... that the Member charged with the responsibility of the determination may well 
not be me, and consequently may come to a different conclusion—at [24]. 
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Administration of RNTBC 
Dunghutti Elders Council (Aboriginal Corporation) RNTBC v 
Registrar of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Corporations [2011] 
FCAFC 88 
Keane CJ, Lander and Forster JJ, 21 July 2011  
 
Issue 
The main issue in this case was whether the Full Court of the Federal Court should allow an 
appeal against a decision of the primary judge that a notice to ‘show cause’ why a 
corporation should not be put under special administration was valid. The notice was issued 
by the Registrar of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Corporations (Registrar) under the 
Corporations (Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander) Act 2006 (Cwlth) (CATSI Act). 
 
Background 
On 6 January 2010, the Dunghutti Elders Council (Aboriginal Corporation) RNTBC, a trustee 
registered native title body corporate pursuant to s 56 of the Native Title Act 1993 (Cwlth) 
(NTA), received about $6.1 million on behalf of the Dunghutti people as compensation for 
the extinguishment of their native title over an area at Crescent Head in New South Wales.  
 
In February 2011, the Registrar issued a notice to the corporation to ‘show cause’ (provide 
reasons) why the corporation should not be put under special administration under s 487-
10(1) of the CATSI Act (the February notice). A notice was issued in January 2011 but 
withdrawn after the corporation’s lawyers indicated to the Registrar that the notice might be 
invalid (the January notice). The issues raised in the February notice included the following 
issues: 
• a failure to comply with the CATSI Act or internal governance rules of the corporation in 

connection with excessive expenditure on legal fees 
• the corporation’s directors failed to deal with approximately 100 applications for 

membership from persons claiming to be Dunghutti people submitted in 2008 
• the corporation was not fully and properly undertaking its role as an RNTBC under the 

NTA to act for all Dunghutti people in respect of compensation received for the 
extinguishment of native title 

• the corporation’s officers may be acting in their own interests rather than in the interests 
of the members of the corporation as a whole or may be acting in a way that appeared to 
be unfair or unjust 

• the conduct of the corporation’s affairs was oppressive, unfairly prejudicial, unfairly 
discriminatory or contrary to the interests of the members of the corporation as a whole 

• disputes between the members and officers of the corporation were interfering with the 
proper conduct of the its affairs, and 

• the appointment of a special administrator was required in the interests of the 
corporation’s members or in the public interest.  

 
The corporation instituted proceedings in the Federal Court under s 39B(1) of the Judiciary 
Act 1903 (Cwlth) seeking declarations that the notice was invalid and an order restraining 
the Registrar from making a determination that the corporation be put under special 

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/FCAFC/2011/88.html
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/FCAFC/2011/88.html
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administration. The corporation was unsuccessful before the primary judge and appealed to 
the Full Court.  
 
Apprehended bias 
The corporation argued that it had (among other things) brought facts in relation to legal 
expenditure which were ‘incontrovertible’ to the attention of the Registrar in response to the 
January notice and that the Registrar’s failure to abandon reliance on these arguments in the 
second February notice was such as to raise a reasonable apprehension of bias in the mind of 
the fair minded observer.  
 
Chief Justice Keane and Justices Lander and Forster held that the primary judge was right to 
reject this ground because: 
• the function of the draft notice was not ‘to produce a factual narrative or a draft 

judgment inviting acknowledgement and assent from the corporation to whom it was 
given’ 

• its purpose was to ‘afford the corporation an opportunity’ to provide reasons as to why 
‘a determination should not be made in conformity with the allegations in the notice’, 

• withdrawal of the January notice ‘was consistent with an intention to avoid arid 
disputation and pointless delay in resolving the substantive issue’ 

• as to any ‘incontrovertible facts’ that might ‘explain substantial expenditure upon legal 
costs, the corporation has the opportunity to state its case ... on the topic, for example, by 
way of providing itemised invoices’, and 

• any supposedly ‘incontrovertible’ matters needed to be fairly considered by the 
Registrar’s delegate ‘in the light of any explanation which the corporation might choose 
to advance’—at [50], emphasis in original.  

 
The court also held that the existence of a belief on the part of the Registrar as to the 
existence of grounds for a show cause notice could not itself be a circumstance of 
disqualification for the Registrar or the Registrar’s delegate: 

It must ... be understood that the purpose of the show cause notice is to raise concerns, not to 
resolve them. The legislature has authorised a person, who is, ex hypothesi, sufficiently suspicious 
to give a notice raising a concern, to proceed to determine whether that concern is well-founded 
after affording the affected corporation the opportunity to put its case. Accordingly, the existence 
of a belief on the part of the second respondent [the Registrar’s delegate] as to the existence of 
grounds for a show cause notice cannot itself be a circumstance of disqualification ... . Section 487-
10 would be rendered self-stultifying, in that the person authorised to begin and conclude the 
process could not lawfully do so. One cannot attribute such an absurdity to the legislature’—at 
[59].  

 
Denial of procedural fairness 
The corporation argued that it ought to have been provided with an examination report of 
October 2008, the letters of complaint and other documents referred to by the Registrar in the 
letter of February 2011 and that the failure to do so adversely affected the corporation’s 
ability to fully respond to the notice.  
 
The court agreed with the primary judge, holding that: 
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• the February notice satisfied the requirements of procedural fairness because the 
substance of the Registrar’s concerns were identified, along with the relevant provisions 
of the CATSI Act 

• the show cause process affords the corporation the opportunity to respond to adverse 
material, and  

• the idea that the Registrar was under an obligation to disclose material adverse to the 
corporation before giving the show cause notice was not consistent with the CATSI Act—
at [64], [69] and [71].  

 
The court held that any entitlement to procedural fairness must be ‘measured by the need to 
ensure’ that the corporation was given an opportunity to put material before the Registrar 
that ‘might deter him [or her] from making a decision to place the corporation under special 
administration’. Further, ‘the onus of establishing the facts which are said to establish a 
denial of procedural fairness is upon the party making the assertion’ and the corporation 
‘adduced no evidence to make good its assertion of its ignorance of the complaints made 
about it and its inability to address those complaints’—at [78] and [79].  
 
No evidence of expenditure on legal costs 
The corporation argued that it was not possible to determine the total legal costs incurred 
directly or indirectly as a result of the disputes and therefore that there was no evidence to 
support the statement that significant expenditure on legal costs was not in the best interests 
of the corporation and had not been made for a proper purpose.  
 
The court held that: 
• the primary judge was entitled to reject the corporation’s argument 
• the argument was advanced by the corporation as if the proceedings were a judicial 

review of the Registrar’s decision to put the corporation under special administration, 
which was a ‘misconceived’ approach 

• the RNTBC failed to appreciate that ‘evidence apt to justify the commencement of the 
show cause process is not required to rise to a standard sufficient to justify a final 
conclusion adverse to the RNTBC’, and 

• it was enough that there was ‘evidence of a state of affairs which, if left unexplained, 
would permit an adverse inference against the party to whom the show cause notice is 
addressed’—at [83]. 

 
As was noted: 

The February notice provided detail of legal expenditure, stating that $881,080.00 had been spent 
on legal costs in 2008/09 and 2009/10. This sum was said to amount to approximately 13% of the 
monies held in trust and to constitute 50.8% of the appellant’s [the corporation’s] expenditure 
during this period. On these figures alone, the primary judge was entitled to reject the appellant’s 
argument and to proceed to the conclusion that there was a sufficient basis for concern warranting 
the issue of the show cause notice—at [83]. 

 
Reasonable time period 
The corporation argued that the two week period provided in the notice was not reasonable 
as required under the CATSI Act. The court agreed with the primary judge, finding that it 
could not be unreasonable to expect the corporation to be ready to ‘respond promptly when 
required to render an account to the Registrar’ because the corporation was in any case 
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‘obliged to stand ready to render a prompt account of its stewardship to those beneficially 
entitled to the funds’ it held—at [95].  
 
Arguments of construction regarding the notice 
The corporation argued that the notice was deficient in that it did not assert that the disputes 
between the corporation’s members and its officers were interfering with the proper conduct 
of the corporation’s affairs. The court found this argument had no basis in fact given the 
February notice asserted in terms which could not be misunderstood that the disputes were 
‘interfering with the proper conduct of the corporation’s affairs’—at [99]. 
 
The corporation also argued that the notice should have alleged that the corporation’s 
officers were not acting in good faith. The court rejected this argument because (as the 
primary judge had found) there was no express requirement in the CATSI Act as to what 
may, or must, be inserted in a notice to show cause. Further, ‘there was no apparent reason 
why it would be thought that the show cause notice should assert matters proof of which lay 
peculiarly within the corporation’s knowledge’—at [101].  
 
Decision 
It was held that the appeal was dismissed. However, the court stayed its order dismissing 
the appeal and continued interlocutory orders that regulated (on an interim basis) any future 
expenditure by the corporation. In addition, the Registrar undertook not to make a 
determination as to administration before 10 August 2011. 
 
Postscript – subsequent decisions on this matter 
In Dunghutti Elders Council (Aboriginal Corporation) RNTBC v Registrar of Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander Corporations (No 2) [2011] FCAFC 110, the corporation sought to have the 
hearing of the appeal re-opened or the judgement vacated on the basis that neither the 
primary judge nor the appeal court had addressed the corporation’s argument that a fair 
minded and reasonable hypothetical bystander, properly in possession of all relevant facts 
and circumstances, would think that the mind of the Registrar was inevitably and 
irrevocably prejudiced against the corporation and its directors after the Registrar had read 
an Examination Report prepared by Mr Lindsay Roberts FCA, dated October 2008. Keane CJ, 
Lander and Foster JJ declined to exercise the court’s discretion to make the orders sought 
principally because the corporation did not argue the point before the primary judge, did not 
raise it in the notice of appeal, in written submissions, or in oral argument and expressly 
disavowed it during oral argument in the appeal.  
 
In Dunghutti Elders Council (Aboriginal Corporation) RNTBC v Registrar of Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander Corporations (No 3) [2011] FCA 1019, the corporation sought an order extending 
a stay of the Full Court’s dismissal order until a determination of an application for special 
leave to the High Court or (alternatively) the making of any order by the High Court having 
the effect of staying the order for dismissal. The corporation also sought an injunction 
restraining the Registrar from taking further steps consequent upon the show cause notice 
until the same events occurred.  
 
Justice Foster declined to exercise the court’s discretion in favour of the corporation and 
dismissed the interlocutory application. His Honour’s reasons for doing so are summarised 
at [35] to [37], including that: 

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/FCAFC/2011/110.html
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/FCA/2011/1019.html
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There is a very significant public interest in ensuring that native title compensation funds ... are 
spent wisely and in the interests of the people for whose benefit they were paid. 

The history of the present litigation demonstrates that the incumbent directors of the first appellant 
[the corporation] have consistently endeavoured to answer ... [Registrar’s] concerns by legalistic 
manoeuvres rather than by fully and frankly addressing those concerns. It was only ... after the 
first judgment was delivered ... that the first appellant made any effort ... to respond substantively 
to the February 2011 ... notice.  

... [T]here is ... an ongoing risk that the assets of the first appellant will be further dissipated in 
litigation which will not benefit the members of the first appellant. In addition, given that this 
Court has now held both at trial and on appeal that the respondents should be free to pursue the 
course of action contemplated by s 487-10(1) of the CATSI Act, given the very substantial public 
interest in ensuring that public funds are only spent in accordance with the purpose for which they 
were made available and given the fact that the first appellant has a weak case for special leave, the 
balance of convenience and justice in the present case strongly favours the refusal of the 
interlocutory injunction sought by the first appellant. I do not consider the prospect of further 
damage to the reputation of the incumbent directors to be a matter of much weight in favour of an 
injunction when compared with these matters. 

 

Representation by unqualified person refused 
Isaacs v Queensland [2011] FCA 828 
Reeves J, 25 July 2011 
 
Issue 
In this case, the Federal Court had to decide whether to permit persons  who were applying 
for orders from the court to be represented by a person who was not legally qualified by 
exercising the discretion available under s 85 of the Native Title Act 1993 (Cwlth) (NTA) to do 
so. Permission was refused because it was not in the interests of justice to grant it. 
 
Background 
Two people were applying to be joined as respondents to the Turrbal people’s claimant 
application ‘on behalf of their family clans of the YUgarapul People’. Before their application 
to become respondents was decided, they sought permission from the court to be 
represented by Katharine Wiltshire who was not a qualified legal practitioner. Section 85 of 
the NTA provides that: ‘A party may appear in person or may be represented by a barrister, 
a solicitor or, with the leave of the Federal Court, another person’.  
 
The solicitor for the applicant on the Turrbal people’s application, Simon Blackshield, 
opposed the application for leave under s 85 but ‘did not object to what was an obvious 
threshold issue’, i.e. ‘whether Ms Wiltshire should be permitted to represent the respondent 
applicants for the purposes of making the application for leave itself’. Therefore, Ms 
Wiltshire ‘proceeded to do so by default’ which ‘proved fortuitous’ for Mr Blackshield 
because: 

[D]uring the course of the hearing, Ms Wiltshire demonstrated to me that she is not a suitable 
person to represent the respondent applicants in either the joinder application, or in the 
proceedings generally—at [5]. 

 

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/FCA/2011/828.html
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Principles applicable to exercise of discretion to grant leave under s 85  
Justice Reeves reviewed the authorities on the exercise discretion under s 85 and related 
decisions and then set out the principles emerging from those authorities which included:  
• the complexity of the case  
• whether those seeking leave will have any genuine difficulties if unrepresented 
• the unavailability of disciplinary measures and a duty to the court by lay advocates 
• the protection of the client and the opponent, and 
• the interests of justice—at [6] to [10] and [12]. 
 
Reeves J cited with approval Justice Mansfield’s findings in Adnyamathanha People No 1 v 
South Australia [2004] FCA 950 at [10]: 

Section 85 contemplates leave being given to a party to be represented by another person where it 
is in the interests of the administration of justice in all the circumstances that a party be 
represented by such other persons. The interests of the administration of justice involve 
consideration of the capacity of the proposed other person properly to represent the party seeking 
leave to be so represented, and the interests of the other parties in the proceedings, as well as the 
efficient conduct of the proceedings. It is not simply a matter of an unrepresented person asserting 
an inability or inadequacy to present to the Court the matters which the unrepresented party 
wishes to represent that gives rise to leave to be represented by some other unqualified person. 
The other unqualified person must have the capacity to understand the nature of the Court’s 
processes, and to serve the interests of the party that the unqualified person is proposing to 
represent. It must also appear that the other unqualified person will not unduly or unfairly 
disadvantage the interests of other parties by an inability to understand or conduct proceedings in 
a sensible and effective way. That is not to say that the other person must have all the skills of a 
legal practitioner. But it is to say that the proposed representation must be useful, in a real sense, in 
the conduct of the proceedings—at [8].  

 
Interest of justice the ‘overriding consideration’ 
Reeves J held that the overriding consideration in determining whether to exercise the 
discretion to grant leave under s 85 was ‘the interests of the administration of justice ‘ which 
primarily concerned the ‘effective, efficient and expeditious disposal of litigation in the 
courts’—at [10], quoting with approval Damjanovic v Maley (2002) 55 NSWLR 149; [2002] 
NSWCA 230 at [83]. 
 
His Honour noted that: 

This terminology mirrors that of the overarching purpose of civil litigation in this Court expressed 
in s 37M of the Federal Court of Australia Act 1976 (Cth). Of course, that overarching purpose applies 
equally to native title litigation ... . ... [T]he overarching purpose set out in s 37M, is largely 
achieved through ... case management procedures. That means in determining whether to exercise 
my discretion in this matter I should consider the case management procedures ... I employed in 
this matter ... and how the parties performed in relation to those procedures—at [10].  

 
Factors going against the exercise of the discretion 
Among other things, there was no evidence: 
• whether those seeking leave could afford to pay for legal representation or what (if any) 

attempts had been made to get pro bono legal representation 
• that any of those seeking leave suffered from ‘any language difficulty, or any physical 

disability, or any other deficiency that would impair’ their ability to appear in person—at 
[12]. 

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/FCA/2004/950.html
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/nsw/NSWCA/2002/230.html
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/nsw/NSWCA/2002/230.html
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Further, it ‘hardly needs to be said that native title proceedings are complex’ both because 
they ‘involve a unique interaction between traditional Indigenous laws and customs and the 
Australian legal system’ and ‘the various procedures’ in the NTA ‘are quite detailed and 
complex’—at [13]. 
 
As to compliance with the court’s case management process, among other things, there was a 
failure to comply with orders on time or at all, an amended notice of motion was filed 
without the leave of the court and four further affidavits were filed the day before the 
hearing without leave to do so being sought—at [14] to [22].   
 
For these and other reasons (including that she demonstrated a ‘lack of candour’ when 
questioned by his Honour during the hearing), Reeves J found Ms Wiltshire ‘is not a suitable 
person to represent a party in proceedings’ before the court. Further, she did not have the 
required understanding of the court’s processes—at [22] to [25]. 
 
Decision 
Leave under s 85 was refused because it was not in the interests of the administration of 
justice to exercise the available discretion to allow Ms Wiltshire to represent the respondent 
applicants. 
 

Apprehended bias 
Edwards v Santos Limited (No 3) [2011] FCA 886  
Logan J, 5 August 2011 
 
Issue 
Justice Logan was asked to disqualify himself because of an alleged reasonable apprehension 
of bias said to arise because his decision in relation to dismissing an application were 
subsequently quashed by the High Court. His Honour found that the applicants had waived 
their right to object on the ground of apprehended bias because they had not sought orders 
that the matter be removed from his docket. If waiver had not occurred, then Logan J would 
have found that there was no apprehension of bias essentially because the issues that formed 
the bases of the allegation of apprehended bias ‘no longer fall for consideration in this 
case’—at [47] and [56]. 
 
Background  
In 2009, the applicants brought an application on behalf of the Wongkumara People (the 
substantive application) seeking the following as final relief: 
• a declaration that the grant of a petroleum lease in respect of any land covered by ATP 

259P would not be a pre-existing rights based act within the meaning of Subdiv I of Div 3 
of Part 2 of the Native Title Act 1993 (Cwlth) (NTA)  

• a declaration that such a grant would not be valid pursuant to s 24ID of the NTA unless 
the requirements of Subdiv I of Div 3 of Part 2 of the NTA had been satisfied, and  

• an order restraining the State of Queensland from granting such a petroleum lease.  
 

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/FCA/2011/886.html
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The respondents (Santos Limited, Delhi Petroleum Pty Ltd and the State of Queensland) 
sought the summary dismissal of the application. 
 
Logan J dismissed the application on the grounds that the court did not have jurisdiction to 
grant, and the applicants did not have standing to seek, declaratory relief. The Full Court of 
the Federal Court dismissed an application for leave to appeal against Logan J’s judgment—
see Edwards v Santos Limited (2009) 263 ALR 473; [2009] FCA 1532 and Edwards v Santos 
Limited (2010) 185 FCR 280; (2010) 268 ALR 605;  [2010] FCAFC 64 (Edwards v Santos FC), both 
summarised in Native Title Hot Spots Issue 32.  
 
The applicants then applied to the High Court for: 

[W]hat is now termed the constitutional writ of mandamus directed to the judges of this [Federal] 
Court .... so as to compel an exercise of jurisdiction and an associated writ of certiorari quashing 
the orders made in this Court both by me [Logan J] and by the Full Court—at [15].  

 
The Full Court of the High Court determined that the Federal Court had jurisdiction to 
grant, and that the applicants had standing to seek, declaratory relief. Therefore, a writ of 
certiorari issued, quashing Logan J’s order to dismiss the application, the subsequent order 
as to costs and the Full Court’s orders dismissing the application for a grant of leave to 
appeal.  
 
However, the High Court did not order that a writ of mandamus issue on the ground that 
‘that type of relief is not necessary in this case’ Edwards v Santos Limited (2011) 242 CLR 421; 
(2011) 275 ALR 489; [2011] HCA 8 at [53].  
 
According to Logan J: 

Much lies behind the refusal of a mandamus in the circumstances of this case on the basis that it is 
“not necessary”. ... . Though this Court has from its inception been declared by statute ... to be a 
superior court of record, its jurisdiction is not general but only as conferred by statute ... . Further, 
its judges are “officers of the Commonwealth” for the purposes of s 75(v) of the The Constitution. 
The judges of a court constituted by such officers are amenable to a mandamus to compel the 
exercise of a jurisdiction which has wrongfully been refused ... . Where, as here, the wrongful 
refusal was by such a court, a mandamus may be refused because it is expected that, the error as to 
absence of jurisdiction having been highlighted, the court would, without the need for any 
compulsion, proceed to exercise as soon as possible the jurisdiction claimed. What is “necessary” 
in such circumstances is the issuing of a writ of certiorari to quash such orders as have been made 
in error. ... . The expectation then is that, the formal but erroneously made orders having been 
quashed and the reasons for the error exposed in the High Court’s reasons for judgment, the 
subordinate court constituted by judicial officers of the Commonwealth will proceed to exercise 
the jurisdiction concerned. That is why the issuing of a mandamus, which is a discretionary 
remedy, can be in circumstances like the present, be considered “unnecessary”—at [19].  

 
The application for disqualification was made because Logan J had decided at first instance 
that The Lardil Peoples v Queensland  (2001) 108 FCR 453; (2001) 185 ALR 513; [2001] FCA 414 
was ‘not materially distinguishable’ from the applicants’ case and that, in any case, he 
‘should not be disposed, as a matter of discretion, to grant’ the relief sought because the 
declaratory relief should not be used as a ‘staging post’ to ‘the end of an assertion in the 
future of a right to negotiate’. The applicants submitted these findings ‘gave the appearance 

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/FCA/2009/1532.html
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/FCAFC/2010/64.html
http://www.nntt.gov.au/News-and-Communications/Newsletters/Native-title-Hot-Spots-archive/Documents/Hot%20Spots%2032/Hot_Spots_Number_32.pdf
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/HCA/2011/8.html
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/FCA/2001/414.html
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of pre-judgment’ and submitted that a reasonable apprehension of bias would exist if his 
Honour proceeded to hear and determine of the substantive application—at [24].  
 
Logan J sought submissions from the parties as to whether, ‘in applying for a mandamus’, 
the applicants had, ‘by this conduct, waived any right to object, on the basis of apprehended 
bias, to my sitting’—at [23].  
 
All parties agreed that the test to be applied was: 

Where, in the absence of any suggestion of actual bias, a question arises as to the independence or 
impartiality of a judge ... the governing principle is that, subject to qualifications relating to waiver 
(which is not presently relevant) or necessity (which may be relevant to the second appeal), a judge 
is disqualified if a fair-minded lay observer might reasonably apprehend that the judge might not 
bring an impartial mind to the resolution of the question the judge is required to decide. That 
principle gives effect to the requirement that justice should both be done and be seen to be done, a 
requirement which reflects the fundamental importance of the principle that the tribunal be 
independent and impartial. It is convenient to refer to it as the apprehension of bias principle—
Ebner v Official Trustee in Bankruptcy (2000) 205 CLR 337; (2000) 176 ALR 644; [2000] HCA 63 at [6] 
(Ebner). 

 
However, there were ‘some important qualifying and countervailing considerations’, 
including: 
• whether, ‘even if the circumstances otherwise gave rise to a reasonable apprehension of 

bias, there has been a waiver’ 
• no formal election is required, i.e. waiver ‘can be inferred from conduct’  
• a judge ‘is not at liberty to decline to hear a case without good cause’ 
• the ground of disqualification is a reasonable apprehension that the judge ‘will not decide 

the case impartially or without prejudice’, not that that the judge will decide the case 
adversely to one party 

• previous decisions ‘may generate an expectation’ that a judge ‘is likely to decide issues ... 
adversely to one of the parties’ but this does not mean the judge ‘will approach the issues 
... otherwise than with an impartial and unprejudiced mind’ or that the previous decisions 
‘provide an acceptable basis for inferring ... there is a reasonable apprehension’ of bias 

• ‘disqualification is only made out by showing that there is a reasonable apprehension of 
bias’ and this must be ‘firmly established’—at [28] to [29], [31] and [40], citing Vakauta v 
Kelly (1989) 167 CLR 568 at 587 and Re JRL; Ex parte CJL (1986) 161 CLR 342 at 352. 

 
Applicants waived right to object on the basis of apprehended bias 
For the reasons summarised below, Logan J found that ‘even if the objection on the basis of 
apprehended bias otherwise had merit, the ability so to object has been waived’ by the 
applicants by 30 March 2011 (the date of the High Court’s decision)—at [47]. 
 
It was noted that the applicants sought a writ of mandamus in relation to each of the judges 
of the Federal Court, i.e. all of the judges were made respondents to the application to the 
High Court. However, at no time was there ‘any hint ... of any possible need for the making 
of a special order excluding me or any other judge from conducting the further hearing of 
the substantive application ... in the event that the application before the High Court 
succeeded’. Further, the applicant’s submissions were such that ‘a reasonable apprehension 
of bias would also exist in respect of each of the judges who constituted the Full Court, for 

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/HCA/2000/63.html
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they expressed unanimous agreement’ with the first instance decision. It was also noted that 
the applicants could have sought a writ of prohibition ‘against me’—at [34] to [35], referring 
to Edwards v Santos Limited FC at [20]. 
 
To his Honour’s mind: 

At first blush at least, there is something rather odd about the notion that, being aware of bases in a 
judicial officer’s original judgment that are thought to give rise to an apprehension of bias, the 
Applicants can apply for a writ so as to compel ... that judicial officer to exercise the jurisdiction 
one asserts to exist on the one hand and, on the other hand, upon the vindication of that assertion 
without a hint of concern as to the resumption of the case by that judicial officer, object, on the 
ground of apprehended bias, to that judicial officer’s exercising that jurisdiction. That has at least 
the appearance of conduct constituting a waiver—at [36]. 

 
Among other things, the applicants submitted there was no need for them to seek a 
special order that a different judge hear their application. This submission was based 
on practices such as that described in Northern NSW FM Pty Ltd v Australian 
Broadcasting Tribunal (1990) 26 FCR 39 at 42 to 43:  

If a decision has been set aside for error and remitted for rehearing, it will generally seem fairer to 
the parties that the matter be heard and decided again by a differently constituted tribunal. This is 
because the member constituting the tribunal in the original inquiry or hearing will already have 
expressed a view upon facts which will have to be determined in the rehearing.  

 
However, Logan J pointed out that the applicants were aware of the Federal Court’s docket 
system, under which the practice is that if orders made at first instance are set aside (whether 
on appeal or via a collateral application to the High Court, as in this case), the substantive 
application remains on the relevant  judge’s docket until final disposition. A case may be 
‘reassigned to the docket of another judge’ if the circumstances warrant it e.g. there is ‘any 
special feature ... relevant to by whom the case should be heard if the challenge succeeds’. 
However, the applicants did not draw to the attention of either the Full Court or the High 
Court any need for the court to be differently constituted if their challenge succeeded—at 
[43] to [44]. 
 
Further, his Honour agreed with was said in Ramadan v New South Wales Insurance Ministerial 
Council [1995] NSWCA 386 that: 

An allegation of actual or apprehended bias ... should not only be recorded in a timely fashion 
during the trial. It should be alleged, with appropriate particularity, in subsequent proceedings, as 
in the notice of appeal.  

 
Even if no waiver, no apprehended bias  
Logan J went on to state that: ‘If ... my conclusion as to waiver is incorrect I consider that the 
asserted bases do not give rise to a reasonable apprehension of bias’—at [51]. 
 
The reasons for this finding included that his Honour:  
• had not ‘to date voiced any conclusion as to the merits’ of one of the applicants’ main 

contentions 

http://caselawsearch.lawlink.nsw.gov.au/ccaarchivejudgments/1995/1995_386.pdf#xml=http://caselawsearch.lawlink.nsw.gov.auhttp://caselawsearch.lawlink.nsw.gov.au/isysquery/4b7fb5b9-014a-4765-83bb-4efc4a4c3c85/158/hilite/
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• it was not necessary to reach a concluded view about whether Lardil’s Case is fatal’ to the 
applicants’ claim because none of the respondents contend it is and the High Court’s J’s 
reasoning, which his Honour was ‘obliged to apply’, indicated that it was not 

• the intimation that, as a matter of discretion, the relief sought should not be granted 
because of the ‘staging post’ issue ‘is quite inconsistent with the High Court’s reasons 

• the respondents no longer relied n a ‘staging post’ rationale as ‘a basis for a discretionary 
refusal of declaratory relief’ 

• in any case, the High Court’s reasoning was consistent with the view that what the 
applicants seek is ‘a legitimate forensic end’ and not a ‘staging post’ 

• a ‘hypothetical reasonable observer’ who was ‘aware that the question of whether... relief 
... should be granted falls afresh to be determined by a ... judge who has the benefit of the 
High Court’s judgment could not ... entertain a reasonable apprehension of bias’ based on 
a prior reference to the ‘staging post’ rationale—at [53] to [55].  

 
Decision 
It was found the opportunity to raise apprehended bias had been waived and, if that was 
wrong, then there could be no reasonable apprehension of bias because: 
• the issues which form the bases of the apprehended bias claim ‘no longer fall for 

consideration in this case’ 
• its determination ‘will not involve any assessment of the quality of my earlier forensic 

reasoning’, and 
• the original judgment ‘contained no findings of fact adverse to any party’—at [56] to [58]. 
 

Dismissal 
West v Queensland [2011] FCA 840 
Collier J, 27 July 2011  
 
Issue 
The issue in this case was whether the Federal Court should vacate, or stay, guillotine orders 
for the dismissal of a claimant application. 
 
Background 
On 16 February 2011, the court made a number of orders including orders granting leave to 
the applicant to discontinue the application but, if the application was not discontinued by 
16 June 2011, that the application would be dismissed as from that date. The applicant 
sought orders to vacate or postpone those orders to allow for some ‘continuity between the 
end of the current claim and the production of research supporting a new claim’—at [5].    
 
Stay not granted 
Justice Collier was not persuaded that there was any reason to prolong the claim. It was 11 
years old, had no prospects for success, had not been prosecuted and was prejudicial to the 
respondents. Her Honour held that the applicant’s desire for continuity ‘did not warrant the 
continuation ... of a claim which no longer had a place on the court’s list’. In this case, Collier 
J agreed with counsel for the pastoralists that ‘enough is enough’—at [7] and [9].  
 
Decision 

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/FCA/2011/840.html
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The notice of motion and the claimant application were dismissed.  
 

Atkinson v Minister for Lands (NSW) [2011] FCA 701 
Jagot J, 23 June 2011  
 
Issue 
The issue in this case was whether the Federal Court should vary or set aside self-executing 
orders made on 1 October 2010 for the dismissal of two unregistered claimant applications. 
 
Background 
This was a notice of motion to vary or set aside orders under O 35 r 7(1) of the Federal Court 
Rules. The applicant failed to file and serve an amended claimant application and all material 
on which it sought to rely by 29 October 2010, as required by the order made on 1 October 
2010. The applicant subsequently filed two unsuccessful motions to have the order vacated—
see Atkinson v Minister for Lands (NSW) (No 2) [2010] FCA 1477, summarised in Native Title 
Hot Spots Issue 34.   
 
Dismissing the notice of motion 
The applicant submitted that, if the notice of motion was dismissed, it would result in 
substantial injustice because: 
• it would take between 18 months and two years for new applications to be prepared 
• the proposed amended applications would likely pass the registration test, and 
• the failure to comply with the orders of 1 October 2010 was due partially to inadvertence.   
 
Justice Jagot held that the prejudice the applicant identified was ‘due to a delay which they ... 
could have avoided’ and that ‘the history of the proceedings’ disclosed ‘the extraordinary 
delay involved’—at [18].  
 
Her Honour acknowledged the Minister for Lands view that the proposed amended 
applications were not likely to pass the registration test and held, therefore, that the likely 
outcome of the registration test was ‘not capable of weighting materially in the applicants’ 
favour’. Her Honour noted that the proceedings had now stood dismissed since 29 October 
2010, despite two previous attempts to have them reinstated, and that it was in the public 
interest to preserve the finality of decisions of the court—at [25] and [27].    
 
Decision 
The notices were dismissed and the applicant will not be able to make another application to 
reinstate the proceedings without leave of the court—at [28]. 
 

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/FCA/2011/701.html
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/FCA/2010/1477.html
http://www.nntt.gov.au/News-and-Communications/Newsletters/Native-title-Hot-Spots-archive/Documents/Hot_Spots_Issue_34.pdf
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Dillon v Queensland [2011] FCA 713 
Reeves J, 23 June 2011  
 
Issue 
The issue before the Federal Court was whether to make an order under s 190F(6) of the 
Native Title Act 1993 (Cwlth) (NTA) dismissing a claimant application.   
 
Background 
On 16 September 2010, a delegate of the Native Title Registrar decided the Barunggam 
People’s application must not be registered because it did not satisfy all the conditions of s 
190B of the NTA.  A number of respondents then sought dismissal of the application under s 
190F(6).  The court made orders on 25 February 2011 giving the applicant until 8 April 2011 
to inform the court that they wished to amend the application and stating the precise form of 
that amendment, or in the alternative, file a notice of discontinuance.  The applicant did not 
comply with these orders.   
 
Dismissal under s 190F(6) 
Justice Reeves held that the application had not been amended since its consideration by the 
delegate of the Registrar, and it was not likely to be amended such that the Registrar was 
likely to come to a different conclusion in relation to its registration.  His Honour held that 
there was no other reason why the application should not be dismissed – at [11] and see s 
190F(5).    
 
Decision 
The application was dismissed pursuant to s 190F(6) of the NTA.   
 

Joinder refused 
Barunga v Western Australia (No 2) [2011] FCA 755 
Gilmour J, 25 May 2011 
 
Issue 
Eight members of the Mayala native title claim group (the party applicants) each sought to 
become a respondent to the Dambimangari claimant application. There was an adjoining 
boundary between the two claim areas. The party applicants claimed that boundary was 
wrong and that some of the Dambimangari claim area should be in the Mayala claim area. 
The applications for joinder were filed 10 days before a consent determination was due to be 
made in relation to the Dambimangari application. Therefore, they were heard on an urgent 
basis. The issue for the Federal Court was whether, in all the circumstances, it should 
exercise its discretion under s 84(5) of the Native Title Act 1993 (Cwlth) (NTA) to join the 
party applicants as respondents.  
 
Each application for joinder was dismissed, mainly because the party applicants ‘sat on their 
hands’ for a considerable time before seeking to be joined and they were not supported by 
the Mayala claim group as a whole, according to Justice Gilmour.  

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/FCA/2011/713.html
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/FCA/2011/755.html
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Background 
In 1996, the Wanjina-Wunggurr Dambimangari and Dambimangari claimant applications 
were lodged with the Tribunal under s 61 of the NTA as it was prior to 30 September 1998 
(the old Act). In 1999, the applications were combined pursuant to s 64 of the NTA under the 
name Wanjina-Wunggurr Dambimangari (the WWD application in this summary). The 
application was made on behalf of the Wanjina-Wunggurr community. In 2010, the parties to 
the WWD application reached agreement on the terms of a consent determination in relation 
to almost all of the area covered by the WWD application. Following the filing of a minute of 
consent orders and submissions in support, the matter was fixed for a consent determination 
hearing on country on 26 May 2011. 
 
A claimant application was filed on behalf of the Mayala native title claim group in 1998. The 
western boundary (roughly speaking) of the area it covered abutted a portion of the WWD’s 
eastern boundary (roughly speaking). The Kimberley Land Council (KLC) represented the 
applicant for each claim.  It was instructed to lodge the applications based on an agreed 
boundary. This followed a series of meetings, including meetings in 1996 and 1997, where 
senior people from both groups met together and agreed on the boundaries. The boundaries 
had remained the same since the applications were filed—at [21] to [24] and [139]. 
 
Cross-boundary interests 
There had been a dispute for the last three years between some of the members for the 
Mayala claim group and the WWD claim group over the position of the common boundary 
and the recognition of cross-boundary interests of the groups. The KLC attempted to resolve 
it by holding various meetings with the groups and engaging an anthropologist to provide 
expert advice on claim group composition and connection of those groups to the disputed 
area. The anthropological evidence collected: 
• suggested that historically each group had allowed the other group onto their country for 

the purpose of hunting, fishing and collecting resources, and  
• showed that there were families who lived in the disputed area who had genealogical 

connections to both groups and these people should go on both claims—at [26] to [29], 
[36] and [37]. 

 
None of the persons who have connections to both groups had sought to be joined as 
respondents to the WWD application. 
 
The dispute 
As a settlement option, the KLC put forward the possible development of an agreement (an 
indigenous land use agreement) to recognise the co-existing rights of each group in relation 
to the other group’s country. This option was canvassed in 2009 at various meetings the KLC 
had with the Mayala claim group alone and in joint meetings of WWD and Mayala senior 
people.  
 
While unanimous resolutions were passed to the effect that the Mayala claim group wanted 
an agreement with the WWD claim group, some members of the Mayala claim group were 
unhappy with the position of the boundary and the proposed solution. They wanted the 
determination of WWD application put on hold until the boundary issue was resolved. The 
KLC indicated that, because it acted for both groups, it could make recommendations to the 
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WWD group but had to act on its instructions. There were various discussions about the 
KLC funding a separate lawyer for the Mayala claim group but KLC indicated that an 
application for funding would first need to be made—at [70] and [72].  
 
Various further meetings were held between the KLC and Mayala and jointly with the WWD 
group to resolve the boundary issue by agreement. At one point, various members of the 
Mayala claim group sought to have that group vote on the removal of the KLC as its legal 
representative—at [113] to [120] and [144]. 
 
In July 2010, Western Legal sought to replace the KLC as the legal representative of the 
Mayala People. This was successfully opposed by the KLC on the basis that not all of the 
persons who jointly comprise the Mayala applicant consented to the removal of the KLC—at 
[134] and [155] to [156] and see Tigan v Western Australia (2010) 188 FCR 533; [2010] FCA 993, 
summarised in Native Title Hot Spots Issue 33. 
 
In October 2010, the Mayala claim group voted to authorise a new applicant and an 
application was made to the court under s 66B(1) to replace the current applicant. However, 
the matter was never decided because of opposition persons within the Mayala claim group, 
including two (or perhaps three) of the people supposedly authorised to replace the current 
applicant—at [123] to [133] and [148]. 
 
His Honour drew a distinction between the members of the Mayala claim group who 
complained that the inter-claim boundary was incorrect and the applicant for the Mayala 
application—at [138]. 
 
The law 
Subsection 84(5) of the NTA governs the joinder of persons as parties to native title 
proceedings. These proceedings were commenced before the commencement of the Native 
Title Amendment Act 2007 (Cwlth). The provision is therefore to be applied as it stood prior to 
15 April 2007: 

The Federal Court may at any time join any person as a party to the proceedings, if the Court 
determines is satisfied that the person’s interests may be affected by a determination in the 
proceedings   

 
His Honour identified the elements to be considered as to whether: 
• the person has an interest 
• the interest may be affected by a determination in the proceedings, and 
• in any event, in the exercise of its discretion, the court should join the person as a party—

at [164]. 
 
As guidance, his Honour made the following points: 
• the interests need not be proprietary, legal or equitable in nature but must be genuine 

and capable of clear definition 
• the interest must be affected in a demonstrable way by a determination in the 

proceedings 
• a person claiming to hold native title in relation to the area will ordinarily have a 

sufficient interest to be joined as a party 

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/FCA/2010/993.html
http://www.nntt.gov.au/News-and-Communications/Newsletters/Native-title-Hot-Spots-archive/Documents/Hot%20Spots%2033/Hot%20Spots%2033.pdf
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• such an interest may be asserted in order to protect claimed native title rights and 
interests 

• joinder cannot be for the purpose of seeking a determination of native title over the area 
as such a determination can only be obtained by the filing of an application under s 13(1), 
and 

• a person joined as a respondent party cannot act in a representative capacity on behalf of 
others claiming the same rights and interests—at [165] to [167]. 

 
It was found that each of the party applicants had a relevant interest within the meaning of s 
84(5). There are ‘shared interests to some degree between the two groups’—at [169]. 
 
Interests that may be affected a determination in these proceedings  
Gilmour J emphasised that the party applicants did not speak for the Mayala claim group 
and that their position was at odds with both the boundary agreed in 1997 and the boundary 
set out in the Mayala native title application in 1998—at [170] and [172].  
 
His Honour referred to the evidence of anthropologist Professor Valda Blundell which 
included the following: 
• the members of the WWD claim group ‘are connected to both Mayala and Wajina-

Wunggurr homeland through the laws and customs of their Wajina-Wunggurr culture’, 
and 

• the geographical location of the Mayala claim area ‘appears to occupy a transitional zone 
between two dominant cultural domains namely Wanjina-Wunggurr and a cultural 
domain that includes Bardi and Jawi culture’—at [177] and [179]. 

 
His Honour accepted that: ‘[A]ny interests of one group that are asserted in the other 
application area are reciprocal such that a hard boundary is not an appropriate delineation 
between them’—at [182]. 
 
His Honour also referred to, and found relevant, the agreement between the precursors of 
the Mayala native title claim group in October 1996: 

[T]o the effect that members of the two groups who have customarily exercised rights in the other 
area will be recognised by the other claimant group as being entitled to continue to exercise those 
rights in the other area—at [183]. 

 
As part of his analysis, Gilmour J also referred to the various meetings, agreements, disputes 
etc. concerning what were recognised as shared interests—at [184] to [199].  
 
His Honour concluded that: 

Taking all these matters into account I consider it arguable, but not strongly, that the interests of 
the party applicants may be affected by a determination in the proceedings—at [200]. 

 
Should the court exercise its discretion to join the applicant parties?  
The following factors were listed as being relevant to the question of the exercise of the 
discretion available under s 84(5): 
• proceedings for a determination of native title are proceedings in rem, i.e. a determination 

to native title operates against the whole world, not just the parties to the proceedings 
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• orders which directly affect the rights or liabilities of third persons should not be made 
unless the person is joined as a party 

• whether consideration of the joined party’s rights and interests would lead to a more 
accurate definition of the claimed native title rights and interests 

• whether joining such a party would allow them to ‘protect the rights and interests they 
claim from erosion, dilution, or discount by the process’ of the court determining the 
claims of an applicant 

• whether there is another mechanism to protect the interests asserted 
• whether the applicant would be prejudiced by the court joining the person 
• the history of the proceedings—at [201]. 
 
His Honour noted that while each party applicant, as a matter of law, sought joinder ‘in their 
individual right and not on behalf of’ the Mayala claim group, the effect of their affidavit 
evidence was an assertion that ‘not just themselves, but ... the entire Mayala people ... are 
traditional owners’ of the relevant area. However, there was no evidence to support a 
finding that their views were supported by the Mayala claim group ‘as a whole’. Further, 
counsel for the party applicants did not dispute there was ‘dissension on the boundary issue’ 
within the Mayala claim group and, ‘more importantly’, among the persons who jointly 
comprised the Mayala applicant—at [202] to [205] and see s 61(2). 
 
In his Honour’s opinion, the actions of the party applicants amounted to ‘unilateral 
challenges outside the structure for affecting such changes which are contemplated’ by the 
NTA. The party applicants were ‘seeking to protect the rights of the whole’ of the Mayala 
claim group in relation to the boundary area. For a number of years, it was ‘open to them’ to 
‘either persuade the Mayala applicant to lodge a new claim ... which included that disputed 
area’ or persuade the Mayala claim group to replace the applicant and for the new applicant 
to lodge such a claim. None of that had happened—at [209] to [211]. 
 
Further, as a ‘defensive strategy’, they could have sought to become respondents to the 
WWD proceedings but they ‘sat on their hands’ until a determination of native title was 
imminent. This was despite the fact that they had known for some time both they could do 
so and that a determination of native title was to be made. The fact that they managed to 
apply to be joined in a short period of time indicated ‘their capacity to protect their asserted 
interests’—at [213] to [216]. 
 
Gilmour J also noted that both claim groups were, and are, willing to negotiate about the 
boundary dispute, despite the fact that some members of the Mayala claim group have 
adopted an ‘uncompromising position’ which has made resolution of the issue ‘very 
difficult’. His Honour inferred from the ‘relatively small degree of support’ in the Mayala 
claim group that the party applicants are ‘a small ... dissenting part within the ... claim 
group’—at [217] to [218] and [221]. 
 
In itself, delay would not be sufficient to deny joining the party applicants to the WWD 
proceedings. However, in this case his Honour found it ‘a powerful ingredient in the mix of 
factors’ taken into account—at [219].  
 
Further, while satisfied that the party applicants were ‘genuine and sincere’ in their claims: 
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It is nonetheless incumbent on the Court to consider the legitimate expectations of the other parties 
involved in the proceeding. In my view, there exist powerful and legitimate expectations on the 
part of the Dambimangari claim group as well as the respondents to their claim that a 
determination by consent would proceed tomorrow. All of the parties to the claim have worked 
assiduously to that end through a process of mediation over a number of years. The 
Dambimangari claim group have been waiting since 1998 for what is scheduled to occur 
tomorrow. I do not think they should have to wait any longer. It would work a very significant 
prejudice to all the existing parties were I to accede to these motions—at [220]. 

 
As final point, although it did not carry as much weight as other factors, the fact that costs in 
excess of $200,000 would be thrown away if the determination hearing did not proceed the 
next day was also a factor—at [222]. 
 
Decision 
Gilmour J declined to join the party applicants to the proceedings for the reasons 
summarised above. 
 

Isaacs v Queensland (No 2) [2011] FCA 942 
Reeves J, 19 August 2011 
 
Issues 
The Federal Court had to decide whether to exercise its discretion to join certain people as 
respondents to the Turrbal People’s claimant application pursuant to s 84(5) of the Native 
Title Act 1993 (Cwlth) (NTA). The following matters were also in dispute: 
• whether the areas in relation to which the persons seeking to be joined claimed to hold 

native title rights and interests fell within the area of the Turrbal People’s application 
such that their native title rights and interests could be affected by the determination of 
that application, and 

• whether the application was to be joined as respondents in a representative capacity 
rather than in a personal capacity. 

 
Background 
Three people applied to become respondents to the Turrbal People’s claimant application ‘on 
behalf of their family clans of the Yugarapul People.’ Both they and the Turrbal People 
claimed native title rights and interests in the Brisbane River area. The Turrbal People’s 
claimant application was made on 13 May 1998 and is scheduled for trial in November 2011. 
The applicant for the Turrbal People’s application opposed joinder. 
 
Justice Reeves applied the approach in Wakka Wakka People 2 v Queensland [2005] FCA 1578 at 
[6] to find that, on a prima facie basis ‘at least’, the native title rights and interests those 
seeking joinder ‘could be affected by the determination of the Turrbal People’s application 
because a part of the Turrbal People’s claim area appears to overlap those lands and waters’ 
in which they said they had an interest—at [11] to [16]. 
 
Representative claim – joinder refused 
Reeves J cited previous decisions of the court that establish that where a person is seeking to 
be joined as a respondent to native title proceedings pursuant to s 84(5), they must be 

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/FCA/2011/942.html
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/FCA/2005/1578.html
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pursuing ‘a personal claim or interest in defensively asserting those native title rights and 
interests or, in other words, to protect them from erosion, dilution or discount’—at [18].  
 
In this case, the ‘true substance’ of the joinder application ‘was that they wished to pursue a 
representative claim on behalf of the Yugarapul People’, Therefore, ‘joinder for that 
purposed must be refused’ —at [24] and [26].  
 
Discretionary factors 
His Honour would not have the exercised discretion available under s 84(5) to join the 
applicants even if they had been ‘pursuing a personal claim and were genuinely seeking to 
become respondents to these proceedings in order to protect their native title rights and 
interests from erosion, dilution or discount’—at [27]. 
 
The reasons for this included that trial was imminent, the joiner of unrepresented 
respondents at this stage would jeopardise the trial dates and complicate the orderly 
preparation for trial and one of those seeking joinder has been aware of the Turrbal People’s 
application for 13 years but had not explained why the application for joinder was made so 
late in the day. These were all ‘significant considerations’—at [27] to [31] and [33] to [34]. 
 
Decision 
The amended notice of motion for joinder was dismissed—at [35]. 
 

QGC Pty Limited v Bygrave [2001] FCA 1175 
Collier J, 18 October 2011  
 
Issue 
The main issue in this case was whether the Federal Court should make an order to join a 
number of persons as respondents to an application for judicial review of a decision of the 
delegate of the Native Title Registrar.  
 
Background 
In April 2011, the Registrar delegate decided she must not register an indigenous land use 
agreement because it did not meet the condition for registration dealing with authorising the 
making of the agreement. In May 2011, QGC Pty Limited (QCG) filed an application for 
judicial review of that decision under s 5 of the Administrative Decisions (Judicial Review) Act 
1975 (Cwlth) (ADJR Act) and s 39A of the Judiciary Act 1903 (Cwlth). The third respondent, 
Bob Weatherall, and fourth respondent, NTSCorp (the body funded to perform the functions 
of a representative body for New South Wales under s 203FE of the NTA), were joined by 
order of Justice Dowsett in June 2011.  
 
In August 2011, a number of members of the Gomeroi People (the joinder applicants) 
applied to be joined to the proceedings as respondents. Their joinder application was 
opposed by the QCG and Russell Doctor and others for the Bigambul People (the second 
respondent). 
 
Discretionary considerations favour refusal 

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/FCA/2011/1175.html
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Justice Collier held that the joinder applicants were persons interested in the decision the 
subject of the judicial review. ‘However, merely being “interested” in a decision within the 
meaning of s 12 of the ADJR Act does not automatically justify joinder to the relevant 
proceedings’—at [21].  
 
Collier J held that, despite the joinder applicants’ interest in the review proceedings, the 
following discretionary considerations favoured refusing to join of them: 
• as they were producing a defence that was ‘identical to, and relying on the submissions 

of, the third and fourth respondents’ at the hearing, ‘there would be no utility’ in joining 
them 

• they sought joinder at ‘a very late stage’ and, unlike Mr Weatherall and NTSCorp, ‘did 
not participate’ in the delegate’s decision-making process 

• to the extent that they sought to be joined ‘in order to air fresh grievances’ in the judicial 
review proceedings, the court ‘ought not provide a venue’ 

• ordinarily, there is no reason in judicial review proceedings for any evidence to be placed 
before the court other than that which was before the decision-maker, and 

• while they had ‘an uncontested interest in the review proceedings’, it was difficult to see 
that joining them would do anything more than ‘unnecessarily complicate and delay 
determination of the review proceedings’ and ‘potentially increase the costs of all other 
parties’—at [24] to [26] and [28].  

 
Decision 
The application for joinder was dismissed. 
 

Refusal to sign ILUA 
Prior v Queensland (No 2) [2011] FCA 819 
Rares J, 26 July 2011  
 
Issue 
The main issue in this case was whether the Federal Court should make a determination of 
native title by consent that was conditional upon the registration of two Indigenous Land 
Use Agreements (ILUAs). This summary deals only with an issue concerning the lack of a 
signature by one member of the group that comprised the applicant on the relevant 
registered claimant applications. 
 
Background 
Shortly before date set aside for the making of the consent determination, Justice Rares was 
informed that one of the persons who comprised the applicant for the Juru claimant 
application, Carol Prior-Patterson, had not yet signed the ILUAs.  
 
Lack of signature on the ILUAs 
His Honour ordered that any member of the applicant who had not signed or delivered a 
copy of the ILUAs should file and serve an affidavit explaining the reasons for not doing so 
by 15 July 2011 but no such affidavit was filed and the absence of Ms Prior-Patterson’s 
signature on the agreements was ‘unexplained’—at [34].   
 

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/FCA/2011/819.html
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Rares J found it was not necessary that Ms Prior-Patterson sign the indigenous land use 
agreements and one or more of the other members of the applicant can enter into them on 
behalf of them all—at [36], following QGC Pty Ltd v Bygrave (No 2) (2010) 189 FCR 412, 
summarised in Native Title Hot Spots Issue 33.   
 
Decision 
The court made an order for a determination by consent recognising the Juru people have 
non-exclusive native title rights and interests to the determination area. The determination 
will take effect if and when the two ILUAs are registered on the Register of ILUAs.    
 

Injunction to restrain DOGIT transfer 
Hope Vale Aboriginal Shire Council v Minister for Natural Resources 
and Water [2011] QSC 272 
Jones J, 9 September 2011  
 
Issue 
The issue in this case was whether the Supreme Court of Queensland should grant an 
injunction to restrain the Minister for Natural Resources and Water (Minister) from granting 
the Yarrabah Deed of Grant of Land in Trust for the benefit of the Aboriginal inhabitants 
(DOGIT) to the Hope Vale Congress Aboriginal Corporation (Congress) under s 28 of the 
Aboriginal Land Act 1991 (Qld) (ALA).  
 
Background 
The Hope Vale Aboriginal Shire Council (Council) was granted the Yarrabah DOGIT on 17 
July 1986. On 16 March 2011, the Minister gave public notice of an intention to appoint the 
Congress as the new trustee under s 28 of the ALA. The Congress is a Registered Native Title 
Body Corporate (RNTBC) and represents those who hold native title, which covers much of 
the DOGIT area.  
 
The Council argued that the Minister could not make the proposed grant to the Congress 
under s 28 to the ALA but had to rely instead upon s 27A. Where land is granted under s 
27A, it is held for the native title holders of the land whereas under s 28, the entity granted it 
holds it ‘as trustees for the benefit of Aboriginal people, of the land’. 
 
Unfettered choice 
Justice Jones held that, both ‘textually and contextually’, the terms of ss 27A and 28 allow the 
Minister ‘a choice in the first instance as to which power of appointment is to be exercised’. 
This was ‘a clear unfettered choice’. Any limitations imposed on the Minister, i.e. compliance 
with differing consultative processes, follow after the choice is made as to which provision to 
rely upon—at [16].  
 
Jones J held that the Minister had proposed that the grantee should hold the land for the 
benefit of the Aboriginal people of the land and that this was manifest the Minister’s choice 
of s 28 as being the section which to proceed. It was held that, in accordance with the 
requirements of s 28 of the ALA, the Minister was then compelled to appoint either a RNTBC 

http://www.nntt.gov.au/News-and-Communications/Newsletters/Native-title-Hot-Spots-archive/Documents/Hot%20Spots%2033/Hot%20Spots%2033.pdf
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/qld/QSC/2011/272.html
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or such other persons as necessary, and had given public notice as required of an intention to 
appoint the Congress—at [18].  
 
Decision 
Application for injunction dismissed with costs. 
 

Application to authorise mining operations 
Maldorky Iron Pty Ltd v Native Title Services SA [2011] SAERDC 16 
Costello J, 20 May 2011 
 
Issue 
Maldorky Iron Pty Ltd (Maldorky) sought summary determination under s 63N of the 
Mining Act 1971 (SA) (Mining Act) on the ground that there were no native title parties in 
relation to the area concerned two months after it gave notice it was seeking to negotiate a 
native title mining agreement. If the application was summarily determined, Maldorky 
would be authorised to enter the area for the purposes of carrying out mining operations. 
The Environment, Resources and Development Court of South Australia (ERD Court) 
dismissed the application because Maldorky had not made application for a production 
tenement, which was a prerequisite to engaging s 63N—at [43]. 
 
Background  
Part 9B of the Mining Act contains South Australia’s alternative ‘right to negotiate’ 
provisions, which were determined to comply with the conditions set out in s 43(2) of the 
Native Title Act 1993 (Cwlth) (NTA) in 1995.  Part 9B differentiates between exploration 
requirements (Division 1), production requirements (Division 2) and negotiating procedure 
(Division 4).  
 
A proponent who seeks a native title mining agreement may negotiate the agreement with 
the native title parties. Negotiations are initiated by the proponent giving notice to all those 
who hold or may hold native title—see ss 63L and 63M. 
  
Section 63N provides that if there are no native title parties in relation to the area concerned 
two months after the proponent (i.e. Maldorky) gives notice to ‘all who hold or may hold 
native title’ in the area concerned, ’the proponent may apply without notice to any person to 
the ERD Court for a summary determination’. The court must then ‘make a determination 
authorising entry to the land for the purpose of carrying out mining operations ... and the 
conduct of mining operations’, which may be made subject to conditions’. 
 
Justice Costello noted that the right to negotiate provisions of the NTA (formerly in Part 2, 
Div 3, Subdivision B of the NTA and now in Subdivision P) ‘appeared to contemplate that 
there would need to be, at least, an application for a mining lease in existence, prior to the 
commencement’ of the right to negotiate process ‘in order to activate such a process’. His 
Honour found it useful to have regard to the NTA provisions because, in order for Part 9(B) 
to ‘come into force’, the relevant Commonwealth Minister had to determine that its 
provisions complied with s 43(2) of the NTA by—at [8] and [34] to [36]. 
 

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/sa/SAERDC/2011/16.html
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Submissions 
South Australian Native Title Services Limited (SANTS, the representative body under the 
NTA for South Australia) submitted that the application for summary determination should 
be dismissed because: 
• the applicant did not hold, and had not applied for, a production tenement over the area 

concerned,  
• this was a necessary prerequisite to both the right to negotiate process and any 

entitlement to a summary determination under s 63N—at [23]. 
 
Maldorky submitted: 
• it had given notice in accordance with the provisions of Part 9B 
• two months after service of that notice, there were no registered native title parties, and 
• there was nothing in either s 63H or s 63I that an application for a production tenement 

must be made before taking steps to commence negotiations under Part 9B—at [24] to 
[29]. 

 
Subsection 63K(2) provides that: 

If a native title mining agreement is negotiated between a mining operator who does not hold, and is 
not an applicant for, a production tenement for the relevant land, and native title parties who are 
claimants to (rather than registered holders of) native title land, the agreement cannot extend to mining 
operations conducted on the land under a future production tenement (emphasis added).  

 
Section 63H provides that a production tenement may not be granted or registered over 
native title land unless: 
• the mining operations are authorised by a pre-existing agreement or determination 

registered under Part 9B 
• an indigenous land use agreement registered under the NTA provides that the right to 

negotiate is not intended to apply, or 
• a declaration is made under the law of the state or the Commonwealth to the effect that 

the land is not subject to native title.  
 
Section 63I provides (among other things) that the relevant Minister: 
• may agree with an applicant for a production tenement over native title land that the 

tenement will be granted or registered contingent on the registration of an agreement or a 
determination under Part 9B permitting mining operations, and 

• may refuse an application for a production tenement over native title land if it appears the 
applicant is not proceeding with reasonable diligence to obtain the agreement or 
determination necessary. 

 
Findings 
Costello J held (among other things) that: 

In the present case, Maldorky was not, at the time of giving its notice, an applicant for or the 
holder of a production tenement. Nor were there any registered native title holders in relation to 
the land.  

It seems to me that the provisions of s 63K(2), properly understood, preclude the very sort of 
agreement which Maldorky purported to seek when it initiated negotiations by giving notice 
under Section 63M. In my view, the combination of Section 63H and Section 63I, by implication, 
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anticipate the existence of an application for a production tenement. When those provisions are 
allied with s 63K(2), the Part 9(B) scheme points strongly to the conclusion that in order for s 63M 
and 63N to be properly engaged there must be in existence an application for a production 
tenement—at [42] to [43]. 

 
Decision 
The application for summary determination made pursuant to s 63N was dismissed—at [53]. 
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